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I INTRODUCTION 
On Februaiy 27, 1969, NASA/ERC, Cambridge, Mass, awarded Contiact No 12-2074 
to Bell Aerospace Company to perform an analytical and hybrid simulation study of a Digital 
Flight Control and Landing System (DFCLS) for the CH-46 Helicopter This study was to be 
preliminary to the testing and demonstration of such a system aboaid the CH-46C helicopter 
at NASA/Langley Research Center In June 1969, BAC was awarded a second contract by 
NASA/ERC to perform the system integration and hardware assembly required to performl the 
testing and demonstration of the flight control and landing system Both of these programs 
were part of NASA's V/STOL progam designed to demonstrate the technologies required for 
the navigation, guidance and control of V/STOL vehicles 
This report is on the first of these study programs The principal output of this study was 
to be a flight control system design including specifications on input data, output data and dis­
play requunements and with a definition of the control laws over the flight regime The flight 
control system was to be a flexible, multi-mode, experimental system suitable for evaluation 
by flight testing of control, display and guidance concepts related to landings of V/STOL under 
minimum visibility conditions The flight control system was to include a number of manual 
modes and their displays to investigate velocity, attitude and attitude rate controls as well as a 
fully automatic mode 
It was an objective, to demonstrate the flight control system in automatic approach and 
landing In this connection, it was a secondary objective of the program to define and evaluate 
by simulation the guidance laws required to perform this approach and landing Included in 
this task was the requirement to supply displayed information suitable for the pilot to perform 
the landing in each of the manual flight control modes 
NASA/ERC defined a base line system which included a central digital airborne computer, 
- a strapdown navigation system, a ground based GSN-5 radar and a digital telemetry link These 
equipments were to be combined to form an integrated approach and landing system using the 
central digital computer to perform all computations However, the flight control and guidance 
laws developed in this study, are valid, independently of this hardware definition since these laws 
are specified in terms of input and output data requirements These data requirements formed 
the basis for specifying the hardware of the baseline system but can be used to define the hard­
ware requirements of other possible configurations 
The study was divided into tasks as follows 
Item I Establish Data Base 
The characteristics of the helicopter and its onboard flight control elements were 
compiled, the error models of the subsystems of the baseline system were formulated and the
 
wind model was defined The Data Base was used to provide the data required for the re­
maining tasks This report discusses the Data Base in Section IV
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Item 2 Flight Contiol Laws 
A set of control laws were defined for a digital approach and landing flight control 
subsystem Theflight control subsystem includes six manual modes with varying deglees of 
pilot assistance and a fully automatic mode A detailed description of these digital flight con­
trol laws is contained in BAC Report No 6200-933011 "Final Flight Contiol Software 
Package." The flight control s stem is discussed in Section III-B. of this jeport 
Item 3 Guidance Laws 
Guidance laws suitable for flight demonstration of the flight control system in an 
approach and landing under minimal visibility conditions were formulated A detailed de­
cription of these digital guidance laws is contained in BAC Report No 6200-933012 "Final 
Guidance Software Package " The guidance laws are discussed in Section 111-C of this report 
Item 4 Simulation and Evaluation 
A real time simulation using a piloted cockpit was developed as described in Section 
IV of this report The flight control and guidance laws were mechanized on an IBM 7090 
computer in a manner similar to that in which they could be mechanized on an airborne 
computer Performance criteria were established and automatic and pilot runs were made 
These results are discussed in Section IV of this report 
Item S. System Design 
A guidance and control configuration was established Subsystem requirements and 
interfaces were defined to the device level A system signal flow diagram was developed These 
results are reported in BAC Report No 6200-933033 "Systems Peiformance/Design Require­
ments Specification 
Item 6 Equipment Specification 
Equipments required to mechanize the system were identified as "existing" or "to be 
developed" in BAC Report No 6200-933032 "Hardware Identification " The "to be developed" 
items were specified in the systems performance/design requirements specification 
Item 7 Technical Presentations 
Presentations were made as required by the contract at facilities and dates set by 
agreement between BAC and NASA/ERC 
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II SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
-A SUMMARI DESCRIPTION OF THE DFCLS 
The Digital Flight Control and Landing System (DFCLS) may be depicted in a smplified diagram 
as shown in Figure 11-1 This is an abstraction of the original baseline system proposed by NASA/ERC 
which is illustrated in Figure 111-1 of Section III 
In the guided modes, position data of the vehicle is obtained with respect to an orthogonal co­
ordinate system ANF defined with a horizontal axis along the desned approach heading, a second axis
along the local vertical and the origin at the desired touchdown point In Figure 11-1, the position 
vector X = x, y, z, is the position coordinate of the helicopter with respect to this coordinate system 
This data may be obtained by inertial means, radar measurements, combinations of these or by any 
method which gives the position with the accuracy required This information is processed by the 
airborne digital computer using the guidance laws For the experimental system, two sets of laws 
have been specified, one set developed during the course of this study and a second set to be developed 
independently for purposes of comparison In the figure these are identified as Guid 1 and Guid 2 
In the guided modes, using appropriate update algorithms and optimal filtering techniques, if 
required for precision, the position information (rate of change of this information) is used to update 
and refine the vehicle velocity coordinates The vehicle velocity again may be obtained by any sensing 
technique which has the required accuracy 
The velocity data (to be used in both guided modes and in unguided modes where velocity control 
modes have been selected) constitute a set of inputs to the Flight Control Computations The vehicle 
attitude and attitude rate data is another set of inputs The vector 0 shown in the figure represents the 
vehicles Euler angles 4', , 0, and the vector Orepresents the vehicles body axis rates p, q, r These may 
be obtained from inertial sensors but, for flight control purposes, standard flight control system rate, 
heading, and vertical gyros are sufficiently accurate 
The flight control system takes these inputs plus the inputs from the pilot's controls and depending 
on the mode selected, computes commands to the basic helicopter controls In the figure, AZc is the 
vector of incremental commands to the pitch collective, roll cyclic, yaw cyclic and collective controls 
of the helicopter 
In addition, the flight control system sends out a set of command displays, Abd , for the pilot's 
direction. These are appropnate for the flight control mode which has been selected 
In the unguided modes, there is no position information but the vehicle is controllable with 
the same modes as available for guided flights except for AUTO (automatic) A more detailed 
description of these flight control and guidance laws follows 
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B FLIGHT CONTROL 
Modes 
Theie are eight pilot selectable modes of operation of the flight conti ol laws (1) Disengage, 
(2) SAS, (3) Attitude 1, (4) Attitude tI, (5) Velocity 1, (6) Velocity II, (7) Velocity II, and (8) Auto­
matic In the first of these modes the system is inactive except for mode sampling and initialization 
activities The next six modes are manual modes of operation where command errors are normally 
displayed to the pilot on flight director needles and the pilot nulls these errors by inputting commands 
to the flight control laws thiough the electric stick or sidearm controller, rudder pedals, and collective 
stick The last mode of operation is a completely automatic mode where incremental xelocity error 
inputs to the flight control laws are obtained from the guidance laws In this mode, actual velocity 
errors are displayed on the flight director needles for monitoring purposes The types of control, the 
form and source of the commands, and the form of the displays for each of these modes, except the 
Disengage mode, are listed in Table 111-4 shown in the next section of this repoit 
All of the manual modes and the automatic modes of operation of the flight control laws are 
designed to be used in conjunction with either the Guid I or Guid II modes The manual flight control 
modes can also be used when the guidance is in the Disengage mode although no command errors will be 
available on the flight director needles in this case The automatic flight control mode cannot be used 
when the guidance is in the Disengage mode In addition, all of these possible modes of operation apply 
in both the flight phase to hover and in the landing flight phase 
2 Flight Control Laws 
The flight control laws for the various modes of operation have been divided into com­
mand laws and control laws The command laws convert the pilot control inputs into command 
inputs to the flight control laws for the selected mode of operation There are separate command laws 
for the SAS Mode, the Attitude Modes, and each of the Velocity Modes By doing this, it is only 
necessary to include a single set of velocity control laws for the three Velocity Modes since the control 
inputs in each mode can be converted into velocity commands that are compatible with these 
The control laws generate the incremental output commands to the electric hydraulic 
control system Also, in conjunction with the command laws, they also generate the display infor­
mation in each mode, therefore, no separate display laws are required The command laws have been 
developed in a cascading manner where there are separate laws for the SAS, attitude, and velocity
loops Each of these control laws receives its input either from the corresponding command law or 
next outer loop depending on the mode of operation This was done to eliminate the necessity of 
duplicating the inner loops in the digital flight control program sections for the higher order modes 
This separation of the command and control laws also permits the laws for the outer 
loops to be updated at a slower rate than is used for those in the inner loops, therefore, the command 
and control laws have been grouped into fast and slow loop computations for efficiency in the air­
borne program In general, the fast loop computations contain the (1) SAS loop control laws, 
(2) SAS command laws, and (3) attitude control laws The slow loop computations contain the 
(1) attitude command laws, (2) velocity control laws, and (3) velocity command laws In some 
cases, certain equations in the inner loops can be updated in the slow loop computations These will 
be described in the report 
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C GUIDANCE 
I General 
The guidance section of the Digital Flight Control and Landing System for the CH-46C 
helicopter will have three modes of operation (1) Disengage, (2) Guidance 1,and (3) Guidance 11 
The guidance laws for the Guidance II mode of operation have been developed by Bell Ae, ospace
Company during this study The Guidance I laws are to be independently developed for comparison 
purposes The guidance laws have outputs defined as velocity cirors in a coordinate system which is 
the ANF coordinate system rotated through the yaw Euler angle such that the X axis lies in the horizon­
tal plane (heading-vertical system) The flight control system will accept guidance commands in this 
form from any proposed guidance laws 
2 Modes 
The Guidance II laws are for the landing mission of the CH-46C helicopter and have been 
designed to operate in conjunction with a digital flight conti ol system which has several manual 
modes and an automatic mode of ,operation as described above There are two modes of operation
of these laws (1) an Acquisition to Hover Mode, and (2) a Landing Mode In each mode, they 
generate velocity error commands for the flight control system In the manual modes of flight
control, thcste errors are used by the flight control system to generate command errors for display
and the pilot manually controls the helicopter based on these displays In the automatic mode of 
flight control, these errors are used by the flight control system to generate automatic commands to 
control the hehcoptei 
In the Acquisition to Hover Mode, the laws generate velocity error commands to bring
the helicopter from Aquisition conditions to a hover condition over the pad In the Land Mode, the laws 
generate velocity error commands to bnng the helicopter from hover to touchdown. In the Land Mode, 
the laws check to determine if the hover conditions are acceptable before starting to generate commands 
for landing If the hover conditions are not acceptable for landing, the laws continue to generate hover 
commands until acceptable conditions are met 
'-3 Guidance 1I Laws 
The Guidance II laws generate velocity errors between a velocity landing profile and the 
sensed helicopter velocifies The profile that is used is a constant speed glide type as shown in 
Figure II-2 As shown in this figure, the flight along this profile is divided into the following phases(1) acquisition, (2) level flight deceleration, (3) glide acquisition, (4) glide transition, (5) glide, (6) flare,(7) hover, and (8) land In each phase, separate longitudinal guidance laws are used to generate total 
forward and vertical velocity commands along the profile A single lateral guidance law is used to 
generate a total lateral velocity command These total velocity commands are then differenced with 
the sensed helicopter velocities and transformed into velocity errors in the vertical heading frame 
These errors form the command inputs to the flight control system 
0 
04 
o 
V) 
o 	 ! 
00 
Flare Glide 	 Glide Glide Level Flight Acquisition 
Transition Acquisition Deceleration 
Hover 
~~~Land 	 , -, 
Down Range to Touchdown 
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Command information using the command bars and glide slope deviation index on a 
FlightDirector Indicator display were developed suitable for each of the manual modes 
It was found that all modes could be flown to touchdown 
2 The simple rate damping mode (SAS) described in this report is unsatistactory for flight 
control because of the excessive pilot work load It is also unsatisfactory as a candidate 
for a backup mode because the change in adaptation fhon a low work load to the SAS 
mode, suddenly and in mid-flight, generally resulted in loss of mission The SAS mode 
could be flown to touchdown if the mission started in this mode and the pilot did not 
let the system "get away" from him , 
3 Backup modes in an operational system will require the attitude hold feature 
4 In terms of perfoimance measured by in flight errors and vehicle rates and attitude angles 
at touchdown all manual modes except SAS were equivalent but the equivalence was 
established at the expense of varying degrees of pilot's work load Except for the sidearm 
controller the velocity modes were best with the attitude mode with velocity control in 
the vertical axis (collective) judged next best Attitude control with raw collective followed 
these modes in terms of pilot's preference 
5 Problems were encountered with the type and installation of sidearm controller available 
The results, however, justify the conclusion that-velocity mode control with a proper, 
human factors design of the sidearm controller would be a very acceptable mode 
6 The fully automatic mode (AUTO) had significantly better overall performance in terms 
of errors from the required flight profile However, the requirement to satisfy certain 
conditions before the guidance would proceed with the LAND phase, made all systems 
equivalent in terms of velocities, attitude angles and dispersion errors at hover Only 
the length of time in hover before satisfying the necessary conditions to proceed with 
the descent to touchdown were affected 
7. The flight control system performance with winds and gusts met the accuracy require­
ments for landing under minimal visibility conditions The principal dispersion at 
touchdown was due to the errors in instrumentation assumed for the error models in 
measurement and not to the flight control system or the pilot's ability to fly the com­
mand displays 
With ideal measurements of position, the vertical impact velocity at touchdown averaged 
about 3 8 ft/sec (4 ft/sec being the preprogrammed nominal) and had a standard deviation 
of 0 78 ft/see The average error from the touchdown point in the forward direction was 
13 8 feet with a standard deviation of 4 ft This indicates some system bias was present 
due to tolerance on LAND conditions The average error in the Y direction was 1 1 ft 
with a standard deviation of 6 1 ft These results were obtained in averaging over 180 runs 
piloted and automatic and including the undesirable SAS mode Each mode represents no 
more than 1/6 of the cases averaged so that the results stated are not biased in favor of any 
particular configuration. 
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The averages stated were obtained undei combinations of wind conditions (15 knots steady, 
2.5 ft/sec one sigma horizontal gusts, 0 75 ft/sec one sigma vertical gusts, headwind, talwind, 
- crosswind) 
To these errors, whatevei position measurement errors are specified must be added statistically 
Tis isa function of the measuiement system selected In the baseline system, it is a function 
of the last GSN-5 update If the update is made whle the helicopter is in hovei phase while 
awaiting the LAND signal, the additional error can be negligible 
8 	 The Flight Control System design did not require programmed gain changes oi gain changes 
as a function of flight condition except for the lateral guidance law gain 
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III DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM 
A. BASELINE SYSTEM 
Figure 111-I depicts the baseline system as originally conceived in Bell's response to NASAI 
ERC's RFP foi this study It outlines the major hardware elements in block diagram form The four 
helicopter controls, 
5r yaw cyclic 
5a roll cyclic 
6e pitch collective 
sc collective 
are controlled by electrohydrauhc servos, termed the EISS (Electric Input Servo System) The EISS 
is part of the existing VSS (Variable Stability System) system aboard the NASA/LARC CH-46C heli­
copter The helicopter's position is measured by the GSN-5, ground based precision radar, and the 
position coordinates (x, y, z) in the ANF (Approach Navigation Frame) coordinate system are trans­
mitted via the Gemini data link to the helicopter 
The ANF frame is defined as follows 
Origin Fixed to touchdown point 
X-Axis Horizontal and parallel to the runway axis in the direction of approach 
Z-Axis Vertical and Directed downward 
Y-Axis Completes orthogonal triad 
Aboard the CH-46C helicopter, a strapdown inertial sensing system (ISU) is updated by the GSN-5 
measurements The updating and processing of the ISU outputs is accomplished by computations with 
an airborne digital computer using appropriate algorithms 
Using the vehicles attitude angles, angular rates, position and velocity which are available from these 
computations and the pilot's inputs, the computer generates output commands to the EISS based on 
flight control and guidance laws which have also been mechanized on the airborne digital computer. 
The basic purpose of the study was to provide a design for a flexible, multi-mode digital flight control 
system for the CH-46C for flight research in V/STOL guidance and control Additionally, the guidance 
laws were to be formulated which would be suitable for demonstrating the flight control system's per­
formance in landing the helicopter under minimum visibility conditions The study and resulting design 
was based on analysis and simulation 
Both manual and automatic modes of control, with displayed information appropriate for each 
- mode, were required These modes were initially then to be 
(1) disengaged 
(2) rate damper (pilot input) 
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(3) attitude/attitude rate (pilot input) 
(4) translational velocity command (pilot input, stick) 
(5) translatonal velocity command (pilot input, side arm controller) 
(6) fully 9utomatic 
These modes evolved during the course of the study to the modes described in Section II B 3 
Since in this report it is convenient to refer to the mode designations ultimately developed, the current 
designations and then ptincipal featuies are 
SAS - The helicopter is controlled through the pilot's stick, rudder pedals and the collective stick 
Angular body rates in the three axes are fed back The collective stick control is the same as for the bare 
helicopter 
ATT I - The pilot's stick controls the pitch and roll angles of the helicopter The rudder pedals 
contiol the side slip angle above 35 knots and the heading angle below 35 knots The collective stick 
contiol is the same as for the bare helicopter 
ATT 2 - This mode is the same as ATT I except that the collective stick control is converted to a 
vertical velocity control 
VEL I - The pilot's stick controls the forward acceleration in the Heading Vertical coordinate 
system and either lateral acceleration in this coordinate system or the course rate depending on speed 
The collective stick controls the vertical velocity The Heading-Vertical coordinate system is defined 
by 
Origin At a defined point in the aircraft 
X-Axis The orthogonal projection of the Body X axis onto the local horizontal plane 
Z-Axis Vertical and directed downward 
Y-Axis Completes orthogonal triad 
Above 35 knots, the lateral control is accomplished by a course change and below 35 knots, by a side 
slip The rudder pedals function as they do for AT I 
VEL2 - The pilot's stick controls the forward velocity in the Heading Vertical coordinate system 
and either the lateral velocity in this coordinate system or course depending on speed Above 35 knots, 
the lateral control is accomplished by a course change and below 35 knots, by a side slip. 
The other controls remain as for VEL 1 
VEL 3 - This mode is the same as VEL 2 except that a sidearm controller is used for forward and 
lateral velocity control instead of the pilot's control stick and only velocity is controlled in the lateral 
axis instead of either velocity or course 
AUTO - This is a fully automatic mode where velocity errors in the Heading Vertical frame are 
generated by guidance functions 
The landing mission profile, described in detail in Section l1I 3, is briefly summarized here to 
facilitate the following discussion The profile requires that the helicopter 
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(1) 	 intercept the centerline at any airspeed 
(2) 	 decelerate to 42 knots range rate 
(3) 	 intercept a 60 glide slope and descend 
(4) 	 at approximately 1550 ft ground range and 150 ft altitude, decelerate and flare to 50 ft 
altitude and 10 knots range rate 
(5) 	 at 200 ft ground range and 50 ft altitude, decelerate to hover above the touchdown (F D-) 
at 50 ft 
(6) 	 descend to T D point vertically 
. FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS 
1 	 Design Phllosophy and Assumptions 
The total problem of designing a flight control system may be subdivided into distinct phases 
for each of which a definite philosophy must be adopted and assumptions made These phases, in their 
logical study sequence, are 
(1) 	 definition of scope of design and purpose of the flight control system 
(2) 	 definition of vehicle and operational requirements 
(3) 	 configuration design 
(4) 	 detail design apploach 
(5) 	 system evaluation and design modifications 
This section describes the point of view adopted for each of these phases for the purpose of 
the study 
a-	 Definition of Scope 
As stated in Section III A, the flight control system design was based on the requirement 
for a practical, multiiode digital flight control system to control the CH-46C helicopter at NASA/LARC. -
The purpose of the flight control system was to provide a flexible research tool for flight investigation of 
control system, guidance and display requirements for V/STOL area navigations and landings under 
minimal visibility conditions 
During the course of the program, it became apparent that a large number of variables 
could be considered in every aspect of the study For example, in the area of displays alone, a large 
number of parameters suitable for investigation exist 
(1) 	 Conventional aircraft instruments versus nonconventional displays 
(2) 	 Situation versus command information 
(3) 	 Variation of displayed data with flight control mode 
(4) 	 Vanation of displayed data with pilot's control element 
(5) 	 Scale factor or sensitivity of displayed information 
(6) 	 Possible shaping of data'to avoid PIO (Pilot Induced Oscillation) or pilot disorientation 
(7) 	 Influence of data displayed on pilot's work load 
(8) Influence of data displayed on system performance 
-(9) Backup displays for flight safety or possible mission completion 
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These areas have been, and continue to be, fruitful subjects for investigation and taken in combina­
tions present a great many possibilities 
In addition, the other areas such as sensor blending, complexity of flight control 
and guidance laws, digital programming considerations, flight control and guidance sensor specifi­
catidns, sampling rate and quantization studies and alternative mission profiles each involve h num­
her of parameters which could be investigated 
The necessary contraints of budget and schedule restricted the scope of the study 
to a practical bound This implies that many useful ideas could not be explored within the range 
of this study The system design presented in this report, therefore, represents one method of at­
taming the objectives desci ibed at the beginning of this section 
The flight control system was to incorporate the modes listed in Section III A All 
modes except AUTO are manual modes SAS was a derivative of the original rate damper mode, 
ATT I and ATT 2 were deiivatives of the original attitude/attitude rate mode, VEL 1, VEL 2, 
VEL 3 were derivatives of the original velocity command modes 
The SAS mode was to be regarded as the most primitive mode for which the FCS ob­
jectives could be met and its inclusion was regarded primarily to investigate the possibility for a 
backup flight safety mode for a future opeiational system 
It was further decided that the displays would be based on the Flight Directol Indi­
cator as defined by MIL-I-27193B(USAF) In the manual modes, longitudinal and lateral command 
errois would be displayed on the horizontal and vertical command bars and the collective error on 
the displacement index In these modes, the display would show the difference between where the 
pilot has positioned his control and collective sticks and where the automatic system would have pos­
itioned it In the AUTO mode, these indicators display the velocity error along each of three axes of 
the Heading Vertical frame 
The flight control system design was not required to incorporate redundancy or to 
provide automatic monitoring and switchover to the Safety Pilot in the event of malfunction Sys­
tem safety was to be insured by monitoring of the conventional helicopter displays and visual cues 
by the Safety Pilot who has the option of taking control of the vehicle at all times 
b Definition of Requirements 
(1) General Requirements 
The flight control system (FCS) was to have the basic modes listed in the pre­
vious paragraph modified as determined by the study to attain the objectives listed in that para­
graph These modes were to be pilot selectable by suitable cockpit switch functions with the selec­
tion clearly indicated Each mode was to be available by selecting the appropriate switch irrespec­
- tive of the flight control mode which was operative prior to the selection There was to be no trans­
ient introduced by the switching The Control stick position, the pedal position, side arm control­
ler (SAC) position and all instantaneous outputs of the attitude and velocity sensors at the instance 
of mode switching were to become the reference values for the selected mode 
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Mode selection was required to be suitably interlocked with the guidance system 
and with the displays such that illogical combinations were not possible An example of an illogical 
combination is the selection of an automatic landing mode without tile presence of guidance infor­
mation In fact it was iecognized early that the AUTO mode of the FCS could not be clearly separ­
ated from the guidance requirements, and where clarity is served, arbitrary separation into flight con­
trol and guidance is not adhered to in this discussion 
Initially, the philosophy which was adapted with respect to automatic modes
 
of FCS operation was to permit pilot overrides or assists This policy changed during the couise of
 
the study when it became apparent that, in a number of cases, this had the reverse effect and deter­
iorated the performance The requirement for transient flee mode switching, furtheiniore, made
 
this unnecessary since the pilot was capable of switching to a manual mode if he felt the need for
 
direct control. 
The FCS was to be capable of controlling the helicopter over the entire speed 
range of 0 to 140 knots Performance between 80 and 140 knots was to be considered secondary 
to performance in the low speed regime Due to the large speed variation, the philosophy was adopted 
that the helicopter-FCS combination should behave as an airplane at high speeds and as a helicopter at 
low speeds It was logical to use the airspeed measured by the Pitot tube to separate these flight phases 
and, further, to use the airspeed below which the Pitot tube measurements becomes unreliable as the 
dividing line. This was taken to be an airspeed of 35 knots after filtering to remove gust effects 
During the course of the study it became apparent that the FCS design was not 
completely separable from the guidance function in that as touchdown is approached, the speed which 
is of interest shifts from airspeed to groundspeed To illustrate this point, if a 30 knot headwind exists 
- and the helicopter's ground speed approaches zero under the direction of the guidance laws, the behavior 
- of the helicopter FCS combination would be that of the high speed flight phase down to a ground speed 
of 5 knots This behavior with respect to such functions as turn coordination is not desirable so close 
to the touchdown point where sideslip maneuvers are more efficient for small flight path corrections 
For this ieason, the FCS switching functions which are speed dependant were to be based on an 
-effective speed, V'a, where 
a Vaf, if Vaf < x 
\lh 
x ,if Vaf > x 
SVaf =filtered airspeed = Va
 
I + s TV a
 
Va Pitot measured airspeed 
rVa airspeed filtering time constant 
Vh =forward velocity in vertical heading frame 
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For all modes, except SAS, turn coordination when Va> 35 knots was to be 
assisted by feeding a suitably modified function of the roll angle control, A4,c, into the yaw cyclic 
control channel 
- For all modes, when V'> 35 knots, side slip was to be reduced by feeding a suit­
ably modified function of Q,the measured sideslip angle, ioto the Yaw Cyclic Control Channel 
For the ATT 1, ATT 2, VEL 1, VEL 2 and VEL 3 modes, a heading hold with 
pilot control was to be incorporated when V'<35 knots For the AUTO mode, when Va<35 knots 
and crosswinds were present, a blend of crab angle and roll angle was to be used to maintain the vehicle 
on the demonstration Landing Profile described in Section III B Guidance Laws The blend required 
that the helicopter head into the average relative wind such that the average roll angle required for 
crosswind compensation would not exceed 5' This was based on pilot inputs that indicated 5' of 
steady roll angle would be unacceptable 
Compensation for loss of vertical lift due to helicopter bank was judged to be an 
operational requirement which was to be satisfied by feeding a suitably modified function of the bank 
angle into the collective channel 
The flight control system was to incorporate control stick, side arm controller 
and pedal thresholds such that pilot induced oscillations (PIO) were minimized The thresholds were 
not to exceed 5%of the total travel of the pilot's control 
Stick, pedal and sidearm controller commands were to be commands with respect 
to the heading vertical coordinate system in the Velocity modes and Attitude modes and the vehicle 
body axis system in the SAS mode 
'The flight control laws and flight control sensors were to be considered together 
such that sensor noise did not result in faulty signals or exceed a I sigma noise of 0 1 in in the collec­
tive, pitch differential collective, roll cyclic or yaw cyclic channels of the EISS or result in saturation 
of these channels These requirements were based on the Data Base used (see Section IV A) which 
indicated that the EISS hysteresis in each channel was to be taken as 0 1 in 
Further constraints imposed on the FCS design by the EISS and helicopter control 
boost system were that the pitch collective, roll cyclic, yaw cyclic, and collective were related to the 
commanded values of these controls by an approximate quadratic transfer function with natural fre­
quancy of 15 hertz and a damping factor of 0 6 
To simplify mechanization, it was a goal of the design that within the constraints 
imposed by performance requirements, the minimum number of control laws should include as much 
of the flight profile and flight conditions as feasible However, these laws could be linear or nonlinear 
and could differ for each operational mode if required by performance specification or sensor constraints 
The balance between simplicity and performance is a judgement factor 
The FCS design had to be based on the existing EISS and pilot's controls aboard 
the CH-46C helicopter The existing trim system would relieve stick and pedal forces but not reset 
any stored references in the FCS The FCS would be self trimming where necessary to meet the require­
ments 
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1 s' characteristics of the existing Feel and Trim System were given as 
l scale factors required to convert inches of pilot controls'to volts input to the 
1l- actuators
 
Ji11 Axis, 3 92 in /volt
 
(-CV,'hve Axis, 6 41 in /volt
 
Rf' kxis, 2 41 in /volt
 
Yt" Axis, 1 36 in /volt 
(1I-46 EleeP ic Stick Characteristics 
"tl. 9fick forces are force/displacement gradients and were given as 
PJt'k differential collective, 1 0 lb/in
 
R4 1 cyclic, 1 0 lb/in
 
1i1, es measured at a radius of 25 in
 
Th,-pedal force is a force/displacement gradient and was given as 
Y,1'WCychc, 4 0 lb/in 
Tile Gollective force is a friction force which may be adjusted by the pilot The 
force was given as being hiriable from essentially zero to at least 5 lb measured at a radius of 18 0 in 
The electric stick has linear pots which vary on stick position and infinite resolu­
tion The output VOliL!L%were given as 
Plth Axis, 0.4 volts/in 
Col.htive Axis, 0 33 volts/in
 
Roll Axis, 0 4 volts/in
 
YaW Axis, 0 8 volts/in
 
C1 -1IGC Trim System Characteristics 
The kice trim system for pitch differential collective and roll cyclic operate 
from the "coolie hat" billton on the stick Each axis has its own trim The button activates a motor 
which runs to relieve th lurce at 1 0 in Isec 
Tile ihm on the pedals is similar to that on the stick with the trim button being 
on the collective stick 
Thew' is no trim for the collective stick 
ThQ IInge and sensitivity of the sensors to be used were given as follows 
stick%pitch ±5.5 in 0 4 volts dc/in 
stick, roll ±3 6 in 0 4 volts dc/in 
ped.cs ±2 3 in 0 8 volts dc/in 
coIth\t ve stick 0 to 12 8 in 0 33 volts dc/in 
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, ... es ±0 35 radians 9 8 volts dc/radian 
Pitot tube 35 to 150 knots 0 08 volts dc/knot 
An additional ground rule with repect to the interfacing of the E1SS and the FCS 
output fs illustrated in Figure 111-2 This figure, taken from Bell Report No 6200-933033, depicts the 
requirements that the EISS in its disengaged mode is configured such that 
(1) The hydraulic actuators diiving each of the four controls are bypassed 
(2) All electrical inputs to the EISS are being cancelled 
(3) The drive voltage to each hydiaulic control valve is displayed for pilot 
monitoring 
The EISS is not engaged by the pilot unless the NULL METER indicates that all 
electrical inputs to the EISS have been cancelled This insures against transients on EISS engagement 
(2) Dynamic Performance Requirements 
- In searching for dynamic performance criteria, a Iumber of factors were considered 
and an approach formulated from which working criteria could be established The approach was 
based on the following considerations 
First, the fundamental performance requirement was considered to be that the 
FCS controls the helicopter to the profile defined by the mission The tolerance and constraints imposed 
by this requirement are described in Section III C The implication of this viewpoint was that the ulti­
mate justification of the flight control laws would be a satisfactory evaluation of the full system on the 
simulator 
It was necessary to have requirements for the design of the subsystems before the 
full simulation could be evaluated These were defined on the basis of transient response because the 
nonlineanties (hysteresis, quantization, limiting) of the system made frequency response 6r pole-zero 
criteria artificial and because transient response is conveniently observed in evaluation by simulation 
This viewpoint leads naturally towards considenng the dynamic response in terms of the residual oscil­
lations after transients have died out, response in the nominally linear range and to response to satura­
tion command signals 
Consistant with the philosophy of trading off performance for simplicity, the 
view was adopted not to require uniform levels of performance or higher performance than necessary 
in view of the full simulation evaluation which would be the ultimate test Higher performance was 
desired during transition, hover and touchdown then when the vehicle was f£1.ing high and fast 
"I The FCS helicopter combination should also meet the requirements of MIL-H-850 IA, 
"Helicopter Flying and Ground Handling Qualities" where this specification 2 ples 
The requirements in light of this approach were speciffed as in the following 
paragraphs 
The FCS system was permitted residual oscillation due :_:c ISS nonlinearities 
sensor noise, sensoi package hysteresis or quantizing of sensor information @-quantizing of commands 
to the EISS This was not to exceed ±1 0 or - 5 degrees, whichever is smai-i'r, about any axis and 
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or- ft/sec along any axis, wlichever is smaller where f is the frequency in Hertz 
For input signals at least five times the largest threshold, hysteresis, signal quantum 
or command quantum in a given channel, but not large enough to cause signal, velocity or position satu­
ration of any element in that channel, the FCS requirements for each mode were specified Superbosi­
tion of the residual oscillations on other response requirements was considered permissable 
The SAS mode was simply to meet the requirements of MIL-H-8501A, relating to 
rate damping Since this was to be evaluated as a possible backup mode, no moie than accepted hel­
copter handling characteristics wete to be requiled 
The ATT 1 mode by definition, was to have an unaugmented collective, hence, as 
for SAS, the vertical control would required to meet specifications of MIL-H-8501A only 
In response to a step change in attitude angle command about any axis, the ATr I 
mode would not be permitted to overshoot the final value by more than 15% of the total commanded 
change, would attain 90% of the total commanded change in less than 1 5 sec after the step command 
initiation and would remain at the final value within 5% or less of the total commanded change %%ithin 
5 see after step command initiation 
The ATT,2 mode would satisfy the same requirements as the ATT 1 mode with 
respect to attitude angle commands since, by definition, the control laws were the same 
The vertical control characteristics of the ATT 2 mode would be such that the 
response to a step velocity command would exhibit a maximum allowable overshoot of the final 
velocity in accordance with 
AVzo =0 06AVzc for 0 <Va < 10 knots 
= (-0 4 + 0 OAa ) AVZC for 10 < Va < 40 knots 
=-(- 4 0+0 2 Va) AzC for Va >40 knots 
where AVzo is the maximum allowable overshoot, AVzc is the magnitude of the step command and 
Va is the forward airspeed in knots 
The vertical velocity would attain at least 90% of the total commanded change 
within one second after the initiation of the step command in vertical velocity command 
The VEL 1, VEL 2 and VEL 3 modes would satisfy the same requirements as the 
ATT 2 mode with respect to vertical control characteristics since, by definition, the vertical control 
laws in these modes would be the same 
The VEL 1, VEL 2 and VEL 3 modes would respond to a step change in forward 
and lateral commands such that the maximum overshoot in response to a step command would be in 
accordance with 
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AI(xy) C) (0 05 + 0 004 Va) AH(xy) C for 0 < Va < 40 knots 
0 2 AH(xy) C for Va > 40 knots 
where AH(x y) a is tile maximum allowable overshoot, AHO( y) C is the step command size and 
Va is the artspeed in knots In VEL 2 and VEL 3, AH is an incremental velocity In the VEL I 
mode, AH is an incremental acceleration, 80% or more of the total commanded change would be 
realized within five sec after thinnitiation of the step command 
For saturation command inputs the FCS would constrain the vehicle limits as 
follows 
In all FCS modes 
Pitch angle rate < 25°/sec 
Roll angle rate < 25°/sec 
Yaw angle rate < 25°/see 
In all FCS modes except SAS 
jRoll angle < 450 
Yaw angle unlimited 
Witch angle - nominal pitch angle < 100 
Nominal pitch angle is the pitch angle required to trim the helicopter for the 
flight condition being experienced 
In SAS, ATT 1, AT 2 modes 
Maximum angles would be limited by direct pilot control 
c Configuration, Design 
The flight control laws for the various modes of operation were divided into comman 
laws and control laws The command laws convert the pilot control inputs into command inputs to 
the flight control laws for the selected mode of operation There were separate command laws for 
the SAS Mode, the Attitude Modes, and each of the Velocity Modes By doing this, it was only 
necessary to include a single set of velocity control laws for the three Velocity Modes since the 
control inputs in each mode could be converted into velocity commands that are compatible with 
these 
The control laws were to the incremental output commands to the EISS In addition 
in conjunction with the command laws, they also were to generate the display information in each 
mode As a result of this, no separate display laws were required The command laws were to be 
developed in a cascading manner with separate laws for the SAS, attitude, and velocity loops Each 
of these control laws was to receive its input either from the corresponding command law or next 
outer loop depending on the mode of operation This was done to eliminate the necessity of duph­
cating the inner loops in the digital flight control program sections for the higher order modes 
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This separation of the command and control laws also would permit the laws for the 
outer loops to be updated at a lower rate than for those in the inner loops As a result of this, the 
command and control laws were grouped into fast and slow loop computations for efficiency in the 
airborne program In general, the fast loop computations were to contain these laws (1) SAS 
loop control, (2) SAS command, (3) attitude control The slow loop computations would contain 
(1) attitude command, (2) velocity control. (3) velocity command laws 
d Design Approach 
Assembling valid data on wich to base the study and a paper design using the data 
provided in the RFP, weie parallel first items in the design approach In addition to the equilibrium 
aerodynamic data on the CH-46C which was received as part 'of the original RFP, further data was 
requested and received from Boeing Vertol as listed in Section IV B I 
It was judged to be essential that nonequilibrium flight conditions be simulated A 
number of approaches toward simulating nonequilibriam data from the available equilibrium data 
were explored These, and the technique selected are described in Section IV C 
The second set of items required to complete the Data Base was the development 
of the subsystem error models These subsystems were the strapdown navigational system, GSN-5 
Radar and Gemini Uplink, Radar Altimeter, Pitot Tube, Angle of Attack and Side Slip Vanes These 
models were first developed in analog form and then recast in a form for optimum digital implemen­
tation These are discussed in Section IV 
In parallel with the establishment of the Data Base, preliminary design of the flight 
control system began using the data contained in the RFP Because of the large number of flight 
conditions and the many loops involved (angular rate, angle, velocity and ultimately position) it 
was decided t6 automate the procedure for selection of the gains 
The philosophy which was adapted was to use the classic root locus method to de­
ternine the coefficients of an assumed form of feedback law Where 8 NC is the command to the 
N control channel of the EISS and ON is the principal vehicle parameter to be controlled in the 
loop under analysis, then if the form 
A6N C =-K 1 +sK 2 K+--s0 N 3 
is assumed for the feedback law, then the problem was to determine K1 , K2 and K3 The cntenon 
,for selecting these coefficients was to hold the dominant pole on the 0 7 damping line, and raise 
its natural frequency until the required compensation became excessive When these had been de­
termined for one loop, they were held constant while the next loop was closed and the process re­
peated. The concept was to continue in this manner proceeding from the fastest inner loops, suc­
cessively to the slowest outer loops 
This was programmed for digital computation and included the helicopter response 
to control action, the transfer function of the control actuators, noise filters and simulated sampling 
rate lags 
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This procedure worked well for the short period control loops but-it was not found 
possible within schedule constraints to develop a general algorithm to express the selection logic for 
successive trials in the outer loops and although convergence was obtained over some ranges of, 
flight conditions, others diverged defeating the design objective Since at this point in the study an 
all digital check simulation of the mission became available which did provide the outer loop gains, 
the attempt to perfect the root locus program to give valid outer loop results was dropped Howe'ver, 
the inner loop coeftctents which had been determined were valid staiting points for the FCS design 
The all digital check program was then also used to check the innei loop response to steps in accor­
dance with the requirement discussed previously 
The design then proceeded to the hybrid simulation refinement phase where all of 
the fast moving helicopter dynamics except for the stability derivatives were simulated on two AD4 
and one PACE 231 R analog computers and the control laws and stability derivatives were simulated 
on the IBM 7090 digital computer Due to the size of the analog simulation and typical analog 
hardwaie problems, the reahability and repeatability of this simulation was poor and did not allow 
for sufficient up tnie for evaluations 
The availability of the all digital check program made it possible to consider shifting 
more of the simulation to the digital computer The crucial point was whether the simulation could 
be run in real time This was unimportant for the AUTO mode but imperative in the manual modes 
where a pilot would fly the system It was found possible to program the IBM 7090 such that real 
time performance was attainable in all modes This resulted in shifting all but the cockpit interface 
equipment and the wind model to the digital computer 
The s domain laws were digitized using Tustin's method in converting the laws 
found by the preliminary analysis and in converting the helicopter simulation to the digital domain 
It was felt that strict adherence to flight control laws developed in the s domain 
would not fully exploit the capability of the digital computer In this respect, it was found that the 
limit cycling due to hysteresis in each channel of the EISS could be reduced further by a nonlinear 
law. On the analog computer a conventional lead/lag hysteresis network had been used to reduce 
the limit cycle amplitude Paper analysis using describing function techniques confirmed the analog 
results A 20% reduction in the amplitude of the limit cycle was attained By using a digital variable 
gain compensation technique the limitcycle was reduced 70% 
The necessity for varying the coefficients in the flight control laws as a function of 
airspeed was explored It was found that the requirements previously discussed were attainable 
with fixed gains, considerably simplifying the FCS mechanization 
e. System Evaluation 
As previously stated, performance on the full simulation was considered the ultimate 
justification of the flight control (and guidance) laws At this point, performance measurement 
criteria were required. 
Ideally, performance evaluation should result in a single score Only in this way can 
different systems be compared and ranked unambiguously However, it is frequently not possible to 
set up criteria which satisfy this ideal when there are important factors which are entirely dissimilar 
Tis was found to be the case in setting up the criteria for the simulator tests 
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First, it was desned to have a measurement of performance in terms of how well 
the landing profile was being followed This measurement was termed the PI (Performance Index) 
and was based on the noimalized rms value of the altitude error, altitude rate errors, lateral error, 
lateral rate error and forward velocity erior The ielationship is shown in Table 111-1 Note that the 
normalization procedure allowed for different values for the maximum errors as the helicopter was 
further away from touchdown The lowel the PI the better the performance wilt a P1 of unity (1) 
meaning that all errors held at their maximum allowable throughout the flight 
Due to the averaging process taken over the whole flight, it is conceivable that some 
portion of the flight could have large errors and still the flight have an overall PI which is low pro­
vided the time duration of the poor performance was low In general, this is unimportant since it 
implies large errors for short periods of time, a situation which generally exists only on initiation 
of control However, if the ciicumstances were such that the large errors occurred at, or near, touch­
down, this could result in a disasterous landing with a low PI Therefore, the conditions at touch­
down are special and must be looked at independently of any possible overall PI The radial error 
from the nominal T D point is a second performance criteion Important and independent, the 
impact velocity at touchdown was considered to constitute a third measure of performance 
Finally, it was recognized that equally good performance could be achieved in terms 
of PI and touchdown conditions by the different flight control system modes but that in some 
modes this was attained at the expense of heavy pilot work load Thus, pilot opinion constituted 
a fourth measurement which was required Foi this purpose the rating scale of Table 111-2 was 
used (from "The Use of Pilot Rating in the Evaluation of Ancraft Handling Qualities," by G E 
Cooper and R F Harper, Jr, NASA Technical Note D-5 153) 
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TABLE I1-I 
PERFORMANCE INDEX 
TP= T f 
where Ax, = Ah,Ah,AX,AX,AY 
Ali = h c - h, altitude error 
AfI = lie - fi, altitude rate error 
AX = Xc - k, forward velocity error 
AY Y ,lateral error 
A Y = Y, lateral rate error 
180 
Ahmax = 20 + ( 10 ) X < 100 ft 
= 36) 
Ahimax = 4 + X< 20 ftfsec 
A:zma x = 0 5 X < 20 ft/sec 
10+ 900 
• 180 
= AYmax 20 + ( 1 , 0 ) X 
T = Total flight time 
= n number of Ax1 considered (five) 
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TABLE 111-2 
HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE 
(COOPER-HARPER RATINGS) 
Adequacy For Selected Task Or 
Required Operation* 
Yes 
Isit No Deficiencies 
Satisfactory without Warrant 
Improvement 9 Improvement 
Yes 
S Is Adequate
Performance Deficiencies 
attainable No RequireWith aTolerable Improvement 
Pilho Worl 
Plot Workload? 
Yes 
Is it No Improvement 
Controllable9 Mandatory 
ASODemands 
Aircraft 
Characteristics 
Excellent 

Highly Desirable 

Good 

Negligible Deficiencies 

Fair-Some Midly 

Unpleasant Deficiencies 

Minor But Annoying 

Deficiencies 

Moderately Objectionable 
Deficiencies 
Very Objectionable But 
Tolerable Deficiencies 
Major Deficiencies 
Major 
Deficiencies 

Major 

Deficiencies 

De-cecisduring 
Deficiences 
Major 
On The Pilot P 
in Selected Task Or Pdot 
Required Operations Rating 
Pilot compensation not 
a factor for desired I 
performance 
Pilot compensation not 
a factor for desired 2performance 
Minimal pilot compen­
sation required for 
desired performance 
Desired performance 
requires considerable 4 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance
requires considerable 5 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance 
requires extensive 6 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance 
not attainable with 
maximum tolerable 7 
pilot compensation 
Controllability not 
in question 
Considerable pilot 
compensation is re- 8 
quired for control 
Intense pilot com­
pensation is required 9 
to retain control 
10 
of requimred operation 
Controlsomewill beportionlost  
1 4 1 Definition of required operation involves designation of flight phase and/or 
Pilot Decisions subphases with accompanying conditions 
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2 Final Flight Control Laws 
The final flight control laws resulted in a design whch is summarized in two companion 
documents 
I Systems Performance/Design Requirements Specification Bell Aerospace No 6200-93303 
2 Final Flight Control Softwave Package Bell Aerospace No 6200-933011 
This portion of the final report necessarily draws heavily on these documents 
a Data Requirements 
The Flight Control System has as its inputs Lim uuuy axis angular rates (p, q, r), the 
Euler Angles (4', 0, 4), the ANF frame velocities (Van Van Van) the Heading Vertical frame velocities (V h, Vh 6 8, Vh), the pilot's control stick and pedal commands ( ep, ap, rp, 6 Cp), the indicated airspeed 
(Va), tie sideslip angle (0), and the FCS and Guidance Law discretes 
The output of the FCS are the commands (8ec, Sac, 5rc, 6 cc) to the EISS Table 
111-3 lists the minimum requirements for the measured and output data 
System noise in Table 111-3 is defined as erroneous signals which may cause control 
system movements or saturations but which do not result in perceptible helicopter motions For 
purposes of the study, noise is defined as those components of error signal whose power spectra lie 
above 20 radians/sec Those components of error signal whose power spectra lie below 20 radians/sec 
-are defined as errors 
b' Control Modes 
Table 111-4 summarizes the flight control modes 
- c Pilot's Interface with FCS 
Table 111-5 lists the control laws from the pilot's control stick, collective stick, rudder 
pedals, and side arm controller Table 111-6 identifies the commands displayed to the pilot on the 
Flight Director Indicator with Table 111-7 listing the command indicator (horizontal or vertical bar, 
glide slope index) senativities 
d Flight Control Laws 
This section is abstracted from Bell Report No 6200-933011, Final Flight Control 
Software Package Figure 111-3 and 111-4 are the block diagrams of the longitudinal and lateral flight 
control laws. 
Tables 111-8, 9, 10, and III-1I summarize the flight control laws for the pitch, roll, 
yaw and collective channels respectively in each of the FCS modes The symbols used are defined 
in the listed tables 
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TABLE 111-3 
DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR FCS 
Minimum 
Sampling Rate Maximum 
(Samples/ Maxinum Allowable Range of 
Parameter Second) Quantzation Noie (rns) Maximum Erior Operation 
VerticalHeaingl 8 0 1 ft/sec 0 2 ft/sec ± (0 04 Vh + 0 25) ft/sech Vh -50 to +250 ft/sec 
Heading 
Velocities where Vh is(ft/sec) Vh ±50 ft/secY 
Vh ±30 ft/sec 
AIN 8 0 1 ft/sec 0 2 ft/sec ± (0 04 V' 0 25) ft/sec Van Van ±250 ft/sec 
Velocities Van +30 ftfsec 
Z 
Body Axis 32 0 20/sec 0 50/sec ± (0 06 + 0 005 p)0 /sec ± 60 0/sec 
,Angular p = p,q,r 
Rates 
Euler 32 010 020 020 E-0"Pitch, Roll 
Angles 
.­ ± 1800 Yaw 
Indicated 8 0 5 ft/sec 5 ft/sec ± 3% ofactual for +30 to 
Airspeed airspeeds above 30 knots +250 ft/sec 
Sideslip 32 0 020 020 ±030 ±0 35 radians 
Angle 
Commands 32 0 005 in 0 05 in N A See Table 111-5 
to E1SS 
Pilots 32 for See Table N A N A See Table 111-5 
Commands SAS 111-7 and 
to FCS 8 for all Convert to 
other 0 01 inch of 
modes Command 
Bar Displace­
ment 
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TABLE 111-4 
NCONTROL0 MODE DEFINITIONS 
0 Command and Source Type of Control 
Mode 
Diff 
Coil Cyclic Coil. 
Daff 
Cyclic Daff Coll. Cyclic Coil Daff Cyclic 
SAS ES ES CS RP Pitch Rate 
Damping 
Roll Rate 
Damping 
Direct Sideslip hold, Va > 35 kts 
Yaw Rate Damping, 
Va' < 35 kts (9 
ATT I 
ATT II 
ES 
ES 
ES 
ES 
CS 
CS 
RP 
(,C) 
1P 
(AIc) 
Pitch Attitude 
Hold 
Pitch Attitude 
Hold 
Roll Attitude 
Hold 
Roll Attitude 
Hold 
Direct 
Vertical Velocity 
Hold 
Sideslip Hold, Va > 35 kts 
Heading Hold, Va < 35 kts 
Sideslip Hold, Va > 35 kts 
Heading Hold, Va < 35 kts 
VEL I ES ES CS RP 
(Vc) 
Forward Velocity 
Rate Hold 
Lateral Velocity 
Rate or Course 
Rate Hold 
Vertical Velocity 
Hold 
Sideslip Hold, Va > 35 kts 
Heading Hold, V < 35 kts 
VEL II ES ES CS RP 
(40c) 
Forward Velocity 
Hold 
Lateral Velocity 
or Course Hold 
Vertical Velocity 
Hold 
Sideslip Hold, V > .5 kts 
Heading Hold, V < 35 kts 
VEL Ill SAC SAC CS RP 
(Pc) 
Forward Velocity 
Hold 
Lateral Velocity 
Hold 
Vertical Velocity 
Hold 
Sideslip Hold, V > 35 kts 
Heading Hold, Va < 35 kts 
AUTO GUID GUID GUID FCL 
(.Pc) 
Forward Velocity" 
Hold 
Lateral Velocity 
Hold 
Vertical Velocity 
Hold 
Sideslip Hold, V > 35 kts 
Heading Hold, Va < 35 kts 
to Hover 
Yaw into Wind, Hover 
NOTE ES 
CS 
RP 
SAC 
Electric Stick 
Collective Stick 
Rudder Pedals 
Side-arm Controller 
GUID 
FCL 
Va 
'e 
Guidance 
Flight Control Laws 
Effective Speed 
Yaw Rate Command 
0 
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TABLE 111-5
 
PILOT'S CONTROLS PARAMETERS
 
" ,Command Laws 
Control SAS (Pc, q' re ATT 1 (0e , Oce e Control Travel deg/sec) deg) 
8e -0 1 aep-01 
=Longiudial ) ±55 qc 47( ep 4(--),6ep>0 1 0c= 45(S-04 ),' 8 ep 01Stick (Sep'in
0,.-0l<ep,<01 0,-01<6ep<01 
ep' ep0
= 47 ( e 0+1),6e <-01 4 5 (-7ep+01), Sep <-O1 
"O54
44), 
Sap-0 1 Sap 0 1 
0 1 =Lateral ±36 Pc = 47a 0) ap 0 C 6 0 (-P S1ap>O 
Stick (Sap' in ) 
= 0,-01<Sap<01 =1 
Sap+ 0 1 s ap + 0 1 
< '0 1  0 1 = 47( ), sap = 60 (-a< "), 
35 )3 0 3 5a< 
8 -01 rp -01
Pedals ±23 r. = 85(-p -) , >rp>01 2 )'(S, in) 22 rp (>22 
= 0,-0 2 <rp <02 = 0,-01<6r <01 
rp + 01 ip +01 
S85- T-), p <- 1 = 17(-- _ ), 5rp < ° 0 
22,22 ~ 
Collective Lever 128 Raw Collective as for bare Raw Collective as for bare 
(Sp,in) helicopter helicopter 
Longitudinal + 10 Not Used Not Used 
Side Arm Controller " 
(Sep, deg) 
Lateral Side Arm ± 10 Not Used Not Used 
(6p,deg) 
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TABLE Ill-5 (CONT) 
Command Laws 
Control 
Control 
Tiavel ATT 2 (Vlz ftlsec) VEL 1(V ft/sec/see) 
Longitudinal
Stick (Sep, in )x 5 Same as ATT I V 9 (
8 e -0 &54 
=0,-0 <S ep<01 
6e 0ep1 
=9( 54 )Sep < -0 l 
Lateral Same as AT' I Vh 6 ( Sap-(IO 
Stick (Sap, f)in-3 6 
, -
5 
-,0 1<Sap<0 I 
-- =6( S.ap + 0 1.),6 a 
35 ap 
< 
_ 
0 1 
Pedals 
in) 2rp,±  3 Same as ATT 1 Same as ATT I 
Collective 
Lever(Sop, in 128 
V z =40+80(.1?.) 
128 
Same as ATT 2 
Longitudinal 
Side Arm Controller 
(Sep, deg) +10 
Not Used 
-
Not Used 
Lateral Side Arm 
(Sap, deg) ±10 
Not Used Not Used 
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TABLE 111-5 (CONT) 
Command Laws 
Control
 
Control Ti avel VEL 2 (V ft/see) VEL 3 (V ft/see)
 
Longitudinal = 36 (6 ep-01 ,o 0 1 Not Used 
Stick (6ep in) ±5 5 x
, 
=0,-01 <Sep <01 
Sep + 0
=36 (54 -Oep <-1 0 
_ Sap -01 
Lateral V. 2 4 (--5),bap>0 Not Used(Sap 
, 
ino 6Sticke t3 
= 0,-01<Sap<O I 
<
=24 (6aP ), a 0 1 
___ __35 ap 
Pedals 
__
Same as ATT I Same as ATT 1 
(Srp, n) ±2 3 
Collective Same as ATT 2 Same as ATT 2 
Lever ( ip,) ±12 8 
2 0 5 ej 2 0 S~ep-
Longitudinal Not Used Vhc= 20 (- )+4J ( ) dt, 
Side Arm Controller 80 80 
(Sep, deg) ±10 -Sep - 2 00 
0,-200 <Sep <2 0 
2 0 )4Sep+ e+20 dt 
80s ( 80 
5ep< 2e0 
Lateral Side Ar Not Used Vhy 2 ap - 20 ap -20 
=20(Sap, deg) ±10 80 )+4f( 80 
SSap<20 ° 
0,2 6a 20 
o J 80 
Sap < 2 00 
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TABLE 111-6 
COMMANDS DISPLAYED 
Display ARU-2B/A Flight Director Indicator 
Mode Horizontal Needle 
Vertical 
Needle 
SAS Incremental differential collective 
pitch rate command 
Incremental cyclic roll 
rate command 
ATT I Incremental differential collective 
pitch attitude command 
Incremental cyclic roll 
command 
ATT 2 Same as ATT I Same as ATT 1 
VEL 1 Incremental forward velocity 
command in Heading Vertical 
Frame 
Incremental lateral veloc-
ity command in 
Heading Vertical Frame 
VEL 2 Same as VEL I Same as VEL I 
VEL 3 Same as VEL 1 Same as VEL I 
AUTO Forward velocity error in Heading 
Vertical Frame 
Lateral velocity error in 
Heading Vertical 
Frame 
Collective Bug 
(Glide Slope Index) 
Incremental collec­
tive command 
Same as SAS 
Incremental vertical 
velocity command 
Same as ATT 2 
Same as ATT 2 
Same as ATT 2 
Vertical velocity 
error 
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TABLE III-7
 
FDI DISPLAY SENSITIVITIES
 
Differential Collective Command Error 0 4 in /in 
Cyclic Command Error 0 4 in in 
Collective Command Error 0 5 in /in 
Pitch Attitude Command Error 2 87 in rad 
Roll Attitude Command Eiror 143 in /rad 
Forward Velocity Command Error -0 05 in /ft/sec 
Lateral Velocity Command Error +0 025 in /ft/sec 
Vertical Velocity Command Error -0 1 In /it/see 
-Note- Units refer to inches of command bar displacement ofthe 
ARU-2B/A Flight Director Indicator per unit (as appropriate) of 
command error 0 01 inches is considered the minimum discernable 
command bar displacement 
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TABLE 111-8 
PITCH DIFFERENTIAL COLLECTIVE FCS LAWS 
ASec = KOH (l +-Q2 ) F 
F = 
= 
= 
Aep-6 5q 
2 0ASep -6 Sq + 13 5 (0. -0) 
(02 +36 + 00346 S(s2 ) 
(35 041 +0 -­027 " 
+'5 -j-- Aep ­ 6 5q+ 13 5 (0-) 
0 
+ 0 2 (1 + 
h h 
xo-x) 
1 h 
)(V V) 
for SAS 
forATT I & 2 
for VEL I 
forVEL2 
(16 2 1 +- y) Ae s-65q+ 135 (OoO)+02(1+ 01 
s s eps 60 02 
(02+- )AV h - 65q + 135 (0 0 -6) 
(VhI-vh1)
'xox 
forVEL3 
for AUTO 
Symbols (in order of appearence above) 
ASec, 
KOH, 
Lbep, 
q, 
, 
0, 
Vh 
- incremental differential collective command (inches) 
hysteresis compensation gain in pitch (see text) 
incremental electric stick pitch input (inches) 
angular rate about the Y body axis (rad/see) 
nitial value of O(radians) 
Euler pitch attitude (radians) 
initial value of Vh (ft/see) 
VIx forward velocity in vertical heading frame (ft/sec) 
Aeps, incremental side arm controller pitch input (max ±0 5 inches) 
Vh , forward velocity error from guidance laws in vertical heading frame (ft/sec) 
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TABLE III-9 
ROLL CYCLIC FCS LAWS 
ASe =)F02 
F ASap- 7 5 p for SAS 
4 5 ASap -7 5p + 15 0 (on -0 ) 
(0 23 + +0r) A6ap-75p + 150 ( 0 -o) +023 (1+01) (Vh 
( 23_T+p9-4O+ o_04+V' 0 1 h . S - (Vyo =VaV 
for ATT I&2 
forVEL ,V <35 knots 
for VEL 1,V'a> 35 knots 
-
045 0035+ 3 
- ~ 0 2(15+ 9 +003 
haOh ,, ASSJ 0 1 (Vh -V) 
A4 p-7Sp+IO( 0 o-0)+O 2 3 (l+-j- s
- Aba-75p+ 150(,-')+023(1+--) (VhV t) 
o E ,V<3 nt 
foVo2.ack)tforVEL2,Va>35 knots 
-
-
(54+ L6 +3Q I) ASps-7 5p+ 15 00(1-)+023(1a 
023(1+ 0) vh -7Sp+150 ( o-
+L I h Vh wh -i folEfor VEL3 
for AUTO 
Symbols (in order of appearance above) 
. ac, 
YOH, 
Asap, 
incremental roll cyclic command (inches) 
hysteresis compensation gain in roll (see text) 
incremental electric stick roll input (inches) 
p, 
0 
Vh 
Vh ,  
angular rate about X body axis (radians/sac) 
initial value of 0 (radians) 
Euler roll attitude (radians) 
initial value ofVh (ft sec) 
lateral velocity in vertical heading frame (ft/sec) 
V'a, effective speed (ft/sec) 
arctan (V'Vn/v), course (radians) 
Van y. 
Va n . 
lateral velocity in approach navigation frame (ft/sec) 
forward velocity in approach navigation frame (ft/see) 
• 2aps, incremental side anm controller roll input (max ±1 25 inches) 
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TABLE III-10 
YAW CYCLIC FCS LAWS 
Abrc K@H (1 +-L)05r) (rp- for SAS, Va <35 knots 
K 1H (1 +- (r lSr - L0s) 	 forSAS, Va >35 knots 
K; H (17) [LAsrp+ 14 (4o-O)+ 1 9 ASrp - 15r for all ATT and VEL modes 
and V'a < 35 knots 
K2H (1 19s l5r - -i9 "1 frallATT andVEL modes 
,
9 1+2K O H 0 rp - 1 1+ 0 s ] an d V ' > 35 kno tsa 
+23 (1+ 02
 (l j-) 0c
 
K, 	H ( +20 14 -5r for AUTO, Va < 35 knots 
Ki (1'+-j-) [14(hs 40- 15r 14V- ) 5 
K)'PH (s + + 14(4- 15- for AUTO in HOVER and LANDl~r 3 
(1 ) ( 19 )" 2 3(1 + 0­+ 15 r-	 02K H ~02 19J3 
for AUTO, Va > 35 knots1+05s + 0 
Symbols (in order of appearance above) 
Abrc incremental differential cyclic command (inches)
, 
K 	 H, hysteresis compensation gain in yaw (see text) 
A5p, incremental rudder pedal input (inches) 
Va effective speed (ft/sec) 
r angular rate about Z body axis (radians/sec) 
P. side slip angle (radians) 
Vro initial value of 4/ (radians) 
C, Euler yaw attitude (radians) 
4
'c' roll attitude command (radians) 
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TABLE I1-11 
COLLECTIVE FCS LAWS 
For SAS 
=Ascc 6cp 
For ATT 2, VEL 1,VEL 2, VEL 3 Modes, 
A6S -0 2 (1+1 1'+62SA& eos '),V~-V ) +3(1-cc s Vl zO Z 
For AUTO Mode
 
ac 0= (1+)aVh 3(1-cos )
- 2
Symbols (ri order of appearance above) 
A~cc, incremental collective comnmand (inches) 
Vho , initial value of Vh (ft/sec)
 
Vzh, vertical velocity in Vertical heading Frame (ft/sec)
 
AS1, incremental collective stick input (inches)
 
@, Euler roll attitude (radians)
 
A Vh vertical velocity error from guidance (ft/sec)
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In these laws, reference is made to KO H, Kpj-, K;, H, hysteresis gain compensations 
With the level of hysteresis assumed for the EISS and power boost, the limit cycle amplitude (as' 
high as ± 1 5 degrees of pitch in the differential collective channel) was unacceptable Figure 111-5 
shows the pitch attitude loop without hysteresis compensation being stepped by successive ± 2' 
steps The 140 knot condition is illustrated to bring out the effect since it is more pronounced at 
higher air speed 
To icduce the 	amplitude of the limit cycle, a Tustin method difft rcnce equation for 
a conventional lead/lag hysteresis compensator of the form, (0 0625 s + t) / (0 0125 s + 1), was 
developed and included in the simulation However, it was found that the diffeience equation 
for this compensator had undei damped characteiistics at all sampling rates below about 80 updates/ 
sec As a result of tlIs when a run was made at an update rate of 32 times/sec, this compensator 
actually increased the amplitude of the limit cycle 
Since it was not desired to increase the required sampling rate for the airborne system, 
other forms of difference equations were investigated It was found that by using a first backwards 
difference method, a difference equation for the lead/lag compensator could be developed that was 
not underdamped at update rates of 32 times/sec However, when this difference equation was 
programmed in the simulation and a run was made, it was found that only a 20% reduction in the 
amplitude of the limit cycle was obtained and this was still unacceptable 
At this point, conventional lead/lag compensators were abandoned and a look was 
taken at variable gain compensation techniques Basically, these techniques are ones where the gain 
is increased as required to overcome the deadzone that is causing the hysteresis 
Theoretically, 	the gain required to compensate for pure hysteresis is, 
KH - IAScl +A5H 
lAS0! 
where 	 AS c = command input
 
AS6H = half the width of the hysteresis deadzone
 
However, in order to obtain exact compensation with this technique, there must be 
no system lags between the compensation and the hysteresis and the hysteresis must be pure hysteresis 
Since this is never the case in real physical systems, the gain must be limited to prevent stability 
problems In the simulation, this type of gain was mechanized on the incremental pitch command 
(proportional part of proportional plus integral term) and was limited to a maximum value of two 
kse/H le <e/H+ 2 0 
A run was then made with this variable gain hysteresis compensator and it was found 
that it significantly reduced the amplitude of the limit cycle as shown in Figure 111-6 which repeats 
the conditions of Figure 111-5 with the compensator To insure that an exact knowledge of the actual 
hysteresis in the vehicle is not required with this technique, additional tests were made, one with the 
hysteresis in the vehicle set to zero and one with it set to double the expected value No deleterious 
effects to imperfect compensation resulted and the technique was incorporated into the FCS laws 
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In these tables, reference is made to Va', the effective speed Va 'is defined a: 
Va 	 = Vaf, ifVaf< V 
= Vh, 1f Va r<VX 
Va
 
where Vaf 
- +2s 
The pitch attitude commands are limited in all modes except SAS This is icquhkid,
not Olly by safety considerations, but because step changes in forward velocity resulted in uIIhlt pu4 
PitJh Itansients The pitch angle command was limited to ± 0 174 radians about the trim pitclh 
tttltde The pitch trim altitude is approximated by, 
0trim = 0 1438, if Vaf< 35 knots 
Vaf 
= 0 165- 0 297 ( 2 if) 35 knots,fVaf> 
The FCS laws are expressed in the Tables 111-8, 9, 10, and III-i I in terms ol 
Laplacian operator, s Since difference equations are required for digital mechanization, Tustmn 
nlethod is employed In this method, the Laplacian operator, s, is approximated by a differcnce! 
equation of the form 
-2 ! -A 
S'At l+-A 
Where At is the update interval and Ais the backwards difference operator This method was slootedbecause its accuracy is more than adequate for that required in the flight control and guidance laws 
it ,1C:Wly to program, it is guaranteed to preserve stability and it has the cascading property 'lij
last fe*ture is important in the development of control laws since it permits the difference dquathi fr(r 
any function in a loop to be modified independently of the difference equations for any other lIhlctidO), 
that might exist in the loop 
Using this method, difference equations were derived for the integrators, filters, andl 
lead/Ia8 networks in the flight control laws The resulting difference equations are as follows 
(1) Integrator
 
S= (-X 
= n Yn-I+ 5At(xn+Xn-I) 
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(2) Filter 
1 
Yn =X + Xn- + (-1 + byn._ /(1 + b) 
where 
(3) 
b = 2r/At 
Lead/lag 
'leadflag s + 1 s + 
where a 
b 
= 
= 
= 
[( +a) x n 
2 Tlead/At 
2fiag/At 
+ (1-a)xn 1 + (-I +(b)Ynl W +b) 
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C, 	 GUIDANCE LAWS 
Guidanice Requirements and D s-gn Approach 
a 	 General 
As discussed in Section 1,the primary emphais M this study was on the development
o flight control laws foi a Digital Flight Control and Landing System (I)FCLS) The emphasis on thedaeveOpment of guidance laws was secondary and the prinary purpose of it was to obtain laws whichWould be adequate for evaluating the flight control laws on a typical landing mission in both groundbased simulators and airborne flight tests. In the airborne system, the laws developed in this studyV1l1be used in the Guidance 11 lvode of operation of the DFCLS For this purpose, the following
eneial requirements for the guidance la/s were established 
(1) 	 The guidance laws must be adequate to evaluate the flight control laws on a
typical landing mission but need not be optimum lowever, the guidance pro­
file must be one from which a safe and satisfactory lauding of the helicopter 
can be made 
,(2) The guidance laws must be compatible with the baseline system They must 
accept their inputs from the radar updated strapdown system and output velocity 
error commands to the flight control laws in the heading veitical frame (NVF) 
Based on these requirements, the basic design approach was to develop a nominal pro­fifie guidance system, This approach was selected over the more complex predictive guidance and 
terminal guidance approaches for the following reasons 
(1) 	 Nominal profiles of the constant speed glide type are the standard type currently
flown by helicopters to make safe and satisfactory landings(2) Nominal profile guidance systems are simple to develop, generally have small com­
-puter requirements relative to predictive and terminal guidance systems and are 
adequate for evaluating flight control laws during landing 
For the selected nominal guidance system approach, a nominal guidance profile type wa!selected and the detailed characteristics of this profile in the ANF were developed A method for genenmg the velocity error commands between the total ANF profile commands and the actual helicopterflight conditions were developed To obtain compatability with the flight control system transforma­tions were also developed for converting the velocity command errors to the IIVF A detailed descrip­tion of the design approach in each of these areas is discussed in the following sections. 
b. 	 Selection of Nominal Profile 
A profile of the constant speed glide type was selected for the guidance laws since it isthe standard type flown by helicopters during landing and is adequate to evaluate flight control lawsFor this profile, the following detailed requirements were stablished 
(1) 	 The profile will begin at any acceptable conditions the heliopter is acquired at
and end at the touchdown point The hliucopterwill not be required to fly to a 
fixed acquisition point 
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(2) 	 The profile will not require the helicopter to fly up or down to a fixed glide 
slope interception point 
(3) The profile will not require the helicopter to slow down prematurely such that 
" excessive time and fuel is requiied during the landing 
(4) 	 There will be no discontinuities in the commands along the profile 
The basic design appxoach in developing a detailed characteristics of a nominal constant 
speed glide profile was to develop one that was continuous from acquisition to touchdown and not 
fixed to any specific acquisition conditions To do this, the profile was divided into the following 
phases in the ANF longitudinal plane (1) acquisition, (2) level flight deceleration, (3),glide 
acquisition, (4) glide tiansition, (5) glide, (6) flare, (7) hovei, and (8) land These phases are 
illustrated in Figure 111-7 In this figure, the solid portions of the profile aie fixed and the dotted 
portions float depending on the conditions the helicopter is acquired at The desired profile characteris­
tics for all phases are listed in Table 111- 12 A desciiption of each phase and its purpose is as follows 
(1) 	 Land - The land phase profile is a straight vertical descent from hover to touchdox n
 
For a given desired hover attitude and desired sink rate at touchdown, the pitofile
 
for this phase is fixed The purpose of this phase is to smoothly accelerate the
 
helicopter from the zero hover sink rate to the desired sink rate for touchdown
 
- and hold it at this rate until touchdown occurs
 
(2) 	 Hover - The hover phase profile is a constant altitude forward deceleration flight
 
from the end of flare to stationary hover over the pad For a given hover attitude
 
and forward speed at the end of flare, tis phase is fixed The purpose of this phase

is to smoothly decelerate the helicopter from the specified range rate at the end of 
flare to stationary hover over the pad and to provide time to satisfy acceptable 
conditions for landing in the presence of disturbances 
(3) 	 Flare - The flare phase profile is a constant forward and constant vertical decelera­
tion flight from the desired forward speed and sink rate at the end of glide to
 
the desired forward speed and zero sink rate at the end of flare For given desired
 
conditions at the end of glide and end of flare, this phase is fixed The purpose of this­
phase is to smoothly brake the forward speed and sink rate of the helicopter at decelera­
tion rates that are acceptable to the pilot 
.(4) Glide - The glide phase profile is a constant speed, constant glide slope glide from 
the glide slope interception point to the beginning of flare The length of this 
phase is not fixed since its purpose is to bnng the helicopter from the altitude at " hich 
it is acquired to the beginning of flare at an acceptable glide slope 
(5) 	 Glide Transition - The glide transition phase profile is a constant speed, constant
 
vertical acceleration flight from level flight at the acquisition altitude to the sink
 
rate for the desired glide slope For a given desired vertical acceleration, this phase
 
is fixed relative to the floating glide interception point The purpose of this phase
 
is to provide a smooth transition from level flight to glide
 
(6) 	 Glide Acquisition - The glide acquisition phase profile is a constant speed, constant
 
altitude flight from'the end of the level flight deceleration phase to the glide transi­
ilon point The length of this phase is fixed relative to the glide transition point. 
The purpose of this phase is to allow for a reasonable length of constant speed 
flight prior to glide transition 
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TABLE 111-12
 
DESIRED NOMINAL PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS
 
Nominal 
Characteristic Description Value 
Xs11 Desired range at start of hover 200 ft 
Xg Desired forward glide speed 71 ft/sec 
xsh Desired forward speed at start of hover 71 ft/sec 
Xd Desired forward deceleration rate during level flight deceleiation and flare 2 ft/sec2 
AXga Desired range increment for glide acquisition at glide speed 1000 ft 
Zh Desired hover altitude 
-50 ft 
Z, Desired sink rate at touchdown 4 ft/see 
21 Desired vertical acceleration during landing 2 ft/sec' 
Zd Desired vertical acceleration during glide transition 2 fttsec 
79 Desired glide slope angle during glide 6 deg 
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(7) Level Flight Deceleration - The level flight deceleration phase profile is a 
constant altitude, constant forward deceleration flight from the velocity at 
acquisition to the speed desired for glide Since the velocity the helicopter 
can be acquired at, is not fixed, the lengths of this phase is not fixed 
(8) 	 Acquisition - The acquisition phase flight profile is a constant altitude, constant 
speed flight from the conditions at acquisition to the beginning of the level 
flight deceleration phase Since the iange at acquisition is not fixed, the 
length of this phase is not fixed The purpose of this phase together with 
the level flight deceleration and glide transition phases is to prevent the heli­
copter from being slowed down prematurely at long distances piior to the 
glide transition point 
The desired profile in the ANF lateral plane was defined as simply a straight centerline 
projected outward from the centerline of the iunway 
c 	 Development Nominal Command Generation Method 
In developing a method for generating the total ANF commands along the nominal pro­
file as a function of ANF range, the basic design approach was to develop equations which could be used 
to generate the commands along the nominal profile in flight from the desired profile characteristics, 
instead of developing stored fixed profile commands This approach was selected fol several reasons 
(1) 	 The in flight computed profile approach enables the helicopter to be acquired at 
any acceptable altitude and held at this altitude until the glide slope is intercepted 
It does not require the helicopter to fly up or down from the acquisition altitude 
to a fixed glide slope interception point 
(2) 	 This approach also enables the helicopter to be acquired at any acceptable forward 
speed and range and to be decelerated at a desired rate to a desired glide speed at 
a fixed distance and time prior to glide slope interception This insures that the 
helicopter will not be decelerated prematurtly to a slow speed which would result 
in excessive time and fuel consumption during the landing 
(3) 	 This approach allows the desired nominal profile characteristics to be updated in 
flight through the Manual Communication Unit This eliminates the need for reading 
new profile programs into the airborne computer when it is desired to change the 
nominal profile characteristics as would be required with a stored fixed profile 
approach
 
Although not an objective during this study, the in-flight computed profile approach is 
also readily adaptable to predictive guidance systems In such systems, the equations for computing the 
nominal profile commands from the desired profile characteristics could be readily adapted to predict 
best new profiles from the Current helicopter flight conditions 
The equations necessary to compute the nominal profile commands from the desired 
profile characteristics were developed by first deriving the equations for computing the required range 
and altitude at the start of each phase from the desired profile characteristics This was done by obtain­
ing the closed form solutions to the integrals of the desired accelerations and/or velocities dunng each 
phase These closed form solutions were then algebraically manipulated to obtain new equations for 
computing commands along the profile as a function of the current ANF range 
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For example, for a constant forward deceleration flare along the ANF x axis, the range 
along the flare is, 
SA tf A tf
 
K f X dtdt
 
o 	 fo d 
= o5kd A tf + ksh Atf + Xsh 
The time iequired for flare is,
 
Atf = (Xg X-sh) /Xd
 
Substituting this into the range equation gives the following equation for computing the 
range at the start of the flare as a function of the desired profile characteristics 
X 0 5 (Xg - Xsh) + Xsh (Xg -Xsh) + Xshsf Xd 	 Xd 
Algebraic manipulation of this equation gives the following equation for computing the 
forward velocity command during the flare as a function of the current range ° 
-Xsh + /)sh 2 2 (X - Xsh) 
Xd Xd/ Xd 
(Xc - Xsh) =d 
-= 	 Xh h2 + 2Xd (X -Xsh) 
c V=Xsh + 2Xd (X - Xsh) 
The equations for the remaining phases of the nominal profile were derived in a similar 
manner 
d. 	 Development of Guidance Laws 
Guidance laws were developed using a simple control law of the following form 
A, kx (xc - x) + (c - i) 
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where 
xc is a commanded ANF flight variable 
x is a current ANF flight variable 
For the forward ANF velocity law the first term was not necessary since the forward 
ANF range is used as the independent variable in generating the total ANF commands along the nominal 
profile 
Nominal gains foi these guidance laws were selected based on Bell's experience with 
automatic landing systems and the response characteristics of the flight control laws These gains were 
updated by simulator evaluation runs On these runs it was found that the lateral gain required to meet 
acceptable conditions for landing at hover resulted in unnecessarily large and rapid roll maneuvers for 
correcting lateral errors at longer ranges As a result of this, this gain was made a function of range 
All other gains remained constant 
Since the commands along the nominal profile in the ANF longitudinal plane are con­
tinuous from the point of acquisition, no limits were required on the forward and vertical velocity 
guidance laws since large errors will not develop under normal operating conditions However, in the 
lateral ANF plane, the lateral position command is simple projection of the runway centerline and will 
not intercept the helicopter when it is laterally offset at acquisition As a result of this, this command 
is not continuous from acquisition and large errors can result To prevent large errors from resulting in 
an oibiting situation, it was necessary to develop limits for limiting the magnitude of the lateral ANF 
velocity error that can be commanded by the lateral position error term in the lateral guidance law 
This was done by limiting the lateral ANF velocity command to a value equivalent to that for a 300 
heading at high speeds 
To obtain compatability with the flight control system, transformations were developed 
to transform the ANF velocity errors to HVF velocity errors Although this could always be done sim­
ply by resolving the ANF velocity errors through the heading angle, it was not deemed desirable to do 
this at high speed since it would make the commanded forward speed of the helicopter in the HVF a 
function of the heading required to correct for lateral errors and disturbances To prevent this, it was 
decided to command the ANF velocity errors directly in the HVF coordinate system at high speeds 
This causes the actual ANF velocities of the helicopter to be lower than the commanded velocities any 
time that it is a heading relative to the runway centerline However, this does not affect the ability of 
the helicopter to fly the range and altitude profile for each phase since it only increases the flight time 
for each phase. An added advantage of this feature is that it lowers the forward deceleration rates re­
quired when the helicopter as at a heading relative to the centerline for correcting lateral errors 
Detailed Description of Guidance 
a. Nominal Profile 
When the helicopter is first acquired, the acquisition speed and altitude are saved 
Zo = Z 
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The initial acquisition and desired profile characteristics are then used to compute the 
required range and altitude at the start of each phase in the longitudinal plane of the profile that is 
not defined by either the desired characteristics or the acquisition conditions The range and altitude 
at the start of the flare are computed as 
Xh)2 kg(Xg- + (Xg-Xsh).
xsf = - 0 Xd + Xsh 
-05 kg taniyg (Xg - Xsh)Zsf = Zh Xd 
The range at the start of ghde is computed as 
Xsg = Xsh - (Zo - Zsf) /tan -g 
The range at the start of the glide transition is computed as 
Xge tan TgXst = Xsg+ gt 
/t 
The range at the start of glide acquisition is computed as 
Xsga = Xst + AXga 
The range at the start of the level flight deceleration phase is computed as 
2
'Xsd -05 X(o-Xg)+ X0 (XO - )g) 
Xd Xd +Xsga 
The total forward velocity, altitude, and altitude rate commands for the appronate flight 
phase in the longitudinal plane of the profile are then computed If the helicopter is in the initial ac­
quisition phase (IX I> Xsd), the commands are, 
Zc Zo 
ze 0O 
If the helicopter is in the level flight deceleration phase (Xsga < IXI< Xsd), the total 
commands ai e computed as 
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X/Xg2 2Xd ( IX I- Xsga) 
Ze Zo 
If the helicopter is in the glide acquisition phase (Xst < IXi < Xsga), the total com­
malds are 
X c = x 
ZC = ZO 
Zc = 0 
If the helihcopter is in the glide phase (Xsf <] X < Xsg) The total commands are
corntp'nted as. 
Z= Zsf + (I X I- Xsf) tan a 
- tan 
If the helicopter is in the glide transition phase (Xsg < IXl < Xst). the total com­
mands are computed as 
zo = 0Z 
Lxst Xg 
To be totally correct, the altitude command in this phase should be a parabolic func­
tion of time However, since the purpose of this phase, which is to proved a smooth transition to the 
glide ithout discontinuities, can be accomplished with just a linear altitude rate term, the altitude 
command is left constant
 
If the helicopter is in the flare phase (Xsh < JX < Xsf), the total commands are
 
computed as­
a vXsh2+ d(XI-Xsh) 
Ze, = 
= Zsh - 0 5 g tan Yg (Xc - Xsh)
 
Xd (kg -sh)
 
Xg tan-g (Xc - Xsh) 
Xd (Xg -Xsh) 
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If the hehcoptel is in the hover phase ( IX < Xsh), the total commands aie computes 
as 
*0 - X sh
 
kXsh)
 
Ze = Z1h
 
zc = 0
 
If the pilot selects the Land Mode and conditions are acceptable for landing, the total 
commands are generated as follows 
sh)X
-
c= 	 jt Z 1 dt <z 1
 
ft
Zo = Zc dt+ Zh
 
where to time at point that land phase is started
 
The total lateral commands in all phases are of course zero in the ANF system
 
Yc= 0
 
yec = 0
 
b 	 Guidance Laws
 
The forward velocity guidance law is
 
A)Z = c - X,
 
where
 
= 2h in HVF at high speed
 
= X at low speed
 
The lateral velocity guidance law is,
 
AY"= ky (Yc - Y) +(YY" ) 
where
 
- -ky 0 3 - 0 00002 IXI
 
0 1 ky< 0 2
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= X sin V at high speed 
= Yat low speed 
To prevent orbiting, the first term in the lateral law is limited 
- Xl sin 4 ' max < ky (Yc - Y) < Xi1 Sin 4max 
where 
1xI ,i rfc 	 > Xsh 
= X4h , ifkc< Xsh 
4 ' max = 	 maximum desired heading for correcting lateral errors piior to hovei 
(30' nominally) 
This limit limits the ANF lateral velocity command due to the first term to that 
corresponding to a nominal heading of 30' prior to hover and to a fixed value of about 8 5 ft/sec during 
the hover and land phases 
The vertical velocity law is, 
A = 02(Zc - Z) + (Zc - Z) 
As mentioned previously, these velocity errors are commanded directly in the HVF at 
high speed 
Ah = Ax 
A jh = AY 
At low speeds, these errors are transformed into the HVF through the heading angle, 
A h = A cos4V + A sin 0 
A h -aA sin' +A Ycos 
The speed used to make this switch is total ground speed (v/X + Y- ) unless the 
filtered airspeed is less than this, in which case the filtered airspeed is used The speed at which the 
switch is made is 35 knots This speed was selected since it is the same speed at which the flight control 
laws in the Automatic Mode can start yawing the helicopter into the wind. In tlus case, large heading
angles can develop and the ANF velocity errors must be transformed through the heading angles to in­
sure that the HVF velocity errors will correspond exactly to the ANF errors relative to the ANF profile 
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To prevent discontmtuties from occuring in the HVF velocity errors when a switch 
occurs, the differences between the direct and transformed HVF velocity errors at the time of switch 
are washed out This is done by computing these differences at the point of switch and linearly wash­
ing these out to zero over a 10 second period after the switch 
3. Guidance Implementation 
The guidance equations for Guidance 11 Mode of the Digital Flight Control and Landing Sys­
tern have been designed to be implemented in a diiect manner on the airboine digital computer A 
general flow diagram of the implementation requi ed is shown in Figure 111-8 A description of the 
implementation shown in this figure and its operation is as follows The required guidance inputs are 
obtained fiom the radar updated strapdown navigational system A logical test on the guidance mode is 
then required to deteimme if the helicopter is first being acquired If it is, the acquisition conditions 
are stoied and the ranges at the start of each profile phase are computed from these and the desired pro­
file characteristics A test on the helicopter range is then required to deteimme the phase that the heli­
copter is currently in If it is in any phase prior to hover, the total commands along the profile are then 
generated as a function of current range for the appropriate phase If the helicopter range is less than the 
required value at the start of hover, further teUts are required to determine if the flight conditions are 
acceptable for going into the land phase, if the helicopter is not already in the land phase The condi­
tons that must be met for landing are as follows 
x2 + Y 2 50 ft 
1z - Ztl < 5 ft 
Y2+ < 4 ft/sec 
IZI -< ' 2 ft/sec 
I1 < 2 5 deg 
< - 2 deg/sec 
If these conditions are not met, a "Ready to Land" discrete which activates the "Ready to 
-Land" light in the cockpit is left off and the total hover commands are computed If the conditions 
for landing are satisfied, this discrete is turned on to indicate to the pilot that the Land Mode can now 
be selected A further test on the Land Mode discrete input is then required to determine if the pilot 
wants to land If the Land Mode is not selected, the system continues to use the total hover commands 
-If the Land Mode is selected, the system computes the total commands for landing 
- If the helicopter is already in the land phase when the range is less than the required xalue
 
at the start of hover, the system continues to compute the total commands for landing unless the pilot
 
disengages the Land Mode This prevents flight conditions which are temporarily outside of the
 
acceptable values during the landing from causing the system to "chatter" between the land and hover
 
commands
 
In all phases, the guidance laws are then used to generate velocity errors from the total
 
commands and the current helicopter flight conditions These errors are then converted into velocity
 
errors in the HVF which are the required system outputs
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IV SIMULATION 
A GENERAL
 
To evaluate the performance of the Digital Flight Control and Landing System a comprehensive
 
piloted hybrid simulation was developed The simulation contains a model of the CH-46C helicopter,
 
the digital flight control and guidance laws, error models for the flight data systems, and a cockpit
 
simulator To develop this simulation, a data base was first established from data provided by NASA-

ERC and from data obtained and/or developed under this contract A detailed description of this
 
data is contained ii the following section of this report
 
Based on this data and the simulation requirements, a hybrid simulation design was developed 
and mechanized on hybrid computing equipment early in the study In this design, all of the equations 
of motion for the helicopter were mechanized on analog computers since they are fast moving and it 
appeared that they could not be simulated in real time on a digital computer The stability derivatives, 
wich are slov, moving but complicated functions of flight conditions, were mechanized on the digital 
computer The digital flight control and guidance laws weie mechanized on the digital computer since 
they were designed for mechanization on an airborne digital computer The flght data systems error 
models were also mechanized on the digital computer 
Dunng the study, an all digital simulation of the helicopter was also developed It was originally 
intended that this simulation would only be used to check the hybrid simulation and to make some 
preliminary non-piloted evaluation studies on the digitized control laws However, in checking the hybrid 
simulation it was rapidly found that the reliability and repeatability of the digital simulation was so much 
better than that for the hybrid version that it became desirable to use the digital version for all evaluation 
studies To determine if this could be done in real time, the Bell Aerospace Company Simulation 
Analyzer Program was used to determine the largest integration intervals that could be used with 
several numerical integration techniques while maintaining fined bounds on routldoff, truncation, and 
propagated errors 
From this it was found that the allowable integration intervals with a second order Adams
 
integration method were large enough to permit the helicopter equations to be digitally solved in real
 
time As a result of this, the hybrid mechanization of the helicopter equations in the hybrid simula­
tion was replaced by an all digital mechanization This form of hybrid simulation was then used for
 
all final evaluation studies A detailed description of the final mechanization of this simulation is
 
contained in Section IV C of this report .
 
B DATA USED IN SIMULATION 
,1 Bare Helicopter 
a. Equations of Motion 
The equations of motions used to represent the bare helicopter were obtained by
 
modifying a set of linearized 6 DOF body axis equations provided by NASA-ERC A description of
 
the modified equations is contained in the following paragraphs
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The equations are linearized about nominals for the vehicle body axis velocites, 
angular rates, attitudes, and control deflections at the rotor Of these, the vehicle longitudinal and 
vertical body axis velocities (U and NV), pitch attitude (0) and control deflections at the rotor (Ser 
,
Scr, 5a, and t rr) vary over large ranges where their effects are nonlinear Since these nonlinearities 
would result m sizeable errors if the pei turbations in these variables became excessively large, the 
nominals for these iariables must be updated with changing flight conditions to prevent this To allow 
for this, these nominals ate rade variables in the equations of motion All other nominals are constants 
Winds ate included in the equations of motion They are introduced in the ANF 
coordinate system and tiansformed to body axis winds through the Euler angles The body axis winds 
are then added to the peiturbational body axis velocities to obtain perturbational body axis airspeeds 
These perturbational airspeeds are used to compute all aerodyanmic and rotor forces and moments 
Provisions are included for handling large Euler attitude angles in the following trans­
formations (1) gravity to components along body axis, (2) body angular rates to Euler attitude rates, 
(3) body axis velocities to ANF velocities, and (4) ANF winds to body axis winds This is necessary 
since the pitch trim attitude has a large range and since large roll and yaw attitudes are required for 
correcting typical lateral errors 
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In the equations of motion, the following assumptions are made­
(1) 	 All second order terms are zero except where large angles are involved. 
(2) 	 V o =-0 AV=V R 0 =0 AR R 
P =0 AP=P ,o =0 A= ,Qo 0 = 
Q= 0 AQ=Q 0=o0 AO 
With these assumptions, the body axis equations are, 
AU =-W Q - g (sin 0 - sin 0 ) +X A/m 
V W° P-U R +gsil cos 6 +Y A/m
 
AW=UoQ+g(cos 
€ c Co6 - 00 ) + ZA/m
 
P= (-Jxz k + ALA)/IXX
 
= AM A /I y y
 
R= (-JxzPl +ANA)/Izz
 
The aerodynamic and rotor forces and moments are,
 
= 	 +XQ+X AS +X ASXA NU AUA + XW AWA + X e e er cC Cr 
Y V Y RY AS +Y ASAYA VA + YP + R 	 ar r.r 
a r 
AZA ZU AUA+Z AWA+ZQQ+Z8 AASe r 
e C 
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ALA=LVVA+LPP+LRR+L Aa +L A88 
Aal S r~r 
ar
 
A = AUA+M W AWA +iM Q+M AS +M 6cAA U + W A er Cxb"A 8 
e c 
ANA =NvV A +NpP +IIR +N AS +N AS 
a r 
where, 
AU =U - U w 
AVA =V - V w 
awA AW - WW 
The Euler angle rates equations are, 
(Rcos + Qsin)cos8 
Ad=Qcos 4 -Rsin1
 
s5=P+ 4 sin0
 
These Euler angles are used in two transformations The ANF axis winds to body axis 
winds transformation is, 
UW C00C C 0S4 -S 0 X 
Vw C@oSOS-SC S'SOSO+ CC C-s w 
xv W 
V C'CO COSSOS -SsCo C4SCO +S*S Y U 
Ss4c 0 S#SOSo +C40c S@SOCO -cPSI V 
-s CGS CoCo W 
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In the above equations, the perturbations for those flight variables whose nominals 
change with flight conditions are defined as follows 
U = f A dt+U I 
W = f A\ dt+W 
0 = f A0 dt+0 1 
AU= U- Uo 
AW = W- WO 
AO = 0- 0o 
The control perturbations are defined as, 
AS er = 6ei 
-er o
 
Acr = 6cr-cro
 
A ar = 5ar- arc
 
8 5
A8rr = rr- rro 
The nominal values for the vehicle pitch attitude and the control trim positions are 
determined as functions of the flight conditions from the tables of stability derivatives and nominals. 
0o
 
6 ero
 
8 cro = f (VH/A, heq, h,cg, m)
 
baro
 
Birr 
o 
The nominal values for the vehicle longitudinal and vertical body axis velocities are 
then defined as, 
Uo = VH/A Cos 0o heq sin o 
Wo = VH/A sin o + heq Coso 
b Stability Derivatives 
The linearized stability derivatives for the CH-46C helicopter were partly provided by 
NASA-ERC and partly obtained from Boeing Vertot under this contract These are presented in Tables 
IV-1 through IV-14 The flight conditions for and the source of the data in each table are as follows 
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TABLEIV-l DATABASE 
WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
0.G. POSITION NORJ4L 
o RATE OF CESCENT 0 FPM 
ALTITUDE 0 FT. 
*Extrapolatd Data 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/M -0.02540 -0.00181 -0.02156 -0.03604 -0.04642 -0.04622 -0.05579 -0.06456 -0.07206 
XW/M 0.05449 0.06818 0.08255 0.08944 0.08548 0.11451 0.10343 0.08523 0.05666 
XQ/M 0.60185 0.74915 0.87508 0.84957 0.73079 1.53696 1.24372 0.77601 0.25183 
XDE/M 0.17696 0.13988 0.12312 0.14237 0.16406 -0.06944 -0.05165 -0.03776 -0.01954 
XOC/M 1.20482 0.97467 0.87948 0.80253 0.68335 1.02Z39 0.88200 0.72040 0.48341 
ZU/M 0.06009 -0.12594 -0.08296 -0.02192 0.01396 0.04049 0.06077 0.06546 0.04980 
ZW/M -­ 0.36933 -0.48399 -0.63639 -0.80152 -0.92055 -0.91867 -1.00063 -1.04552 -1-10516 
ZQ/M -0.71511 -1.16872 -1.77844 -1.814CC -1.81986 -2.19788 -2.22039 -2.25955 -2.47935 
ZDEIM -0.00407 0.21183 0.51943 0.5682C 0.52527 0.50918 0.46341 0.41480 0.36743 
ZOC/M -7.43006 -7.23138 -7.65410 -8.52446 -9.49005 -9.37251 -10.26600 -11.08740 -11.11110 
MU/IYY 0.00656 0.00645 -0.00587 -0.00670 -0.00582 -0.00261 -0.00185 -0.00120 -0.00089 
MW/IYY -0.00285 0.00978 0.01630 0.01363 0.01154 0.01151 0.00956 0.00774 0.C0691 
MQ/IYY -0.73173 -0.96002 -1.31158 -L.45996 -1.52219 -1.60359 -1.62003 -1.59067 -1.51570 
MDE/IYY 0.35447 0.35364 0.40144 0.45022 0.48135 0.49L34 0.51572 0.53335 0.54565 
MDC/IYY -0.04765 -0.04252 0.04556 0.06776 0.06725 0.05112 0.04707 0.03948 0.03505 
THETA 0 9.30627 8.19834 6.62235 4.75227 2,32294 4.49882 1.43387 -2.26671 -6.63310 
DELTAE 0 0.66523 -0.06503 -0.23516 0.28888 0.77817 -0.41839 -0.011' 0.86392 0.34298 
DELTAC 0 5.01959 4.47346 3.73135 3.51111 3.84517 3.82271 4.67777 6.04983 802025 
YV/M -0.02664 -0.05408 -0.07986 -0.11823 -0.15121 -0.15528 -0.18040 -0.19766 -0.23442 
YP/M -0.76514 -0.95618 -1.15981 -L.24824 -1.23341 -1.15874 -1.02295 -0.76619 -0.29372 
YR/M -0.12511 -0.18179 -0.20082 -0.12813 -0.05819 0.10316 0.13380 0.12514 0.22125 
YDA/M 0.99794 0.99700 0.97673 0.96426 0.96955 0.94614 0.97123 1.01613 1.10225 
YDR/A 0.14652 0.13634 0.11652 0.10583 0.09849 0.10887 0.11641 0.13883 0.15262 
LV/IXX -0.00778, -0.01305 -0.01338 '-0.01720 -0.02442 -0.02059 -0.03188 -0.04724 -0.05000 
LP/IXX -0.50730 -0.57483 -0.64045 -0.65271 -0.62549 -0.59158 -0.52243 -0.41134 -0.23476 
LR/IXX -0.02297 -0.04571 -0.05943 -0.02270 0.01172 0.06746 0.09531 0.11659 0.19955 
LDA/IXX 0.46536 0.46558 0.45954 0,45575 0.45805 0.44938 0.45820 0.47354 0.50528 
LOR/IXX -0.12638 -0.13036 -0.13422 -0.13544 -0.13910 -0.13077 -0.13256 -0.13248 -0,14433 
NV/IZZ 0.00013 0.00037 -0.001Z3 -0.00290 -0.00415 -0.00553 -0.00536 -0.00377 -0.00060 
NP/IZZ -0.01831 -0.02076 -0.02598 -0.03947 -0.05344 -0.05699 -0,06864 -0.07797 -0.07471 
NR/IZZ -0.05847 -0.05450 -0.04597 -0.05020 -0.05438 -0.04087 -0.05078 -0.06642' -0.12617 
NDA/IZZ 0.03001 0.02923 0.02704 0.02663 0.02633 0.02630 0.02696 0.02857 0.C2970 
NDR/IZZ 0.17534 0,17578 0.17261 - 0.17032 0.17141 0.16698 0.17146 0.17933 0.19536 
DELTAA 0 0.12983 0.08462 0.09191 0.13466 0.17931 0.20322 0.29754 0.44154 0.49785 
CELTAR 0 -0.17764 -0.04701 -0.08508 -0.33705 -0.61293 -0.46945 -0.75397 -1.04713 -1.14123 
TABLE IV-2 DATA BASE 
0 
WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
C.G. POSITION NORVAL 
C 
RATE OF DESCENT 1500 FPM 
ALTITUDE 0 FT. 
*Extrapolated Data 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100* 120* 140* 
XU/M 0.01143 0.02237 -0.01281 -0.03179 -0.04306 -0.04600 -0.05400 -0.06100 -0.07300 
XW/M 0.04368 0.05111 0.10637 0.10919 0.10653 0.12600 0.11500 0.10900 0.08100 
X0/y 1.02536 0.93903 1.55534 1.45965 1.37043 2.12500 1.89700 1.60800 0.78100 
XDE/M 0.16625 0.12317 0.08223 0.12593 0.14599 -0.09250 -0.07000 -0.06100 -0.04200 
XDC/M 1.13928 0.94352 C.82126 0.88028 0.82702 1.16550 L.08800 0.91800 0.6Z900 
ZU/M -0.13435 -0.23640 -0.12619 -0.02151 0.01777 0.03650 0.06100 0.07000 0.06500 
ZW/M -0.28748 -0.26321 -0.82254 -0.90575 -0.98052 -0.93400 -0.97200 -1.07500 -1.12100 
ZQ/M -0.79039 0.30060 -2.45731 -2.40596 -2.42975 -3.25950 -2.67400 -2.50400 -2.446C0 
ZOE/M 0.00615 0.19996 0.94841 0.77315 0.71536 0.79550 0.5850C 0.50300 0.42000 
ZDC/M -7.45257 -7.38250 -6.35173 -3.00904 -9.05358 -8.78200 -10.14700 -11.11500 -11.87700 
MU/IYY 0.01308 0.01863 -0.00906 -0.00696 -0,00635 -0.00150 -0.00200 -0.00300 -0.00100 
MW/IYY 0.00368 0.03420 0.00228 0.00469 0.00683 0o.C0600 0.01000 OC0900 0.00900 
MO/IYY -0.58241 -0.81810 -1.48310 -1.56553 -1.62304 -1.75200 -1.72500 -1.71600 -1.63000 
MDE/IYY 0.34363 0.30612 0.43861 0.47166 0.50338 0.52550 0.53800 0.55700 0.56800 
MDC/IYY -0.05591 -0.16472 0.15368 0.11620 0.10884 0.11650 0.07500 0O.05600 0.C4600 
THETA 0 8.98810 8.13867 6.99471 5.34340 3.21352 5.11780 2.35420 -1.06300 -5.78600 
DELTAE 0 0.03060 -1.69234 -0.56816 0.11550 0.60565 -0.76200 -0.28500 -0.05000 0.11600 
DELTAC 0 3.89872 3.25038 1.25071 0.90347 1.15881 1.24850 1.94800 3.18800 5.42200 
YV/N -0.08635 -0.04068 -0.11126 -0.15170 -0.18262 -0.18950 -0.21700 -023900 -0.22 00 
YP/M -1.10440 -1.30270 -1.78540 -1.86230 -1.73270 -1.64750 -1.51600 -1.30400 -1.23200 
YR/M -0.18435 -0.10798 -0.30137 -0.22815 -0.19244 0.19300 0.14800 -0.00900 0.38300 
YDA/M 0.98054 0.97047 0.92561 0.09687 0.87675 0.85300 0.04800 0.85900 0.98700 
YOR/M 0.14250 0.11217 0.09751 0.07301 0.07008 0.07400 0.07900 0.09100 0.09700 
LV/IXX -0.00996 -0.00799 -0.00448 -0.00371 -0.00284 0.00450 -0.00700 -0.01600 -0.C5000 
LPIIXX -0.63036 -0.71659 -0.86876 -0.87455 -0.79734 -0.78450 -0.70200 -0.58400 -0.54600 
LR/IXX -0.05234 -0.02797 -0.10977 -0.07677 -0.05688 0.C6650 0.0600 0.03100 G.24500 
LDA/IXX 0.45903 0.45705 0.44170 0.43230 0.42630 0.41950 0.41700 0.42000 0.46600 
LDR/IXX -0.12454 -0.13516 -0.13185 -0.13554 -0.13256 -0.12700 -0.12400 -0,12000 -0.14300 
NV/IZZ 0.00122 -0.00016 -0.00236 -0.00456 -0.00706 -0.00700 -0.00900 -0.01000 -0.C0700 
NP/IZZ -0.02085 -0.01101 -0.02424 -0.04001 -0.05921 -0.04500 -0.06800 -0.09400 -0.10600 
NR/IZZ -0.04986 -0.02575 -0.03287 -0.03310 -0.03704 0.02200 -0.00400 -0.05200 -0.11000 
NDA/IZZ 0.02925 0.02744 0.02580 0.02385 0.02313 0.02100 0.02200 0.02300 0.02600 
NDR/IZZ 0.17285 0.17149 0.16373 0.15906 0.15540 0.15050 0.15000 0.15200 0.17400 
DELTAA 0 0.09255 0.04445 0.01404 0.05177 0.09882 0. 10550 0.18300 0.26000 0.63400 
DELTAR 0 -0.07915 0.32928 0.06118 -0.19696 -0.43185 -0.10900 -0.49200 -0.94300 -1.61300 
zi 
TABLE IV-3 DATA BASE
 
WEIGHT 13400 LB.
 
C.G, POSITION NORMAL
 
RATE OF DESCENT 1000 FPM
 
ALTITUDE 0 FT.
 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/M -0.02000 0.01200 -0.01200 -0.03300 -0.04300 -0.04650 -0.05500 -0.06200 -OC0200 
XW/M 0.04300 0.05700 0.09400 * 0.099OC 0.09000 0.12150 0.11200 0.10200 0.07400 
X0/M 0.85400 0.94300 1.37200 1.3100C 1.16500 1,89700 1,65700 1.32200 0.66700 
XDE/M 0.17400 0.12700 0.08200 0.12600 0.15500 -0,08900 -0.06700 -0.05200 -0.03200 
XDC/M 1.21400 0.94500 0.79500 0.82100 0.78000 1.12650 1.01600 0.83600 0.57200 
ZU/M 0.0430C -0.19700 -0.16200 -0.03600 0.00600 0.03650 0.06100 0.06800 0.06100 
ZW/M -0.29000 -0.35400 -0.72300 -0.84800 -0.89800 -0.91450 -0.98400 -1.07300 -1.10400 
Z0/M -0.48300 -0.42300 -3.39800 -2.73100 -2.18200 -2.77750 -2.48400 -2.44600 -2.39500 
ZDE/M -0.00800 0.22600 1.02000 0.83300 0.63100 0.68750 0.54700 0.46800 0.39600 
ZOC/m -7.53000 -7.19800 -6.36000 -7.8880C -9.28600 -9.05100 -10.19600 -11.06800 -11.84300 
MU/IYY 0.01000 0.01300 -0.01200 -0.00800 -0.C0700 -0.00250 -0.00200 -0.00200 -0.00100 
MW/IYY - -0.00200 0.02400 0.01100 0.01000 0.01300 0o.00900 0.01000 0.00900 0.00800 
Ho/IYY -0.60600 -0.89000 -1.51800 -1.58100 -1.58600 -1.69100 -1.68600 -1,67100 -1.60200 
MOE/IYY 0.34800 0.32700 0.44400 0.47600 0.49400 0.51300 0.53100 C.54900 0.56000 
MDC/IYY -0.04800 -0.09800 0.15300 0.12600 0.09100 o.c9100 0.06600 0.05100 0.04400 
THETA 0 9.27300 8.11000 6.83400 5.10800 2.88700 4.92440 2.03860 -1.51200 -6.1!700 
DELTAE 0 0.69500 -0.98600 -0.88100 -0.02700 0.62100 -0.61750 -0.19400 0.00500 0.19800 
GELTAC 0 4.31600 3.52300 2.28800 1.87500 2.08700 2.10500 2.86400 4.1T000 6.79400 
YV/M 0.13200 -0.04700 -0.08800 -0.13000 -0,16500 -0. 17750 -0.20400 -0.22200 -0.22900 
YP/M -0.99900 -1.22400 -1.51400 -1.62800 -1.58600 -1.47050 -1.35200 -1.15700 -0.82Q00 
YR/M 1-0.14500 -0.10100 -0.27100 -0.22200 -0.15100 0.00600 0.04100 0,04000 0.23400 
YDA/M - 0.99400 0.95800 0.94200 0.92000 0.90600 0.88300 -0.88900 0.91500 1.02000 
YDR/M 0.14900 0.12000 0.10100 0.08200 0.07800 0.09500 0.09600 0.10200 0.12100 
LVIIXX -0.00900 -0.01000 -0.00600 -0.00500 -0.00700 -0.00100 -0.01100 -0.02900 -0.05600 
LP/IXX -0.58800 -0.68100 -0.77000 -0.79300 -0,75100 -0.71450 -0.64100 -0.53600 -0.40000 
LR/IXX -0.04000 -0.02300 -0.09500 -0.07200 -0.03700 0.00500 0.03500 0,06000 C.17700 
LOA/IXX - 0.46300 0.44200 0.44800 0.44100 0.43600 0.42800 0.43000 0.43900 0.4T600 
LDR/IXX -0.12400 -0.13300 -0.13400 -0.13600 -0.13500 -0.12450 -0.12500 -0.12700 -0.14000 
NV/IZZ 0.0 0.0 -0.00300 -0.00500 -0.00700 -0.00700 -0.00800 -0.00800 -0.00500 
NP/IZZ -0.02300 -0.01500 -0.02400 -0.037CC -0.05500 -0.05000 -0.06900 -0.08900 -0.10100 
NR/IIZZ -0.04800 -0.03000 -0.03600 -0.03700 -0.04100 -0.00850 -0.02800 -0.06300 -0.10000 
NOA/IZZ 0.03000 0.03000 0.02600 0.02400 0.02400 0.02350 0.02400 0.02500 0,02800 
NDR/IZZ 0.17400 0.17200 0.16700 0.16300 0.16100 0.15550 0.15700 0.16200 0.18000 
DELTAA 0 0.10200 C.03000 0.03500 0.07500 0.12900 0.11100 0.20500 0.33900 0.58400 
DELTAR 0 -0.16000 0.16800 0.10700 -0.17700 -0.47600 -0.22050 -0.5840C -1.01200 -1.43600 
TABLE IV-4 DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
CoG. POSITION NORMAL 
RATE OF DESCENT 500 FPM 
ALTITUDE 0 FT. 
*Extrapolated Data 
VELOCITY 0 , 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/M -0.02200 .0.00400 -0.01700 -0.03400 -0.04500 -0.04700 -0.05600 -0.06300 -0.07100 
XW/M 0.04800 0.06200 0.08200 0.08900 0.08700 0.11700 0.10900 0.09500 0.06700 
XQ/M 0.73400 0.87900 1.07000 1.06700 0.94400 1.66900 1.41700 1.03600 0.553CC 
XDE/I 0.17600 0.13300 0.11700 0.13900 0.16100 -0.08550 -0.06400 -0.04300 -0.2200 
XDC/M 1.20300 0.96900 0.86600 0.82800 0.73100 1,08750 0.94400 0o.5400 0.51500 
ZU/M 0.05000 -0.16200 -0.11900 -0.03500 0.00900 0.03650 0.06100 0,06600 0.05700 
ZW/M -0.32700 -0.43200 -0.60800 -0.78200 -0.90900. -0.89500 -0.9960c -1.07100 -I.C8700 
ZQ/N -0.60100 -0.93000 -1.87300 -2.03000 -1.93300 -2.29550 -2.29400 -2.38800 -2.34400 
ZDE/m -0.01200 0.22200 0.60500 0.63900 0.57400 0.57950 0.50900 0.43300 0.37200 
ZOC/N -7.45300 -7.153C0 -7.35900 -8.366CC -9.40000 -9.32000 -10.24500 -11.06100 -11.80900 
MU/IYY 0.00800 0.00900 -0.00800 -0.00800 -0.00600 -0.00350 -0.00200 -0.00100 -0.00100 
PW/IYY -0.00300 0.01500 0.02000 0.01500 0.01200 0.01200 0o01000 0.00900 0.00700 
FQ/IYY 
MDE/IYY 
-0.67000 
0.35000 
-0.92600 
0.34200 
-1.34400 
0.40600 
-1.50000 
0.45700 
-1o55500 
0.48700 
-1.63000 
0.50050 
-1.64700 
0.5240C 
-L.62600 
0,54100 
-1.57400 
0,55200 
MOC/IYY -0.04700 -0.06200 0.06400 0.08500 0.07900 0.06550 0.05700 0,04600 0,04200 
THETA 0 9.33500 8.18800 6.71900 4.9340C 2.60200 4.73100 1.72300 -1.96100 -6.44800 
DELTAE 0 0.73000 -0.41900 -0,57600 0.10800 0.68500 -0.47300 -0.10300 0.06000 0.28000 
DELTAC 0 4.63300 3.96000 3.02200 2.70000 2.96500 2.96150 3.78000 5.15200 7.16600 
,YV/M 0,18900 -0.04900 -0.08200 -0.12000 -0.15700 -0.16550 -0.19100 -0.20500 -0.22900 
YP/m -0.91200 -1.08100 -1.33300 -1.44000 -1.40700 -1.29350 -1.18800 -1.01000 -0.42600 
YR/H -0.11700 -0.06130 -0.22300 -0.18000 -0.10500 -0.18100 -0.06600 0.08900 0.08500 
YDA/M
YDR/F 
0.99400 
0.15900 
0.98600 
0.13200 
0.95400 
0.10400 
0.94200 
0.09000 
0.93500 
0.08400 
0.91300 
0.11600 
0.93000 
0.11300 
0.97100 
0,11300 
I.05300 
0.14500 
LV/IXX -0.00800 -0.01100 -0.01000 -0.01000 -0.01500 -0.00650 -0.02000 -0.04200 -0.05400 
LP/IXX -0.55800 -0.61900 -0.70300 -0.72400 -0.68700 -0.64450 -0.58000 -0.48800 -0.25400 
LR/IXX -0.02500 -0.00300 -0,07000 -0.05000 -0.01400 -0.05650 0.0040C 0.08900 0.10900 
LOA/IXX 0.46300 0.46200 0.45400 0.4480 0.44600 0,43650 0,44300 0.45800 0.48600 
LDR/IXX -0.12100 -0.13100 -0.13600 -0.13800 -0.13800 -0.12200 -0.12600 -0.13400 -0.13700 
NV/IZZ 
NP/Izz 
00 
-0.02500 
0.0 
-0.02100 
-0.00200 
-C.02500 
-0.00400 
-0.03800 
-0.00500 
-0.05400 
-0.00700 
-0.05500 
-0.00700 
-0,07000 
-0.00600 
-0.08400 
-C.00300 
-C.09600 
NR/IZZ -0.05200 - -0.03300 -0.04200 -0.04200 -0.04600 -0.03900 -0.05200 -0.07400 -0,09000 
NDA/IZZ 0.03000 0.02900 0.02700 0.02600 0.02500 0,02600 0.02600 0,02700 0.03000 
NOR/IZZ 
OELTAA 0 
0.17500 
0.12000 
0.17400 
0.06500 
0.17000 
0.05600 
0.16700 
0.09100 
0.16600 
0.12100 
0.16050 
0.11650 
0.1640C 
0.22700 
0.17200 
0.41800 
0.18600 
0.53400 
DELTAR 0 -0.18800 0.04000 0.00600 -0.25400 -0.53700 -0.33200 -0.67600 -1.08100 -1.26300 
TABLE IV-5 DATA BASE 
WEIGHT ,13400 LB. 
C.G. POSITION NORMAL 
RATE OF CESCENT -500 FPm
 
ALTITUDE 0 FT.
 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/m -0.02800 -0.00800 -0.02700 -0.03900 -0.04900 -0.05050 * -0.05900 -0,06600 '-0.07400 
XW/ 0.06200 0.07300 0.08000 0.08400 0.07800 0.10450 0.09400 0.07900 0.05200 
XQ/r - 0.46600 0.59300 0.66900 0.65200 0.48800 1.29750 0,98400 0.5210C -C. 11700 
XDE/M 0.18000 0.14700 0.12900 0.14800 0.16900 -0,06500 -0.04700 -0.03200 -0,00700 
XDC/M 1.20800 0.99200 0.89700 0.79300 0.65400 0.99900 0.85100 0.69400 0.46700 
ZU/M 0.06800 -0.0920C -0.05700 -0.00700 0.02100 0.05000 0.06400 0.06400 0.04700 
ZW/M -0.41500 -0.53000 -0.67400 -0.80500 -0.91100 -0.89800 -0.98100 -1.04100 -1.11000 
zQ/M -0.74200 -1.23600 -1.51200 -1.64200 -1.62200 -2.13200 -2.14800 -2.20000 -2.35500 
ZDE/M 0.0 0.20000 0.45300 0.504CC 0.48200 0.47150 0.43700 0.39000 0.33400 
ZDC/M 
MU/IYY 
-7.44800 
0.00500 
-7.34900 
0.00400 
-7.86500 
-0.00400 
-8.74100 
-0.0060C 
-9.63200 
-0,00500 
-9.51050 
-0.C0150 
-10,33400 
-OC0 
-11.09000 
-0.00100 
-11.63600 
O.C 
MW/IYY -0.00200 0.00700 0.01200 0.01100 0.01000 0.00900 0.00800 0.00700 0.00600 
MQ/IYY -0.79500 -0.98900 -1.27900 -1.42700 -1.48700 -1.56150 -1.58000 -1.55700 -1.49300 
MOE/IYY 0.36000 0.36400 0.39900 0.44500 0.47600 0.48400 0.5090C 0,52800 0.53900 
MDC/IYY -0.04800 -0.03400 0.03400 0.05600 0.05900 0.03950 0.03900 0.03500 0.03500 
THETA 0 9.34300 8.19300 6.54000 4.53500 2.02700 4,14900 1.09500 -2.50500 -6.64400 
DELTAE 0 0.68600 0.15400 0.04500 0.44200 0.63500 -0.24100 0.04100 0.21200 0.37100 
DELTAC 0 5.47900 5.03100 4.46200 4.34300 4.71700 4.74650 5.5900C 6.90300 8.79600 
YV/M -0.30700 -0.06100 -0o08500 -0.11600 -0.14800 -0,14550 -0.17500 -0.20200 -0,23700 
YP/M -0.69300 -0.81200 -0.98800 -1.065CC -1,04200 -0.97500 -0.83300 -0,57200 -0C3400D 
YR/M 0.03000 -0.13500 -0,16400 -0.11200 0.11100 -0,12700 0.03000 0.12100 0.22700 
YDA/M 1.01200 1.00700 0,99700 0.991C C.99900 0.98950 1.01400 1.05500 1.15400 
YDR/M 0.15700 0.13800 0.12700 0.116CC 0.10000 0.13700 0.13600 0.15000 0.16300 
LV/IXX -0.0060C -0,01500 -0.C1600 -0.02100 -0.3000 -0.03050 - -0.03800 -0.04400 -0.00500 
LP/IXX -0.48000 -0.52300 -0.58000 -0.59300 -0.56400 -0.52800 -0.46100 -0.35600 -0.15200 
LR/IXX 0.04600 -0.02200 -0.03400 -0.0100C 0.09100 -0.01750 0.0650C 0,12900 0.21000 
LDA/IXX 0.47000 0.47000 0.46700 0.46500 0.46900 0.46350 0,47300 0.48800 0.52500 
LDR/IXX -0.12500 -0.13100 -0.13400 -0.13700 -0.14400 -0.12850 -0.13300 -0.13500 -0.15000 
NV/IZZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0,00100 -0.00200 -0.00300 -0.00300 -0,00200 -0,00100 
NP/IZZ -0.02400 -0.02100 -0.02500 -0.03500 -0.04700 -0.05500 -0.06300 -0.06700 -C.C6800 
NRIIZZ -0.04900 -0.05900 -0.05600 -0.05700 -0.05100 -0.06550 -0.07500 -0.10000 -0.13300 
NDA/IZZ 0.03000 0.02900 0.02800 0.02800 0.02700 0.02950 0.02900 0.02900 0.03000 
NDR/IZZ 0.17800 0.17800 0.17600 0.17500 0.17700 0.17450 0.17900 0.18600 0.20400 
DELTAA 0 0.14000 0.10400 0.10800 0.14600 0.21000 0.25750 0.33000 0.41100 0.47900 
OELTAR 0 -0.20600 -0.11200 -0.14200 -0.35100 -0.64500 -0.52600 -0.77100 -0.96700 -I.09900 
TABLE IV-6. DATA BASE
 
WEIGHT 13400 L .
 
C.G. POSETION NCPMAL 
RATE ZP -ZC~tT -16 rp 
ALTITUDE 0 FT. 
*Extrapolated Data 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100* 120* 140* 
XU/M -0.02649 -0.01935 -C.03260 -0.044(1 -0.05277 -C.05907 -0.06542 -0.06888 -C.07788 
XW/M 
XQ/M 
XDE/M 
0.07505 
0.15633 
0.17842 
0.08122 
0.20875 
0.16228 
0.08209 
0.26690 
0.14484 
0.07521 
0.17058 
0.16227 
0.06568 
0.09717 
0.18105 
0.08448 
0.81857 
-0.05612 
0.07514 
0.46456 
-0.03770 
0.06654 
0.01098 
-0.02048 
0.04268 
-0.85466 
0.01808 
XDC/m 1.16992 1.04008 0.90570 0.78861 0.62563 0.95222 0.78900 0.64120 0.43418 
ZU/M 0.04316 -0.02959 -0.00971 0.00737 0.02520 0.06903 0,07046 0.06108 0.04140 
ZW/M 
ZO/M 
ZOE/P 
-0.52217 
'.07268 
0.05444 
-0.60121 
-1.20010 
0.16010 
-0.72925 
-1.25010 
0.36218 
-0.85332 
-1.38662 
0.41296 
-0.94171 
-1.47426' 
0.41472 
-0.85666 
-2.00024 
0.39614 
-0.94174 
-2.00322 
0.38418 
-1.03196 
-2.08090 
0.34040 
-1.11968 
-2. 10630 
0.2671A 
ZDC/M -7.58650 -7.64041 -8.24770 -8.95410 -9.70900 -9.78649 -10.47000 -11.C9520 -11.48580 
MU/1YY 0.00251 0.00163 0.00321 -0.00458 -0.00467 0.00073 0.00070 -0.00060 0.00178 
MW/IYY 
MIQ/IYY 
-0.00148 
-0.93433 
0.00327 
-1.03020 
0.00726 
-1.24040 
0.00765 
-1.37428 
0.00730 
-1.42430 
0.00397 
-1.47731 
0.00488 
-1.49994 
0.00552 
-1.48966 
0.00418 
-1.44760 
MOE/IYY 0.37472 0.37930 0.40095 0.43815 0.46558 0.46932 0.49556 0.51730 0.52570 
MOC/IYY -0.04570 -0.03118 0.01909 0.03637 0.04212 0.01626 0.02286 0.02604 0.03490 
THETA 0 9.09615 8.24561 6.51804 4.3468C 1.74707 3.44935 0.41726 -2.98158 -6.66580 
DELTAE 0 0.56611 0.45249 0.38166 0.63183 1.02115 0.11378 0.24538 0.30816 0.42704 
DELTAC 0 6.51301 6.30131 5.94168 5.94845 6.38886 6.5S408 7.41446 8.60934 10.34750 
YV/M -0.02060 -0.08482 -0.10455 -0,12256 -0.14842 -0.12594 -0.16420 -0.21068 -0.24216 
YP/m -0.40249 -0.48157 -0.63817 -0.68143 -0.63180 -0.60751 -0.45310 -0.18362 0.48544 
YR/M 
YDA/M 
-0.04204 
1.03950 
0.04052 
1.04228 
-0.06921 
1.04066 
-0.04086 
1.04266 
0.01514 
1.06287 
-0.58732 
1.07623 
-0.17760 
1.09954 
0.11772 
1.13274 
0.23850 
1.25750 
YDR/M 0.14982 0.14802 0.12894 0.11875 0.12938 0.19326 0.17518 0.17234 0.18376 
LV/IXX -0.02127 -0.01846 -0.01978 -0.02294 -0.02866 -0.05032 -0.05024 -0.03752 0.08660 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
-0.37496 
0.02907 
-0.40345 
0.06798 
-0.45470 
0.02113 
-0.46318 
0,03740 
-0,42905 
0.07088 
-0.40083 
-0.18742 
-0.33814 
0.00438 
-0.24532 
0.15382 
0.01352 
0.23090 
LDAIIXX 0.48113 0.48228 0.48271 0.48417 0.49124 0.49174 0.5026C 0.51692 0.56444 
LDR/IXX 
NV/IZZ 
-0.13312 
0.00108 
-0.13406 
0.00098 
-0.14131 
0.00044 
-0.14556 
0.00052 
-0.14455 
0.00041 
-0.12396 
0.00206 
-0.13388 
0,00172 
'-0.14004 
0.00154 
-0.16134 
-0.00180 
NP/IZZ -0.02133 -0.02122 -0.02478 -0.02754 -0.03693 -0.05102 -0.05172 -0.04506 -0.05458 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
-0.07653 
0.03076 
-0.06348 
0.03053 
-0.07218 
0.02924 
-0.07450 
0.02856 
-0.08262 
0.02918 
-0.11476 
0.03589 
-0.12344 
0.03308 
-0.16716 
0.02986 
-0.14666 
0.03060 
NOR/IZ 0.18338 0.18355 0.18366 0.18425 0.18730 0.18954 0.19408 0.19934 0.22128 
DELTAA 0 0.16567 0.15081 0.14181 0.15535 0.20065 0.36607 0.39492 0.34992 0.44130 
DELTAR 0 -0.23383 -0.21772 -0.28008 -0.4258S -0.61869 -0.63910 -0.80506 -C.80674 -1.01154 
TABLE IV-7 DATA BASE 
0 WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
z 
C.G. POSITION NORMAL 
RATE OF DESCENT 0 FPM 
ALTITUDE 2000 FT. 
*Extrapolated Data 
VELOCITY .0 20 , 40 60 80 B0* 100 120 140 
XU/M 
XW/M 
XQ/M 
XOE/M 
XDC/M 
ZU/M 
ZW/M 
ZQIM 
ZDEIA 
ZDC/m 
MU/IYY 
MW/IYY 
Mo/IYY 
MOE/IYY 
MDC/IYY 
THETA 0 
DELTAE 0 
DELTAC 0 
YV/M 
YP/M -
YR/M 
YDAIM 
YDR/M 
LV/IXX 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
LOA/IXX 
LORtIXK 
NV/IZZ 
NP/IZZ 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
NDR/IZZ 
OELTAA 0 
; 
-0.02600 
0.05100 
0.69800 
0.16700 
1.13900 
0.05700 
-0.34900 
-0.57500 
-0.00700 
-7.C900 
0.00600 
-0.0030C 
-0.69700 
0.33400 
-0.04500 
9.30600 
0.70400 
5.31900 
-0.26600 
-0.85600 
-0.16200 
0.99900 
0.14800 
-0.00800 
-0.55800 
-0.04200 
0.46600 
-0.12600 
0.0 
-0.01900 
-0.05800 
0.03000 
0.17600 
0.13100 
-0.00300 
0.06300 
0.85400 
0.13400 
0.911,0 
-0.12L00 
-0.45500 
-1.00900 
0.18500 
-6.83700 
0.00600 
0.00900 
-0.90400 
0.33200 
-0.04100 
8.16300 
-0.03300 
4.78800 
-0.05300 
-1.05100 
-0.02700 
1.00000 
0.13400 
-0,01300 
-0.62700 
0.01700 
0.46600 
-0.13200 
0.0 
-0.02200 
-0.03900 
0.02900 
0.17600 
0.08700 
-0.02100 
0.07500 
0.96900 
0.11800 
0.80300 
-0.08300 
-0.59100 
-1.41500 
0.46700 
-7.21000 
-0.00500 
0.01500 
-1.22200 
0.37300 
0.03900 
6.60700 
-0.25900 
4.03600 
-0.07700 
-1.25700 
-0.19400 
0.97900 
0.11500 
-0,01400 
-0.69300 
-0.05300 
0.46000 
-0.13500 
-0,00100 
-0.02700 
-0.04900 
0.02800 
0.17300 
0.08600 
-0.03400 
0.08000 
0.972CC 
0.136CC 
0.71500 
-0.02700 
-0.7450C 
-1.63000 
0.51900 
-7.98100 
-0.00600 
0.013cC 
-1.36800 
0.419C 
0.06200 
4,77300 
0.24400 
3.77100 
-0.111CC 
-1.346CC 
-0. 1520C 
0.96600 
0.10000 
-0.01700 
-0.706CC 
-0.03400 
0.45700 
-0.13900 
-0.00300 
-0.04000 
-0.05000 
0,02700 
0.17100 
0.1340C 
-0.04400 
0.07600 
0.84900 
0.15800 
0.59200 
0.00800 
-0,85800 
-1.64800 
0.48300 
-8.85000 
-0.00500 
0,01000 
-1.42700 
0.44700 
0.06400 
2.i380 0 
0.69400 
4.05600 
-0.14200 
-1.34000 
-0.07400 
0.967G0 
0.10500 
-0.02400 
-0.69000 
0.00500 
0.45800 
-0.12900 
-0.00400 
-0.05100 
-0.05400 
0.02600 
0.16900 
0.17100 
-0.04400 
0.10300 
1.71700 
-0.06350 
0.91400 
0.C3100 
-0.85500 
-2,13550 
0.48250 
-8.76100 
-0.00300 
0.01100 
-1.49300 
0.45800 
0.04750 
4.59700 
-0.29900 
4.04600 
-0.14650 
-1.25E50 
-0.13800 
0.95150 
0.11000 
-0.01950 
-0.64100 
-0.09900 
0.45050 
-0.13500 
-0.00500 
-0.06000 
-0.04650 
0.02700 
0.16800 
0.19200 
-0.0530C 
0,09300 
1.39300 
-0.04400 
0.77800 
0.05100 
-0.93200 
-2.18900 
0.43800 
-9.56700 
-0.00200 
0.00900 
-1.51100 
0.48000 
O,0O60C 
1.66800 
-0.08200 
4.83500 
-0.17000 
-1.13600 
-0.03800 
0.97100 
0.11500 
-0.03000 
-0.5800C 
-0.02000 
0.45800 
-0.13300 
-0,00500 
-0.07100 
-0.06100 
0.02700 
0.17100 
0.28100 
-0.06100 
0.07700 
0.86800 
-0.02700 
0,62900 
0.C5600 
-0,97300 
-2.27800 
0.38500 
-10.31000 
-0.00100 
0.00800 
-1.48800 
0.t9600 
0.04100 
-[.85500 
-0.09800 
612800 
-0.18600 
-0.89700 
0.08400 
1.00900 
0.12000 
-0,04400 
-0.4700 
0.09900 
0AO7200 
-0,13900 
-0.00400 
-0.09200 
-0.08600 
0.02800 
0.17900 
0.42200 
-0.C6700 
0.05400 
0.19400 
O.CI700 
0.41900 
0.G4200 
-I.02200 
-2.34200 
0.29000 
-10.90200 
0.0 
0.00700 
-1.43800 
0.50200 
0.03700 
-6.V3300 
0,31300 
7.98800 
-0.21900 
-0.45000 
O.C7400 
1.09100 
0.15700 
-0.04800 
0.32800 
0.12200 
0.50200 
-C. 13800 
0.0 
-0.06500 
-C.11000 
002900 
0.19100 
0.47900 
7 
DELTAR 0 -0.18200 -0.05200 -0.07100 -0.31800 -0.58000 -0.42350 -0.70200 -0.99700 -1.06700 
14 
TABLE IV-8 DATA BASE 
o WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
z0 C.0. PCSITION NORMAL 
RATE OF DESCENT 0 FPM 
ALTITUDE 10000 FT. 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/m 
XW/M 
XQ/M 
XOE/M 
XDC/M 
ZU/M 
Z4/m
1Q11 
*, 
-0.00676 
0.04884 
1.18274 
0.11734-
0.73082 
-0.10428 
-0.37109 
-0.78808 
-0.02061 
0.05402 
1.27562 
0.10497 
0.60937 
-0.08311 
-0.46709 
-0.96859 
-0.03070 
0.05667 
1.32450 
0.11848 
0.49189 
-0.04105 
-0.57995 
-1.36562 
,-0.03842 
0.05294 
1.14199 
0.14261 
0.38684 
-0.01031 
-0.66699 
-1.54862 
-0.04362 
0.06963 
1.34635 
-0.01534 
0,55796 
0,0265C 
-0,72884 
V -2.08103 
ZDE/M 
ZDC/M 
MU/IYY 
0.11878 
-5.67725 
0.00596 
0.32587 
-5.89510 
-0.00287 
0.38735 
-6,38311 
-0.0046e 
0.36668 
-6.97350 
-0.00422 
0.33936 
-7.51348 
- -0.00138 
MW/IYY 
MO/IYY 
MOE/IYY 
MDC/IYY 
THETA 0 
0.00590 
-0.74532 
0.27308 
-0.03340 
8.00202 
0.01208 
-0.98093 
0.29324 
0.02056 
6.46507 
0.01080 
-1.10175 
0.32647 
0.04493 
4.68920 
0.00926 
-1.13867 
0.34753 
0.05195 
2.57070 
0.00793 
-1.20757 
0.37460 
0.03905 
2.26076 
DELTAE 0 0.05410 -0,34992 0.06020 0.53133 -0.18811 
DELTAC 0 5.95060 5.14708 4.79474 4.94500 5.50703 
YV/M 
Yp/M 
-0.05154 
-1.33193 
-0.06699 
-1.55740 
-0.09351 
-1.66600 
-0.11708 
-1,64439 
-0.13950 
-1.38640 
YR/M 
YDA/M 
YORVM 
-0.22077 
1.00068 
0.14586 
-0.24355 
0.98003 
0.10337 
-0.19212 
0.97069 
0.08838 
-0.10401 
0.96968 
0.06990 
-0.09258 
0,96484 
0.10034 
LV/IXX 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
LDA/IXX 
LORIIXX 
-0.01407 
-0.79973 
-0.05877 
0.46831 
-0.11646 
-0.01428 
-0.87323 
-0.06995 
0.46156 
-0.14031 
-0.01753 
-0.89489 
-0.04734 
0.45907 
-0.143S8 
-0.02225 
-0.86718 
-0.00437 
0.45956 
-0.15117 
-0.02571 
-0.74691 
0.00036 
0,45648 
-0.13794 
NVIIZZ 0.00038 -0.00027 -0.00206 -0.00295 -0.00412 
NP/IZZ 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
NOR/IZZ 
DELTAA 0 
-0.02177 
-0.06558 
0.02844 
0.17277 
0.08287 
-0.02632 
-0.05846 
0.02707 
0.17349 
0.08326 
-0.03826 
-0.05641 
0.02597 
0.17206 
0.10213 
-0.05C89 
-0.06007 
0.02512 
0.17250 
0.16207 
-
-0.06622 
-0.06532 
0,02637 
0.17075 
0.25359 
DELTAR 0 -0.07643 -0.03872 -0.22665 -0.48305 -0.54755 
TABLE IV-9. DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 
CG. PCSITION -
13400 LB. 
FORE 
RATE OF OESCENT 0 PPM 
ALTITUDE 0 FT. 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 - 60 80 80* 4' too 120 1140 
XU/M 
XW/M
XQIM 
XOEIM 
-0.02612 
0.05434 
0.68123 
0.18175 
-0.00238 
0,06828 
0.84128 
0.1364" 
-0.02127 
0.08185 
0.98879 
0.11150 
-0.0355S 
0.08878 
0.996C7 
0.12523 
-0.04563 
, 0.08500 
0.88251 
0.13583 
-0.046i3 
0.11342 
1.94145 
-0.09885 
-0.05574 
0.10302 
1,57142 
-0.08439 
-0.06492 
0.08599 
0.54491 
-0.06606 
-0.01218 
0.C6243 
0.36629 
-0,03277, 
XDChM 
ZU/14 
ZW/M
ZQ0II 
ZOE/M 
ZDC/N 
MU/lYY 
MW/IYy 
MQ/IYY 
MOE/IYY 
MDC/IYY 
THETA 0 
1.20560 
0.06322 
-0.36895 
-1.13736 
-0.03599 
-7.42201 
0.00690 
-0.00513 
-0.73807 
0.35342 
-0.08891 
9.47577 
0.98307 
-0.12192 
-0.48482 
-1.73629 
0.18967 
-7.25489 
0.0605 
0.00653 
-0.97108 
0.35404 
-0.08332 
8.36019 
0.88235 
-0.08184 
-0.63339 
-2.40197 
0.50720 
-7.69425 
-0.00546 
0.01248 
-1.31682 
0.40329 
-0.00503 
6.79977 
0.79909 
-0.02401 
-0.79968 
-2.67851 
0.57104 
-8.54711 
-0,00648 
0.00884 
-1.47048 
0.45335 
0.01134 
4.86323 
0.68085 
0.01008 
-0.;1843 
-2.79395 
0.54374 
-9.48941 
-0.00499 
0.00580 
-1.53122 
0.48472 
0.00485 
2.47042 
. 
1.02612 
0.03930 
-0.91459 
-3.00238 
0.53420 
-9.37040 
-0.00222 
0.00573 
-1.63341 
0.49429 
-0.01372 
4.41293 
0.88900 
0.05916 
-0.99750 
-1.14971 
0.49763 
-10.25870 
-0.00115 
0.00309 
-1.64405 
0.51899 
-0.02333 
1.37417 
0.73300 
0.06479 
-L.04458 
-3.32893 
0.45179 
-II.09300 
-0.00050 
0.00085 
-1.60459 
0.53702 
-0.03606 
-2.31055 
C.52023 
0.04906 
-1.10393 
-3.55192 
0.30978 
-11.72320 
-0.00023 
-0.00057 
-1.53348 
0,54734 
-0.04637 
-6.65376 
DELTAE 0 1.19853 0.46611 0.21725 0.65370 - 1.16758 -0.02036 0.32771 0.50998 0.70454 
DELTAC 0 5.02881 4.48307 3.74980 3.54032 3,83774 3.90555 4.72892 6.07823 8,C2943 
YV/M 
yp/m 
YR/Mf 
YDA/M 
YOR/M 
LV/IXX 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
LDA/IXX 
LDR/IXX 
NV/lZZ 
NP/IZZ 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
NDR/IZZ 
DELTAA 0 
-0.02669 
-0.761I5 
-0.13820 
1.01380 
0.26744 
-0.00775 
-0.48155 
-0.01718 
0.46452 
-0.08132 
0.00165 
-0.00348 
-0.C6500 
0.0Z979 
0.17455 
0.18106 
-0,05404 
-0.97060 
-0.16429 
1.01080 
0.25302 
-0O01288 
-0.56159 
-0.03331 
0.46415 
-0.08649 
0.00058 
-0.00324 
-0.05691 
0.02865 
0.17407 
0.10490 
-0.08029 
-1.15800 
-0.16955 
0.99098 
0.23252 
-0.01389 
-0.61826 
-0.03813 
045837 
-0.09048 
-0.00091 
-0.03752 
-0.05050 
0.7Z7 
0.17093 
0.11642 
-0.11861 
-1.26960 
-0.12970 
0.98180 
0.20964 
-0.01713 
-0.64573 
-0.02025 
0.45628 
-0.09745 
-0.00229 
-0.04536 
-0.05120 
0.02555 
0.16971 
0.13118 
-0.15184 
-1.24640 
-0.04881 
0.98230 
0.21374 
-0.02409 
-0.61171 
0.01948 
0.45631 
-0.09563 
-0.00339 
-0.06214 
-0,05602 
0.02602 
0.16970 
0.20698 
-0.15526 
-1.16699 
-0.20836 
0.97032 
0.22768 
-0.02112 
-0.57490 
-0.05763 
0.45131 
-0.08424 
-0.00459 
-0,06773 
-0.05764 
0.02665 
0.16894 
0.21011 
-0.18081 
-1,05610 
-0.00243 
0.99101 
0.23588 
-0.03223 
-0.51494 
0.04699 
0.45866 
-0.08616 
-0.00429 
-0.07983 
-0.06814 
0.02697 
0.17194 
0.33670 
-0.19E67 
-0.85751 
0.34313, 
1.03190 
0.24818 
-0.04749 
-0.42903 
0.21651 
0.47333 
-0.09182 
-0.00259 
-0.08725 
-0.08431 
0.02755 
0.17795 
0.51408 
-0.23471 
-0.21591 
0.45010 
1.11760 
0.26719 
-0.05093 
-0.21500 
028767 
0.50444 
-0,10153 
C.00096 
-0.06175 
-0.12644 
C.02843 
0.19374 
0.59327 
DELTAR 0 -0.31640 -0.16163 -0.18246 -0.39660 -0.6G216 -0.54707 -0.8631C -1.19980 -1.33290 
TABLEIV-10 DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
C.G, POSITION AFT 
RATE OF CESCENT 0 FPM
 
ALTITUDE 0 FT.
 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80s* tOo [20 140 
XU/M -0.02493 -0.00110 -0,02275 -0.03752 -0.04765 -0.04771 -0.05661 -006428 -0.07333 
YW/K 0.05444 0.06882 0.08376 0.09073 0.08680 0.11660 0.10490 0.08542 0.05598 
XQ/M 0.47278 0.55272 0.60550 0.56542 0.41751 1.13276 0.86280 C.,7079 -0.01182 
XDEIM 0.16867 0.14466 0.14875 0.18508 0.Z1903 -0.01350 0.00654 0.01268 0.009Z7 
XDCfM 1.19776 0.96257 0.87920 0.80702 0.69438 1.03548 0.89060 0.71347 0.47301 
ZU/M 0.05728 -0.13227 -0.08444 -0.01892 .0C1727 0.04298 0.06281 0.06627 0.05181 
ZW/M -0.36903 -0.48373 -0.6400 -0.80500 -0.92252 -0.92290 -1.00337 -1.04679 -1.10586 
Z/M 
ZDE/M 
ZOO/NM 
Mu/IYY 
0.01643 
0.05155 
-7.42881 
0.00589 
-0.01657 
0.25933 
-7.16977 
0.00715 
-0.16377 
0.52725 
-7.58999 
-0.00660 
-0.18063 
0.54601 
-8.48846 
-0.00731 
C.07086 
0.48526 
-9.46673 
-0.00664 
-0.33864 
0.48132 
-9.3584Z 
-0.00360 
-0.20274 
0.41256 
-1o.z528o 
-0.00308 
-0.18242 
0,33578 
-iJ06330 
-0.00270 
-0.23794 
0.27515 
-11.69450 
-0.00214 
MW/IYY 
"Q/IYY 
0.00159 
-0.735Z2 
0.01613 
-0.96234 
0.02374 
-1.3L60 
0.02296 
-1.47449 
0.02246 
-1.53709 
0.02Z73 
-1.61597 
0.02199 
-1.63302 
0.02101 
-1.60451 
0.02094 
-L.55425 
MOE/IYY 0.35489 0.35223 0.39700 0.44308 0.4737S 0.48682 0.51070 0.52775 0.54186 
MDCIIYY 0.03084 0.03478 0.14221 0.17395 0.18611 0.17165 0.18021 0.]8517 C.19008 
THETA 0 8.98247 7.85991 6.30389 4.39564 1.99886 4.44Z58 1.39503 -2.30329 -6.65586 
DELTAE 0 -0.36082 -1.09382 -1.11713 -0.54350 -0.00194 -1.09732 -0.73354 -0.54753 -0.33376 
DELTAC 0 5.02277 4.44246 3.71503 3.53057 3.86946 3.79599 4.65598 6.03707 8.01568 
YV/M 
YPI 
-0.02666 
-0.76750 
-0.05394 
-0.95746 
-0.08087 
-1.17144 
-0.11800 
-1.24159 
-0.15031 
-1.18989 
-0.15491 
-1.17602 
-0.L7946 
-1.00044 
-0.19624 
-0.70098 
-0.2322& 
-0.I992 
YR/M -0.17598 -0.21630 -0.09120 -0.14219 -0.06046 -0.13231 -0.04396 0.05101 0.10331 
YDAfM 0.97274 0.96771 0.95283 0.94157 0.94110 0.92364 0.94483 0.98767 I,07454 
YDR/?' -0.07735 -0.09021 -0.10613 -0.12550 -0.13279 -0.09158 -0.09264 -0.08746 -0o.C5750 
LV/IXX
LP/lXX 
-0.00804 
-0.55296 
-0.01329 
-0.61900 
-0.01462 
-0.683Z9 
-0.01789 
-0.68850 
-0.02527 
-0.64693 
-0.02076 
-0.64014 
-0.03194 
-0.55556 
-0.04693 
-0.42797 
-0.C5016 
-0.21699 
LRtIXX -0.05590 -0.06586 -0.01732 -0.0376e 0.00165 -0.03870 0.01286 0.07665 0.13713 
LDAfIXX 0.46883 0.46762 0.46306 0.46017 0.46062 0.45209 0.46011 0.47570 0.50657 
LDRfIXX -0.21032 -0.21491 -0.21801 -0.22321 -0.22555 -0.20645 -0.21066 -0.21739 -0.22255 
NV/IZZ -0.00289 0.00000 -0.00200 -0,00405 -0.00566 -0.00721 -0.00735 -0,00601 -0.00337 
NP/IZZ 
NRI/ZZ 
0.01290 
-0.05254 
0.00620 
-0.05195 
-0.00675 
-0.03292 
-0.02075 
-0.04546 
-0.03427 
-0.04884 
-0.03456 
-0.04448 
-0.04439 
-0,05704 
-0.05053 
-0.07878 
-0.C355 
-0.11367 
NDAfIZZ 0.03011 0.02915 0.02773 0.02634 0.02584 0.02727 0.02769 0.02702 0.03251 
NDRfIZZ 0.17524 0.17461 0.17191 0.17010 0.t6995 0.16675 0.17069 0.27$72 0,1294$9 
DELTAA 0 
DELTAR 0 
0.09501 
0.07237 
0.10597 
0.16972 
0.12051 
0.05877 
0.12314 
-0.20105 
0.16061 
-0.47659 
0.2499Z 
-0.32097 
0,30244 
-0.57233 
0.37,02 
-071952 
0.03)7? 
-C,75c' 
TABLE IV-II DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 13400 LB. 
C.G. POSITION AFT 
RATE OF DESCENT 0 FPM 
ALTITUDE 10000 FT. 
*Extrapol~atd Data 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80 100 120 140 
XU/M 
XW/M 
XQ/M 
XDE/M 
XOC1M 
ZU/M 
ZW/M 
ZQ/M 
ZDEPM 
ZDCIM 
MU/IYY 
MW/IYY 
MO/IYY 
MOE/IYY 
MDC/IYY 
THETA 0 
DELTAE 0 
DELTAC 0 
YV/M 
YP/M 
YR/M 
YDA/M 
YOR/M 
LV/IXX 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
LDA/IXX 
LDR/IXX 
NV/IZZ 
NP/IZZ 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
NOR/IZZ 
DELTAA 0 
DELTAR 0 
-0.00610 
0.04913 
1.04284 
0.11609 
0.72526 
-0.10802 
-0.37024 
-0.00903 
0.15405 
-5.64627 
0.00682 
0.01080 
-0.74592 
0.27217 
0.02632 
7.65085 
-1.30471 
5.S4562 
-0.05183 
-1.34060 
-0.26074 
0.97591 
-0.11110 
-0.01457 
-0.85066 
-0.08507 
0.47209 
-0.22497 
0.00012 
0.00456 
-0.06240 
0.02838 
0.17624 
0.10679 
0.19807 
-0.02109 
0.05523 
1.11325 
0.10943 
0.61388 
-0.08336 
-0.47079 
-0.01312 
0.32489 
-5.83819 
-0.00330 
0.01775 
-0.99950 
0.29113 
0.09502 
6.13028 
-1.55155 
5.12954 
-0.06713 
-1.54850 
-0,26982 
0.95652 
-0.12006 
-0.01469 
-0.91129 
-0.08967 
0.46529 
-0.22195 
-0.00073 
-0.00987 
-0.05661 
0.02732 
0.17272 
0.11760 
C.17090 
-0.03204 
0.05732 
1.14785 
0.13364 
0.5028C 
-0.03657 
-0.58311 
0.02822 
0.34552 
-6.35464 
-0.00500 
0.018C2 
-1.12270 
0.32282 
0.13050 
4.31979 
-1.05896 
4.81974 
-0.09342 
-1.65520 
-0.20445 
0.95048 
-0.09533 
-0.01815 
-0.93257 
-0.05864 
0.46415 
-0.20130 
-0.00282 
-0.02303 
-0.05572 
0.02602 
0.16628 
0.1402U4 
-0.06965 
-0.03844 
0.05458 
C.97057 
0.14429 
0.40639 
-0.00687 
-0.66901 
-0.12241 
0.31281 
-6.95898 
-0.00469 
0.01751 
-1.15832 
0.34476 
0,14306 
2.24015 
-0.49757 
4.96928 
-0.11642 
-1.58310 
-0.12337 
0.94507 
-0.14780 
-0.02304 
-0.88172 
-0.01904 
0.46281 
-0.23222 
-0.00399 
-0.03759 
-0.05834 
0.02537 
0.17064 
0,15073 
-0.29560 
-0.04401 
0.06887 
1.17891 
-0.00663 
0.55074 
0.02810 
-0.73036 
-0.61277 
0.28235 
-7.49086 
-0.00230 
0.01715 
-1.21018 
0.37154 
0.13884 
2.21889 
-1.16982 
5.48120 
-0.13886 
-1.33490 
-0.14663 
0.93916 
-0.11746 
-0.02593 
-0.76654 
-0.02907 
0.45936 
-0.21972 
-0.00555 
-0.04829 
-0.06328 
0.02649 
0.16989 
0.23158 
-0.27287 
TABLEIV-12 DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 15500 LB. 
00. kOSIION NORMAL 
RATE OF DESCENT 0 FPM 
ALTITUDE O FT. 
*Extrapolated Data 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 80 80* 100 120 140 
XU/m 
XW/M 
-0.02606 
0.04740 
-0.00453 
0.05765 
-0.02093 
0.06616 
-0.03211 
0.07052 
-0.04200 
0.06535 
-0.04183 
0.09089 
-0.04984 
0,08148 
-0.05678 
0.06782 
-C.6212 
0.05216 
XO/m 0.73514 0.85115 0.92052 0.93825 C.85920 1.46557 1.2001A 0.74836 -0.01630 
XDE/M 
XDC/m 
0,15403 
1.06019 
0.12503 
0.83650 
0.11066 
0.71598 
0.12831 
0.61425 
0.14787 
0.48606 
-0.04724 
0.78986 
-0,03261
0.65938 
-0.02290 
0.52661 
0.01325 
0.397L5 
ZU/M 0.05355 -0.11291 -0.08226 -0.03288 0.00092 0.02335 0.04264 0.04743 0.03835 
ZW/M 
ZO/m 
-0.32575 
-'-0.59946 
-0.42254 
-0.91194 
-0.54306 
-1.20630 
-0.68247 
-1.48572 
-0.783;0 
-1.51634 
-0.78166 
-1.96210 
-0.85240 
-1,97566 
-0.89244 
-1.97216 
-0.;2855 
-2.13191 
ZOE/N -0.00163 0.16095 0.41157 0.46557 0.43829 0.43090 0.39375 0.34673 C.30778 
ZDC/m -6.54750 -6.37990 -6.70150 -7.35390 -8.11797 -8.C0617 -8.73415 -9.42604 -9.98020 
MU/IYY 0.00679 0.00716 -0.00496 -0.00649 -0.00580 -0.00248 -0.00186 -0.00132 -OoO117 
mW/IYY -0.00291 0.00880 0,01621 0.01402 0.01178 0,01179 0.00988 0.00829 0.00718 
MQ/IYY -0.75590 -0.95462 -1.27610 -1.44447 -1.50013 -1.56926 -1.58520 -1.56141 -1.50602 
MOE/IYY 
MOC/IYY 
THETA 0 
0.35863 
-0.04965 
9.30250 
0.35707 
-0.04451 
8.12154 
0.39455 
0.03618 
6.55685 
0.44216 
0.06291 
4.74234 
0.47122 
0,06596 
2.49743 
0.48050 
0.04879 
4.67390 
0.50439 
0.04817 
1.89087 
0,52310 
0,04388 
-1.43028 
C.52557 
0.03912 
-5.38938 
DELTAE 0 0.74095 0.02785 -0.26519 0.21841 0.65591 -0.47903 -0.14579 0.08319 0.28100 
DELTAC 0 5.69163 5.16045 4,39169 4.11274 4.33541 4.32822 5.03437 6.22400 7.97623 
YVfM -0.02655 -0.05222 -0.07345 -0.10503 -0.13333 -0013796 -0.15939 -0.17394 -0.20344 
YP/H 
YR/M 
-0.88730 
-0.13899 
-1.02770 
-0.04739 
-1.21130 
-0.18509 
-1.29830 
-0.16205 
-1.29350 
0.07461 
-1.25531 
-0.25629 
-1.13350 
-0,07225 
-0.89468 
0.05917 
-0.31798 
0.00712 
YDA/M 1.00031 0.99710 0.97654 0.96870 0.96646 0.94911 0.96343 0.99430 1.05555 
YDR/M 0.14443 0.13450 0.11584 0,10177 0.10188 0.10575 0.10894 0.11521 0.13537 
LVtIXX -0.00960 -0.01522 -0.01622 -0.01959 -0.02632 -0.02109 -0,03242 -0.04836 -0.05233 
LP/tXX -0.60598 -0.66759 -0.73596 -0.75278 -0.72957 -0.70695 -0.63596 -0.51719 -0.25436 
LR/IXX -0.02248 0.01450 -0.04562 -0.03628 0.07722 -0.08592 0.01507 0.10356 0.09688 
LDA/IXX 0.52066 0.52017 0.51266 0.51017 0.51087 0.5Q227 0.50879 0.52112 0.54599 
LDR/IXX -0.14890 -0.15302 -0.15714 -0.16177 -0.15372 -0.15232 -0.15260 -0.16121 -0.16567 
NV/IZZ 0.00012 0.00045 -0.00091 -0.00285 -0.00413 -0.00551 -0.00555 -0.00435 -0.00150 
NP/IZZ -0.02138 -0.01935 -0.02612 -0.03938 -0.05223 -0.05827 -0.06879 -0.07697 -0.08705 
NRIIZZ -0.07150 -0.04773 -0.06054 -0.05867 -0.04619 -0.06299 -0.06901 -0.09353 -0.10462 
NDA/IZZ 0.03429 0.03313 0.03138 0.03044 0.02892 0.02990 0.02973 0.03091 0.03302 
NDR/IZZ 0.20337 0.20300 0.19946 0.19814 0.19499 0.19455 0.19652 0.20360 0.21616 
DELTAA 0 0.14008 0.09373 0.06581 0.12261 0.16838 0.17296 0.26989 0.41799 0.45688 
DELTAR 0 -0.18958 -0.06631 -0.06037 -0.28616 -0.56343 -0.39368 -0.67419 -0.95795 -1.03890 
91 
0 TABLEIV-13 DATABASE 
0 WEIGHT 15500 LB. 
0 C.G. POSITION AFT 
9 RATE OF DESCENT 0 PPM 
C ALTITUCE 0 FT. 
*Extrapolatd Data 
yPITy70 *9 0 80J~0179 
ZQ/' 0.1267 1 -0.05132g .0 9 - 9 013032 -02684 -0.19933 -O -0.39822 
ZDE/MZDC/M 0.04201-6.55027 0.19703-6.33758 0.41244-6.63904 0.42949-7.30928 0.37432-8.08660 -0.05066-7.96648 0.03874-8.70262 0.2727Z-9.39757 0.21815-9.268L 
MU/7YY 
HWffly 
0.00614 
0j00171 
0.00815 
0.01M 
-0.00560 
0.82366 
-0.00710 
0.0239 
-0.00644 
0.02328 
-0.00374 
0.02319 
-0.00315 
0.02258 
-0-00263 
0.02157 
-0,00229 
0.02109 
00/0y n07505s -0.4/A -,29310 -1.461 5 -d.52768 -0.57150 -1.59824 -1.58550 -1.5102 
MOEI/NY 0.35904 0,51 0.39110 0.43617 0.46036 0.2687 0.498A2 0.512 0.53171 
MDCIYY 0.012 0.03 0.13519 0.4947373 0.19120 0.1736 0.18455 0.12930 0.19198 
THETA - 9.00799 7.76850 6.22388 .40978 2.15831 4.60549 1.8385 -1.46397 -5.45226 
DELTAE 0 -0.4030 -1.18190 -1.31662 -0.78754 -0.22026 -1.36225 -0.96325 -0.73252 -0.51740 
CELTAC 0YV/M 5.68575-0.02651 5.14427-0.05233 4.36250-0.07348 4.109CI-0.10462 4.35952-0.13268 4.32010-0.13760 5.03387-0.15866 6.2109i-0.07272 7,99168-0.20268 
YP/M -0.16509 -1.02720 -1.21260 -1.2906C -1.25260 -1.22084 -1.0698C -0.80570 -0.3659 
YR/IM -0.1178 -0.22615 -0.20130 -0.4569 -0.08640 -0.17919 -0.09768 -0.00525 0.03705 
YOA/M 
YOR/M 0 
0.97234 
0-0.030 
0.96963 
-0.09725 
0.95188 
-0.10843 
0.9413 
-0.3169 
0.94038 
-0.13814 
0.92918 
-0.11050 
0,18 
-0.10985 
0.96882 
-0.10209 
0.2314 
-0.08218 
LV/IXX -0.00993 -0.01567 -0.01660 -0.0202C -0.02736 -0.02152 -0.03279 -0.0 7 -0.05221 
LP/MX 
LR/IXX 
-0.6501 
-0.0326 
-1.027 
-0.2298 
-1.212 
-0.06305 
-0.201 
-0.0414 
-0.74964 
-0.00606 
-0.72823 
-0.06172 
-0.64377 
-0.00718 
-085a722 
0.065 
-0.34287 
C.12367 
LDAIXX 0.52316 0.6232 0.5167 0.5196 0.51396 0.50706 0,51301 0.52491 0.54577 
LDR/IXX -0.2485 -0.25386 -0.25470 -0.26285 -0.26499 -0.25039 -0,25272 -0.25523 -0.26023 
NV/IZZ -0.00331 0.00009 -0.00151 -0.00391 -0.00558 -0.00702 -0.00274 -0.00657 -C.00412 
NP/IZZ -0.6L47 0.00606 -0.00536 -0.0196 -0.03654 -0.283 -05332 -0.5C580 -0.03048 
NR/IZZ -0.06677 -0.0658 -0.05712 -0.0551 -0.C5837 -0.04135 -0.06303 -0C872 -0.12266 
NOA/IZZ 0.0352 0.03305 0.03147 0.02969 0.02915 0.03061 0.03067 0,03433 0.53506 
14DRIIZZ 0.20236 0.20220 0.19860 0.19681 0.19643 0.19405 0.19673 0,20247 0.21526 
DELTAA 0 0.10521 0.10938 0.12754 0.14089 0.15969 0.22022 0.26998 0.35070 0.38744 
DELTAR 0 0.08426 0.17930 0.10222 -0.15547 -0.42583 -0.25776 -0.48124 -0.65784 -0.67194 
TABLEIV-14 DATA BASE 
WEIGHT 15500 LS. 
C.C. POSITION AFT
 
RATE Or CESCET 500 FPM
 
ALTITUDE 0 FT.
 
VELOCITY 0 20 40 60 SO 60* 100 120 140 
XU/M -0.02300 O.001co -0.01800 -0.03200 -0.04200 -0.04200 -0.05000 -0O.C5600 -0.06200 
XW/M 0.04200 0.05400 0.06900 0.07200 0.06900 0.09100 0.00500 0.07600 0.05800 
XQIM 0.74800 0.81500 0.86300 0.882CC 0.76600 1.35250 1.13200 0.80700 0.26500 
XDE/M 
XOC/M 
0.14500 
1.05500 
0.12500 
0.81600 
0.12900 
0.70200 
0.16300 
0.64100 
0.19400 
C.52900 
-0.00800 
0.82800 
0.01100 
0.69900 
0.01800 
0,55300 
0.0 
0.41200 
zUtM 0.04300 -0.14800 -0.11400 -0,04100 0.0 0.02100 0.04400 0.04900 0.04200 
ZW/M -0.29100 -0.37800 -0.52900 -0.67300 -0.77900 -0.76200 -0.84900 -0.91700 -0.93200 
ZQ/M 0.07800 0.23800 -0.12800 -0.19800 -0,04400 -0.39600 -0.30600 -0.8000 -0.27900 
ZDE/M 0.04400 0.21000 0.48400 0.49400 0.42500 0.42500 0.3560C 0.26700 0.23300 
ZD/H -6.56900 -6.25600 -6.39100 -7.18000 -8.01400 -7.94100 -8.69800 -9.37800 -10.o00900 
MU/IYY 
MWIYy 
0.00800 
0.00100 
0.01200 
0.01900 
-0.00800 
0.02800 
-0.00800 
0.02500 
-0.00700 
0.02400 
-0.00350 
0.02350 
-0.00300 
0.02300 
-0.00300 
0.02300 
-0.CO2GO 
0.02200 
mO/IYY -0.69700 -0.92400 -1.33400 -1.49900 -1.55900 -1.64500 -1.65600 -1.61800 -1.56300 
MOE/IYY 0.35500 0.34500 0.39500 0.44100 0.47100 0.48200 0.50600 0.52400 0.54000 
MDC/IYY 0.03100 0.01500 0.14900 0.18800 0.20200 0.18450 0.19300 0.19600 0.19800 
THETA 0 8.94100 7.7,4900 6.30700 4.59300 2.46700 4.e9250 2.17100 -1.14600 -5,15100 
DELTAE 0 -0.42300 -1.54500 -1.65900 -0.94300 -0.26500 -1.45450 -1.02100 -0.83200 -0.57400 
DELTAC 0 5.31800 4.64700 3.65100 3.28900 3.48100 3.38400 4.09200 5.31600 7.C9440 
YV/M
YP/M 
0.18900 
-0.96600 
-0.04700 
-1.17600 
-0.07400 
-1.36600 
-0.1060C 
-1.45900 
-0.13800 
-1.43900 
-0.14650 
-1.35550 
-0.16900 
-1.24400 
-0.18200 
-1.04100 
-0.19800 
-0.57600 
YR/M -0.18700 -0.12200 -0.11700 -0.18300 -0.12000 -0.08400 0.00700 0.12600 0.06800 
YDA/M 0.97000 0.96200 0.93700 0.92100 0.91400 0.88900 0.90100 0.93200 C.58800 
YDR/M -0.07900 -0.10200 ,-0.11600 -0.13800 -0.13700 -0.11850 -0.12000 -0.12400 -0.09700 
LV/IXX -0.01000 -0.01400 -0.01400 -0.01400 -0.01800 -0.01100 -0.02200 -C.04000 -0.05700 
LPIIXX -0.68400 -0.78200 -0.83900 -0.85800 -0.82300 -0.78850 -0.71800 -0.61200 -0.40500 
LRIIKX -0.0580C -0.02900 -0.03400 -0.05000 -0.02500 -0.02200 0.03200 0.11500 C.11000 
LDA/IXX 0.52200 0.52000 0.51100 0.50600 0.50200 0.49100 0.49600 0.51000 0.53200 
LDR/IXX -0.24500 -0.25500 -0.25500 -0.2610 -0.25900 -0.24450 -0.2480C -0.25700 -0.25800 
NV/IZZ 0.00200 0.0 -0.00200 -0.00500 -0.00700 -0.00800 -0.00900 -0.00900 -0.C0600 
NP/IzZ 0.00600 0.00700 -0.01000 -0.02500 -0.G4200 -.0C4050 -0.05300 -0.06100 -0.C5400 
NR/IZZ -0.06300 -0.04300 -0.03400 -0,04800 -0.05200 -0.02600 -0.03900 -0.06100 -0oC9600 
NOA/IZZ 0.03400 0.03300 0.03100 0.02900 0.02800 0.02950 0.02900 0.02900 0.03200 
NOR/Izz 0.20200 0.20000 0.19600 0.19300 0.19100 0.18550 0.18800 0.19500 0.20700 
DELTAA 0 0.11600 0.09700 0.11400 0.11000 0.14200 0.14600 0.21400 0.31800 0.40900 
DELTAR 0 0.05900 0.24000 0.14300 -0.13100 -0.41800 -0.17500 -0.4480C -0.70700 -0.81900 
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Weight Rate of Descent
 
Table b cg Attitude fpm Source
 
IV-1 13,400 Normal Sea Level 0 NASA 
IV-2 13,400 Normal Sea Level +1500 NASA 
IV-3 13,400 Normal Sea Level +1000 Boeing 
IV-4 13,400 Normal Sea Level +500 Boeing 
IV-5 13,400 Normal Sea Level -500 Boeing 
IV-6 13,400 Normal Sea Jevel -1500 NASA 
IV-7 -13,400 Normal 2,000 ft 0 Boeing 
IV-8 13,400 Normal 10,000 ft 0 NASA 
IV-9 13,400 Fore Sea Level 0 NASA 
IV-10 13,400 Aft Sea Level 0 -NASA 
IV-I1 13,400 Aft 10,000 ft 0 NASA 
"IV-12 15;500 Normal Sea Level 0 NASA 
IV-13 15,500 Aft Sea Level 0 NASA 
IV-14 15,500 Aft Sea Level +500 Boeing 
The tables for the fore and aft cg locations are for a cg that is 13 inches ahead and 
25 inches behind the nominal cg location respectively For all of these tables, the vehicle mertias, 
are as follows 
IXa = 9203 slug ft2 IZZ = 71,786 slug ft2 
J = 7114 slug ft 2 Iyy = 75,914 slug ft 2 
R0xz r 
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The nomenclature and units for all of these tables is as follows. 
XU/M XU/m 
XwNT/M Xw/m 
XQ/M XQ/m 
XDE/M X a /M 
e 
XDC/M XI /mI 
c 
ZU/M Z m 
ZW/M Zw/m 
ZQ/M ZQ/m 
ZDE/M Z a /m 

e
 
ZDC/M Z /m 
e 
-2MU/IYY Mu/y 
MW/IYY MW/Iyy 
MQ/IYY MvQ/iyy 
MEI M / 
VIDE/lYY li /iy 
e 
MIOC/IYY M 8 /Iyy 
THETA 0 0 0 
DELTAEO e/o 
DELTAC 0 8 c/o 
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ft/sec2 /ft/sec 
-, 2ft/sec /ft/sec 
ft/sec /rad/sec 
ft/sec 2/n 
ft/sec2/in. 
ft/sec 2/ft/sec 
ft/sec 2/ft/sec 
ft/sec 2/rad/sec 
ft/sec 2/in. 
ft/sec2/in 
rad/sec /ft/sec 
U Y 
rad/sec2/ft/sec 
rad/sec2 /rad/sec 
a /rad2/in. 

rad/sec An. 

rad/sec2/in. 
c 
degrees
,a/o
 
in 

in. 
YV/M 
YP/M 
YR/M 
YDA/M 
YDR/M 
LV/IXX 
LP/IXX 
LR/IXX 
LDA/IXX 
LDR/IXX 
NV/IZZ 
NP/IZZ 
NR/IZZ 
NDA/IZZ 
NDR/IZZ 
DELTAA 0 
DELTAR 0 
Y v/m ft/sec2 /ft/sec 
Yp/m 2ft/sec /rad/sec 
p2 
Y./m ft/sec /rad/sec 
Y /m ft/sec2/in 
a 
Y /mn ft/sec 2An. 
r 
LV/Ixx rad/sec 2/ft/sec 
Lp/Axx rad/sec2/rad/sec 
LR/Ixx rad/sec 2/rad/sec 
L 8 /IXX rad/sec2 /in. 
L8 /iXX rad/sec 2/in. 
r 
N / 2rad/sec /ft/sec 
v zz 
N /1zz rad/sec2/rad/sec 
NR/Azz rad/sec2 /rad/sec 
Z 2 
N a/1zz rad/sec /n. 
a 
N AZZ radr/sec2 /in. 
r 
a in. 
8 r/o in. 
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The data at the velocity points marked with an asterisk in these tables is data that 
was established from the basic data by curve fitting techniques The data at the 80* velocity point 
was extrapolated from the data at speeds greater than 80 knots, which reflects a rear rotor axis trim 
change, to determine the effect of this trim change alone at 80 knots This was done by averaging the 
slope of the data between the 60 and 80 knot points and the slope between the 100 and 120 knot 
points and using this average slope to extrapolate fiom the 100 knot point, which reflects the rotor 
axis trim change, back to the 80 knot point 
The data at the 100', 120-, and 140' velocity points for the ±1 500 ft/mm rate of 
descent conditions was established by extrapolating data for other rates of descent of these velocity 
points 
2 Actuator and Rotoi Dynamics 
The functions used to represent the actuator and rotor dynamics in each channel of control 
are shown in Figure IV-1 As shown an this figure, each channel is representea by a position limit on 
the-input command, a second order EISS response, a rate limit on the EISS response, hysteresis in the 
mechanical linkage to the rotor, and a record order rotor response 
3. Wind Model 
The wind model was developed by Bell Aerospace Company under this contract from data 
obtained from AN/SPN-42 landing dispersions at Patuxent River, Maryland and from gust data taken 
from towers and low flying aircraft, Refeience IV-1 Based on this data, the horizontal wind spectrum 
is assumed to be of the form, 
1004)100+ 1N 
+ 10 
-
N - a2 (- 0 010 where 
x
 
a = rms value of horizontal gusts 
Vw 
 horizontal velocity of helicopter along direction of average wind 
It is assumed that the gusts are made up of a primary component in the direction of the average 
wind and a secondary component normal to the direction of the average wind The component in the 
direction of the average wind is assumed to have an rms value that is a function of the average wind velocity 
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0 
Position 
Limit 
Actuator 
Dynamics 
Rate 
Limit 
Rotor 
Dynamics 
0. '22 - - /. \;1 2£ a H s + , ~ +2 
Note' Nominal values used are as follows 
Channel mm 
max 
max a a max A-H r r J 
I)iTtinIllaIl ('ollOejvu 
Collecetive 
Cyclic -
Differential Cycli6 
, , 
-5.5 Il, 
0 in. 
-36 in 
-23 in 
5,5 in 
412.8 in 
+3 6 in 
+2.3 in 
15 rad/sec 
15 rad/sec 
15 rad/sec 
15 rad/sec 
0 6 
0 6 
106 
0 6 
10 in fec 
0 in/sec 
10 insec 
5 n/sec 
0 1 in 
01 in 
01 in 
0 1 in 
27 rad/sec 
27 tad/sec 
27 rad/see 
27 rad/sec 
062 
062 
062 
0 62 
rc 
t- Figure IV-1, Actuator and Rotor Dynamics Model 
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where VW - average horizontal wind velocity
 
The component normal to the average wind is assumed to have an rms value of 10% of the 
primary component 
The horizontal velocity of the helicopter in the direction of the average wind is, 
Vw = Vcos A 
where Vh = total horizontal ground speed of helicopter 
( : + Y2 ) 
A 	 angle between course of helicopter ground speed velocity vector and 
direction of wind 
By using these definitions and resolving the wind spectrum through the angle A , the wind 
spectrum along the aircraft x and y body axes are, 
(axcos A + ay sin 100 1I 
x 7r (Vh cos A + lO) L[ 10f+12w2 + 
Vhi Cos A + 6 
yx 	 1sin A$ + u. cos 100 	 1 
4y 	 7r (V h cos A + 10) L h100c.iw2 + 1 LVh cos%5 + 10) 
The wind spectrum for vertical turbulence along the z body axis is assumed to be of the 
form 
2It Z 
where az rms value of vertical turbulence (nominally 1 5 ft/sec) 
4 Strapdown Navigational System 
The attitude and velocity sensor error models were supplied by NASA/ERC Both a general 
definition of the gyro model and attitude equations and simplified definitions of the attitude and 
velocity sensor errors for the purposes of simulation were provided The simulation model for the 
velocity errors was developed from the simplified definition However, since the general definition of 
the gyro model and attitude equations contained more information on form of the errors that are 
expected in the attitude data, it was used to develop the simulation model for the attitude errors 
Therefore, for completeness, both the definitions supplied by NASA-ERC will be included here 
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a 	 - General Definition of Gyro Model and Attitude Equations 
(1) 	 Mathematical Model 
The mathematical model for the simulation gyro is given by 
(Is2 + Cs) A = H (WIA - Wtg) + N 
where I = gyro float Output Axis (OA) moment of inertia 
C = gyro damping constant 
s Laplace Transform operator 
A gyro float angle about OA 
H = gyro spin angular momentum 
WIA Input Axis (IA) component of angular velocity vector W 
HWg electrically generated torque about OA 
N = an error torque embodying all gyro nonideal performance 
(N = 0 for this study) 
(2). 	 Functional Model 
The functional model for the simulation gyro is shown in Figure IV-2 where the 
following identifications are made in terms of the gyro mathematical model 
+WVIA +
 K 
Wtg 
Figure IV-2 Functional Model for the Simulation Gyro 
K 	 = H/C 
r 	 = I/C 
We N/H 
The functional model for the currently used GG334A rebalance loop is shown in 
Figure IV-3 
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Wtg 	 A 
DZero Order 
Hold -:J 
Figure IV-3 Functional Model for GG334A Rebalance Loop 
AT 	 ; sampling interval 
D 	 = rebalance signal level 
8 	 = float angle threshold 
AO 	 = output pulse weight (rad/pulse) 
The voltage level Wt of the zero order hold is observed once between sampling 
instants A + AO, 0, or a -A data putse is transmitted to the digital computer if Wtg = +D, O,-D, 
respectively 
(3) 	 Performance Model 
The simulation gyro is intended to model the performance of the Honeywell 
GG334A used in the V/STOL Phase II Inertial Sensity Unit (ISU) In order to duplicate the GG334A's 
dynamic performance, the following relationships must be observed 
Decide upon WIA, MAX (Maximum permissible WIA) 
Set D = WIA, MAX 
Decide upon AO = (desired resolution) 
Solve for AT = A6/WIA MAX 
Solve for -r = 1 8 AT 
Solve for K such that if a unity feedback loop were closed in Figure IV-2, the 
resulting system would have a damping ratio of 0 2 Thus 
*1 
016 
Set 	 5 = KA0 
Then when f WiAdt = AO, A has made an excursion equal to 6 (neglecting 
float dynamics) 
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(4) 	 Direction Cosine Update Equations 
In order to compute both angular velocity and attitude, the AO pulses from the 
gyros are accumulated in the digital computer The direction. cosine matrix is updated using a 2nd 
order Runge-Kutta algorithm 
"CN B (tn~l) = CN B (tn) (I+ [Ox] + 5 [a, x] [02 xI _3 [02X] 2 -3[02X12 
where CN B is the direction cosine matrix for the body to the navigational coordinate frame 
At 	 = tn+1 - ' n 
O1 = ZAG ovel the 1st half of At 
2= ZAO over the second half of At0 a,0 +O2o= 
0 -0 z Oy
 
-[Ox] 0z 0 -0 x
 
-Oy 00x 
The attitude drift rate Wd (deg/sec) induced by this particular choice of update
 
algorithm is given by
 
Wd = 37x 1V 
W 3
 
c
 
where W is the magmtude of the angular velocity vector 
fe is the frequency of the direction cosine matrix update 
This equation is applicable in the case where W is essentially constant over the update interval At 
(5) 	 Body Rate Computation 
The algorithm for extracting body rates from the gyro data is 
I I 
W = = (-}° + o2) 
where P, Q, and R, are the x, y, and z axis body frame components respectively of angular velocity W, 
_1 ,O2 , and At are as defined above This procedure fits a straight line through the angular velocity 
measured in the two halves of the interval At 
6) 	 Euler Angle Computation 
The Euler angles are extracted from the direction cosines 
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Since-
Cos G Cos 
CEcos a i 
sin e 
k sin 0 
sin 0 
sinG 00o>'f- c03 0 sin 1 
sin 0oisnit ± Cos $ COS* 
cos G sin 0 
cos 0 sin e cos k + sin 0 
cs0 sin 9 sin>-P sin 05 
Cos G Cos ¢, 
sin 
cosfr 
and since from physical considerations 
-11/2 < 0 < 1F/2 
- -T/2 < e -, 7r/2 
o&44< 2-n 
the Euler angles are computed as follows 
1 -sin 9 
. 
--sin0-( 3 2 1/ 
C3 2 = sin cos 9 
so 0 = si C
2 
Computation 
C21 = cos e sin 
= (1-(c31)2)i/2 in 
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Let 
lp = sil- [C21 ( (1)2-1/2] 
Then 
'= 4' if c11 0 
Repw-r' i20 0 
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b Simplified Definition of Velocity and Attitude Sensor Error Models 
The simplified velocity and attitude sensor error models are shown in Figures IV-4 
and IV-5, respectively 
Air SpeedIndicator With Pitot Head 
The error model for a typical airspeed senso was developed by Bell Aerospace Company 
under this contiact A discussion of the source and expected magnitudes of the errors in this sensor 
is contained in the following paragraphs 
For a typical aircraft moving forward with a speed V, the air speed is determined by 
measurement of the static pressure of the undisturbed air p, and the total, or stagnation, pressure Pt 
Se , the pressure at a point on the vehicle which has been brought to rest, e g at the bellows of the 
air speed indicator, or at the measuring head 
The relationship between the true air speed V and these piessures, assuming adiabatic
 
conditions in a compressible medium may be given as
 
Ip 	 7-' 1 ) PV 
(1)
Pt = P + 7 p 
where 	 ' is the coefficient of adiabatic expansion 
and 	 p is the density of the air 
American practice is to calibrate air speed indicators using this formula with -1as a constant 
and assuming International Commission for Air Navigation (ICAN) Standard Atmosphere values po 
(for p) and po (for p) yielding the equation 
) 	 1 +2 7 0PoPoo 

Vr 
 1) P0PO 
where 	 Vr is the rectifiid air speed
 
Ap =(Pt - P)
 
Significant diffelences do not arise between these two formulae until sonic speeds are 
approached
 
An alternative to tins equation is to directly expand equation (1) and neglecting all but the 
first two terms to yield 
2 
A POo V 2 (V1+V - r- - - )
 
p 2 r 4c 2
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Gaussian
 
White
 
Noise
 
Zero Mean
 
Std Dev (100- 1000) g's
 
TO001 See 
S (TS + 1) 
100 A g's 
Body Velocity Error 
Body Velocity 
Sensed Body Velocity 
Resolution of Body Velocities
 
Thru Sensed Attitudes to Eath
 
Ref. Velocities
 
Sensed Earth Reference Velocity 
Figure IV-4 Velocity Sensor 
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Gaussian
 
White
 
Noise
 
Zero Mean deg
 
Std Dev 0.1 - 1 lr0 

I T= 0 01 sec 
S (TS + 1) 
0 1 deg 
Sh--r 
+ Attitude Error 
+ 	 Attitude' e 
Sensed Attitude 
Notes- (1) 	 Angular Rate Resolution within estimated 
quantization of 0 1 deg 
see 
(2) 	 Attitude quantization less than 0 01 deg should 
be no problem 
Figure IV-5. Attitude Sensor 
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where co is the velocity of sound in the Standard Atmosphele At low speeds the second term in this 
equation may be neglected and the true air speed and rectified air speed are then ielated by the expression 
related by the expression 
Po V PV 2 
Thus to a first approximation the air speed is pioportional to the square root of the difference between 
the pressure at the pilot head and the static pressure. 
The manufacturing tolerances at normal temperatures for a typical low air speed indicator 
with a range of 30 to 150 knots do not exceed ±4 knots over the whole iange However, when used on 
helicopters the downwash from the rotors increases this error substantially as speeds typically below 
50 knots 
In addition to the instrumental errors, errors in the total and static pressures at the measuring 
head, known as position errors, will occur These vary with the tape of aircraft and the pressure head 
installation, but with a carefully selected position, the average values can be reduced to about 3 to 4 
knots 
Hysteresis effects in the instrument will also contribute errors, but these will in general 
be small, of the order of 1 or 2 knots 
Errors will also be introduced if the axis of the pilot tube does not coincide with direction of 
air flow The magnitude of these errors will depend on the angle of incidence, Y, of the pitot tube axis 
and also upon the ratio d/D where d is the diameter of the pitot aperture, and D is the overall diameter 
of the pitot tube For example for a ratio of d/D < 0 3 and angles not exceeding ±100, the error, 
expressed as a percentage of the pressure difference Ap (not of the air speed) which is the operating 
pressure for the airspeed indicator does not exceed 1 5%, although for angles up to ±25' this error 
may increase to about 10% 
The pitot tube is connected to the air speed indicator by means of metal tubing, usually 
about 3/16 in inside diameter The length of the tubing will vary with the installation, but lengths 
exceeding 50 feet are not uncommon Due to this length, there will be a finite pressure drop between 
the pitot head and the instrument bellows, and therefore the transient response of the system to 
pressure changes at the head position will be an exponential motion with a finite time constant r 
Thus if the external pressure is suddenly decreased at time r at a uniform rate dp/dt, the instrument 
pressures will, after the decay of any transient conditions, change at a similar rate, but the pressures 
will lag by an amount equal to r dp/dt where r is the time constant of the system A typical value of 
r for a 50 foot length of 3/16 in diameter tubing will be about 0 2 second 
Thus the accuracy of the air speed indicator is not high, but it is generally adequate for the 
pilot's use Iftus infolmation is to be used for navigation purposes then an order of improvement in 
accuracy is required This is usually calculated when required, using calibration information, etc. 
A mathematical error model of the airspeed indicator and pitot tube is thus illustrated in 
Figure IV-6, 
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Alpha and Beta Vanes 
The error model for typical Alpha Beta Vies was developed by Bell Aerospace Company
 
under tins contract A discussion of the sourci. and expected magnitudes of the errors in these
 
vanes is contained in the following paragraphs
 
mounted on the aircraft, one in the horizontal 
axis, the other in the vertical axis, such that ihr- are free to swivel and lie in the plane of the airstream 
The angles that these planes makes with the bkt£7 axes are thus the measures of alpha, the angle of attack 
and Beta, the sideslip angle Since they are boir identical instruments, only one needs to be described 
The Alpha and Beta Vanles are simply ­
- The vane is mounted on the vehicle in the:orm of a "flag," its vertical "post" being free to turn 
in its mounting The angular position of the pc relative to the body axis is measured through a 
synchro (which does not significantly impede i=h- movement of the post) and the angular information 
tiansintted back to the followup servo and p=rer mechanism The instrument dynamics are such that 
the pointer is almost critically damped so as to -:oid pointer chatter The vane itself, being virtually 
free nounted is influenced by air turbulence aD. other noise effects as well as the primary air flow, 
but this noise component is largely filtered outm the followup servo. 
A mathematical error model of a typical x'ae may therefore be constructed as illustiated in
 
Figure IV-7.
 
Vane and Synchro Follow-Up Servo 
aorpj + 4000 - 40 	 Cl M or fi 
(s+ 31.65 + 4000) ( +10 S +40) 	 Not to be Used 
for Speeds Below 
30 Knots 
62 '113- 0.250 rmis 
(S + 62) Noise 
Figure IV-7. a , Vane Model 
In this figure the vane and synchro are represented by an underdamped second order transfer 
function to simulate a relatively free pivot The second quadratic transfer function represents the 
followup servo and the pointer mechanism Ntnch is much better damped and has a smaller bandwidth 
The errors introduced into such an instrument we usually constant at about tO 250 and this error may 
be simulated by introducing a band limited nois signal as illustrated in the figure 
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At speeds below 30 knots (approximately) the accuracy of this instrn--T.z decreases considerably 
In particular the natural frequency of the Vane and Synchro decreases ana. =..amphtude of the noise 
error increases Since in practice the instrument is switched out at low sp-z.. the errors introduced 
below 30 knots need not be considered 
GSN-5 Radar Model7 
a General 
The erroi model for tile Bell Aerospace Company GSN-5 ra, -7- ystem was developed 
by Bell under this contract A discussion of the source and expected marutits of the errors In this 
system is contuned in the following paragraphs 
The GSN-5 radar system as illustrated in block diagram for z- F gurc IV-8, is a Ka 
band, conical scan type employing a parabolic antenna foi propagation anti ---:vlying of the radar 
signal The range of the target is determined by the spacings between the zz .lter and corresponding 
reflected Ka band pulses The iadar antenna is mounted on a two axis g~rn- izmch continuously 
rotates as the iadar automatically tracks the target A resolver unit, gear-= z-e gimbal, deternines 
the aircraft's position in rectangular coordinates Translation of the coorCu-.!r system from antenna to 
T D point is accomplished by analog summation Derivatives are also obtc::--zz= by differentiation in 
the analog computer The resulting analog information is finally multiplex-- =zn-ugh a 14 bit A-D 
converter foi transmission to the vehicle via the data link (13 bits of infor=---Ir_) 
R e X X, 
4 
GSN-5 
Radar -
0c R 
Resolvers 
Analog
Computers 
y, y 
. 
Data 
Link 
X 
Y 
I z 
Noise 
Figure IV-8 Block Diagram of the GSN-5 Radar System 
Each of the blocks illustrated in Figure IV-8 will be discussed. 
b GSN-5 Radar 
The radar illuminates the target and, due to its scanning mechanism, forms a spin 
error from tile reflected signal This error is electronically split into corresponding elevaton and 
azimuth error angles. This split is not, however, perfect, so that a 10% crosstalk is assumed to remain 
It is assumed that no dynamic effects occur through the electronics, although a certain amount of noise 
is generated The resultant error signals then drve two positioning servo motoi/gearbox combinations 
- with tachometer feedback, which physically move the antenna-such as to minimuze these error angles 
The two ser%os involved (one for each axis) may for simulation purposes be represented by the closed 
loop transfei miuction, 
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60 (s) ,&(s)Wo ((S.2 2) 
e e (s +2 aw +w 2 
0 0 
where 0 e is the elevation angle error, and Pe is the azimuth angle error The appropriate coefficients 
have been experimentally determined as wo = 50 rads/see, a = 0 7 Various nonlnea effects such as 
backlash, hysteresis etc , present in the position servos may safely be neglected (This is confirmed 
by expenmentation') 
The range signal is not affected by any dynamics, but is subject to electronic and 
system noise The various noise levels, including electronic noise, backscatter, scintillation effects, 
etc have been found to be approximately 0 3 milliradian rms for the elevation and azimuth angles, 
and is distributed uniformily over the antenna servomechanism bandwidth of 50 rads/sec The radar 
slant range noise content is 15 feet rms up to a range of 1500 feet and 1 percent of the range there­
after- These figures apply when the antenna is pointing fairly accurately towards the cornei reflector 
winch is positioned in the nose of the vehicle Under certain conditions, skin tracking predominates 
and the rms content of the noise signals will increase substantially For example, if the vehicle's 
orientation with respect to the antenna varies by moie than approximately 150 in elevation or 
appioximately 200 in azimuth, the radar ieceived signal will be reduced by around 3 db so that the 
noise level will increase by a similar amount Further if no corner reflector is incorporated into the 
vehicle, the noise level can increase by 10 or 12 db The noise figures given above will also deteriorate 
with atmospheric conditions such as rain or snow, but at short range this effect is not considered to be 
too important compared to the other noise sources 
Taking all of these factors into account, block diagram of the GSN-5 model may be 
constructed as illustrated in Figure IV-9 
As far as the elevation and azimuth angles are concerned, the resulting noise spectrum 
will be further shaped by the positioning dynamics to finally become the desired spectrum The vari­
able potentiometers representing the rms noise amplitude are varied according to vehicle orientation 
and absence of corner reflector so that the variations in noise level due to these factors are accurately 
modeled 
c The Resolvers 
The resolver unit is geared to the gimbals and translates coordinates of the aircraft's 
-position from polar to rectangular axes There are no significant dynamic effects present in this unit 
and so they may be ignored. From experience, however, it has been found that since the radar unit 
spends most of its lifetime looking at one particular "homing" window, the resolvers tend to become 
a little noisier with age, especially at these particular angles This extra noise could be incorporated 
into the model by using logic to recognize when these offending angles are being tracked, subsequently 
- adding this noise However, due to the other noise sources present in the system, this effect may be 
safely neglected 
The resolution of the resolver unit is such that a quantizing error of 0 4 millradian 
is introduced. This is quite a significant error, but since this error is less than the quantizing error 
produced by a 14-bit A-D converter. (13 bits information, one bit sign) this particular source of error 
will be, for convenience, translated uuwnstream into the data link block (Figure IV- 12) 
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The resolvei unit may therefore be simply s-nulated as illustrated in Fig'Re IV-l 0 
R sin 0 
CR esolver Co Co 0 SI 
c cC c c0C ------- cOS Sin 
- Resolver B05~CS 
CC -------- pn 
Figur IVl0RsovrU 
Figure IV-10 ResolverUnit 
d. Analog Computer 
The analog computer in the GSN-S system is used to translate the X-Y-Z coordinate 
-ystem produced by the resolver unit to the appropnate runway axes This may be simply accom­
plished by adding (or subtracting) the required offsets Xo0 YO,and Z. between the touchdown point 
and the antenna focus point It is normal practice to align the radar unit parallel to the runway so as 
to elimnate any further angular translations 
The analog computer is also used to calculate the necessary derivatives in each axis 
These are achieved in the usual manner with 1 second filtering on the X and Z axis, and 0 5 second 
filtering on the Y axis It is not considered that the GSN-5 computer rates will be used but this in­
formation is included for completeness The resulting model is shown in Figure IV- 1I 
e Data Link 
The resulting information is finally multiplexed through a 14 bit A-D converter for 
-transmussion to the vehicle via the data link The converter word contains 13 bits of information and a 
plus sign and is accurate to within 0 017, plus or minus one half the least significant bit In addl­
tion to this error, an error also exists due to the time delay between conversions This error is 
equivalent to a lag of one half the sampling period The resulting block diagram of the data link 
-error model is shown in Figure IV-12, for any particular channel This configuration completes the 
description of the GSN-5 radar unit model 
- 8. Radar Altimeter- Honeywell YG7091B 
The error model for a typical radar altimeter was developed by Bell Aerospace Company 
under this contract This model is based on specifications and flight tests on the Honeywell 
YG7091B radar altimeter A discussion of these and the resulting error model is discussed in the 
following paragraphs 
The operation of the Honeywell Pulse Radar Altimeter is based upon the precise measure­
ment of time required for an electromagnetic energy pulse to travel from the aircraft to the ground 
terrain, and return to the aircraft 
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The receiver detects the leading edge of the reflected signal After "lock on" to tls 
signal, the receiver rejects all other signals until the next pulse is received This ensures that tile 
closest point of contact within the radar "window" is detected The time of arrival of the pulse 
is compared with the time of pulse transmission, the resulting time difference being di cetly pro­
portional to the requied altitude 
Fiom the specifications for the YG7091B, the nominal altitude response time for a 
small change in altitude is 0 1 second This is defined as the time taken to reach 90% of the final 
- steady state value The shape of tils step response is indicated by flight tests taken over the flight 
deck of an aircraft carrier From these results it may be concluded that a transfer function that 
will reasonably satisfy the given data is 
G(s) 
- (848-19 05s) 
(848 + 44 6s + s 
which may be simplified to a first order lag with a 0 1 sec time constant without too much in­
accuracy- The quoted accuracy of the radar system is (ignonng the pointer mechanism) 1 5
 
feet + 0 5% of altitude to the one sigma point Any antenna parallax error is considered to be
 
generally too small to be significant and is therefore ignored The spectrum of the error signal 
is not known and so is assumed to be Gaussian and distributed uniformly over a bandwidth of 
l0 Hz This is an arbitrary choice of bandwidth A model for the radar altimeter is therefore 
illustrated in Figure IV-13 
Figure IV-13 Radar Altimeter 
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Note that if the scale errors of the pointer mechanism are included, the total system errors 
increase to approximately 2 0 feet + 0 75% of altitude This is of significance for display purposes
but the smaller error is valid for the automatic control functions These error values will also change 
depending upon the vehicle orientation For example, the YG7091 B specifications state that the 
above accuracy will hold for pitch and roll angles to approximately ±25 degrees, and the sys­
tem will still work but with decreased accuracy for pitch and roll angles to t.45 degrees This 
feature can be simply built in to the model of Figure 111-8 by recognizing when the pitch and roll 
angle of the vehicle exceeds ±25 degrees and increasing the noise (or inaccuracy) levels by a factor 
of five (say) and by a factoi of ten or more if the vehicle attitude angles exceed ±45 degrees These 
multiplication tactois are aibitrarily chosen and may be modified 
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C SIMULATION MECHANIZATION 
I General Description 
The simulation is a modular hybrid type with modules for the CH-46C helicopter, the 
flight data systems, the guidance and flight control laws, and the cockpit The helicopter module 
contains models for the actuator and rotor dynamics, the lineanzed equations of motion for the 
bare helicopter, the stability derivatives, and a wind model The flight data systems module coitains 
error models for an inertial measurement unit, an airspeed sensor, a Betavane, and the GSN-5 radar 
update system The guidance and flight control law module contains the digital control laws for the 
Digital Flight Control and Landing System The cockpit module contains the displays and controls 
necessary to use all the modes of operation of the Digital Flight Control and Landing System In ad­
dition to these basic modules, the simulation also contains several control modules for operating 
and control purposes 
The simulation modules are mechanized on hybrid computing equipment shown in 
Figure IV-14 As shown in this figure, all of the basic modules, except for the wind model and cock­
pit module, are mechanized on the IBM 7090 digital computer The wind model is mechanized on 
a PACE231R analog computer This computer is also used to interface with the cockpit which is 
mechanized on a modified X-22A cockpit simulator 
The smulation input/output provisions are mechanized on both the analog and digital 
computers For operating convenience, the simulation mode control and initial condition inputs are 
mechanized on the analog computer All other inputs are mechanized on the digital computer since 
they do not normally change from run to run The recording of all flight vanables in the time domain 
is done on analog strip chart recorders However, digital print is used to record the initial conditions, 
performance index, and touchdown conditions for each run since it provides a concise record of the 
system performance 
The necessary interface between the analog and digital modules is mechanized on Bell inter­
face equipment. The variables and discretes which are transmitted over this equipment are also shown 
in Figure IV-14 
In addition to the functional modules shown in Figure IV-1 4, a main program control mod­
ule is also used to control the operation of the digital modules in real time This module is described 
in the following paragraphs 
The helicopter simulation main program (Figure IV-1 5 and Table IV-1 5) controls the opera­
tional aspects of the digital simulation modules As shown in this figure, the program loads input data 
into core and performs all initial computations which can be made outside of the main simulation loop 
Discrete data commands are then read from the analog These include flight control mode, guidance 
mode, landing mode, analog mode and a group of function switches controlling input, output and 
termination The analog mode is tested In the IC (Initial Condition) mode, time is set to zero and 
all initialization is performed In the Operate mode, a test is made to determine if the pilot commanded 
a mode switch, in which case a flight control initialization procedure is performed The helicopter mod­
ule is then entered, after which tests are made to determine whether it is time to enter the Guidance or 
Flight Control subroutines Guidance is normally entered 8 times per second while flight control 
is normally entered 32 times per second The program is set tip so that both guidance and flight control 
will be entered on the iteration at which a mode switch is detected This insures that all initialization 
will occur at once In the Hold mode, all computational loops are bypassed 
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Timing is accomplished by using a real time clock which interrupts the program at a 
determined frequency, nominally once every 0 003 second When an interrupt is received, real time 
- is updated in the operate mode The program then resumes at the point of interruption At the end 
of each iteration, real time is compared with problem time and the program halts until real time is 
equal to the problem time simulated on the current iteration 
Several forms of prnted output are available The program automatically prints on-line the 
initial conditions, performace index, Pnd landing conditions for each run At any tine during the 
run, an on-line pnnt of key problem variables may be obtained A time history of these variables may 
also be recorded on tape for later offline pnntmg In addition certain D/A outputs are always trans­
mitted to the analog for stlip chart recording and display indicators 
A switch is provided to read data cards on-line if any corrections must be made while the 
simulation is running A terminate switch on the analog side is provided to end the program 
TABLE IV-15 
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED IN FLOW CHART 
DTRUPT Incremental time between interrupts in seconds 
IFC Number of iterations between calls to flight control subroutine 
IG Number of iterations between calls to guidance subroutine 
N Iteration counter 
NFC Iteration when next call to flight control subroutine is to be made 
NG Iteration when next call to guidance subroutine is to be -nade 
RTIME Real time in seconds as computed by counting interrupts from a real time 
clock 
TIME Problem tine in seconds as computed in helicopter module. 
.2 Helicopter Module 
a Flow Diagram 
All of the helicopter module except for the wind model, is mechanized as a subroutine 
on the digital computer The digital flow diagram for this subroutine is illustrated in Figure IV-16 As 
shown in the figure, this subroutine is divided into different sections which can be updated at differ­
ent rates In the order of the frequency (from highest to lowest) at which they are updated, these 
sections are (1) actuator and rotor dynamics, (2) body axis equations, and (3) ANF equations and 
stability derivatives 
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b Actuator and Rotor Dynamics 
All of the actuator and rotor dynamic equations presented in Section IV B 2 aje 
mechanized in the simulation. The position limits on the stick inputs are mechanized in the follow­
ing form. ­
cl = c, nln 6c max 
= min, if5c < smm 
=6max, if s c > 	5max 
The second order actuator and rotor response trafisfer functions are mechanized by 
difference equations of the following form 
-6yi =a8x +b5%- 1 + C x 1- 2+d 6 yi-1 +e85 y l 2 
where-	 a to e are difference equation coefficients
 
x denotes input of transfer function
 
y denotes output of transfer function
 
i denotes current value
 
i-I denotes value from first previous update 
1-2 denotes value from second previous update 
The difference equation coefficients are defined as 
a At 2 /f
 
b 2 At 2 /f
 
S = At 2 /f
 
Sd, "= (8/w 2 -2 At')/f
 
e = (4CAt/co-4co2 -At')/f
 
f =4At/w+4[w +At 2
 . 
where At = update perod
 
- = natural frequency
 
£ =damping ratio
 
The rate limits on the actuator are mechanized in the following form 
sy = x, if 8yi_ -&maxAt <6 x -< yI-l +6max At 
= 5yi-I " 	 6max At, if 5x < 5yi-1 
- max At 
= 5yi- + max At, If 5x > 5yi-1 +Smax At 
5where max is the maximum rate
 
At is the update period
 
x denotes input to rate limit
 
y denotes output of rate limit
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The hysteresis in the mechanical linkages in each channel aie mechanized as shown in 
Figure IV-17 
The nomenclature in this figure is as follows 
ASH is the half width of the hysteresis
 
x denotes hysteresis input
 
y denotes hysteresis output
 
c, Body Axis Equations 
The body axis equation section contains (1) the linearized 6 DOF equations for the 
translational and angular body axis accelerations, (2) the integration of these to obtain translational 
and angular body axis rates, (3) the transfoilmation of the body axis angular rates to Euler attitude 
rates, and (4) the integration of these to obtain Euler attitudes These equations are mechanized 
directly in the form in which they are presented in Section IV B I A second order Adams numerical 
integration formula is used for all integrations The form of this formula is, 
Yl+l = yl,+ 1 53 1 At -0 5 2i_1 At 
where , is the integration input
 
- "y is the integration output
 
At is the update period
 
d ANF Equations 
The ANF Equation section contains the transformation of body axis velocities to 
ANF velocities and the integration of these to obtain ANF positions These equations are mechanized 
directly in the form in which they are presented in Section IV B 1 A second order Adams numerical 
Sintegration formula is again used for all integrations in this section 
e. Stability Derivatives Routine 
This section computes the stabihty derivatives, nominals, and trims datums for the 
helicopter as functions of the flight conditions For any given helicopter weight and c g position, the 
equilibrium flight stability derivatives, are functions of the forward airspeed, and altitude rate, the 
altitude, and the rear rotor axis tilt The stability derivatives that are computed are the partial deriva­
tives of the time derivatives of the body axis translational and angular accelerations with respect to the 
body axis translational and angular velocities and the rotor deflections The nominals that are computed 
-are the reference points about which the lineanzed body axis equations are referenced The trim datums 
that are computed are the equilibnum trim positions for the rotor collective, differential collective, 
cyclic, and differential cyclic commands 
Before this section was developed, it was first necessary to determine how to use the 
equilibrium stability derivative data to simulate transient flight conditions since non-equilibrium data 
could not be obtained Three methods of simulating non-equilibrium flight conditions were considered 
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_ 
C' () = f(VA/1I, hieq), 
where C' (1) is a stability derivative, etc 
11 
A one dimensional table lookup procedure with linear interpolation is then used to 
determine the effect of Altitude on these deivatives as a function of forward airspeed 
aC (i)/ah = f (VA/H) 
ACh (0) = (3C (1)/3h) h 
Since the pilot normally retnms the rear rotor at speeds gieater than 80 krots, the effect 
of this trim change on the derivatives, etc is also computed by looking up the effect of the trim change 
on each derivative, etc at 80 knots and multiplying it by the rear rotor axis tilt, 8 RR, which is read from 
the cockpit over an A/D conversion channel 
)ACRR () = AC ()max (5RR/6RR, max 
The altitude and rear rotor turn change effects are then added to the derivatives, etc 
- that were computed as functions of forward airspeed and equilibrium altitude rate to obtain the total 
derivatives, etc 
C(1) = C' (i) + AC h (i) + ACRR (1) 
The stability derivatives, nommals, and trim datums that are computed in this manner 
are as follows, (1) stability derivatives Xu/m, Xac/m, X6c/m, Zu/m, Zw/m, Zbc/m, Zbe/m, MU/lyy, 
MWI/yy, MQ/Iyy, MSc/IYy, Me/IYy, Yv/m, Yp/m, Lv/IXX, Lp/Ixx, LRIxX, L~a/IXX, NV/Izz, 
0 8 8 8Np/IZZ, NRIZz, and NSr/IZZ, (2) nominals o, and (3) trim datums cro, ero, arc, and 8 rro 
In addition, the nominal pitch attitude computed by the above procedure is used along 
with the current forward airspeed and the equilibrium altitude rate corresponding to the current rotor 
collective power setting to compute the nominal body axis velocities along the x and z body axes 
Uo -VA/H cos60 + heq sin 0 
Wo = VA/HsinOo -h e q cos6 o 
It is apparent at this point that the equilibnum trim datum for the rotor collective power 
setting, 6 cro, is one of variables that is computed as a function of forward airspeed and equilibrium 
altitude rate in the two dimensional table lookup procedure Because of this, it is possible, through a 
reverse lookup procedure, to enter this table with the current forward airspeed and collective power 
setting and determine the equilibrium altitude rate that corresponds to that collective power setting 
heq = f' (VA/H, 8 'cro) 
However, before this can be done, the altitude and rear rotor trim change effect on the 
rotor collective setting must be computed and subtracted from the current rotor collective setting since 
the table being used is for sea level, no trim change conditions 
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6Co/alh = f(VA/H)
 
Asco/l h = (88o/ah) h 
A6co/RR = Aco max( 6RR]'RR max ) 
5'cro = bcro- A~co/h - Aco/RR 
This is the procedure that is used to compute the equilibrium altitude rate corresponding 
to the current rotor collective power setting in the stability derivative subroutine 
3 Flight Data Systems Module 
a Strapdown System 
This section describes the simulation models developed for the strapdown system from 
data supplied by NASA-ERC on this system These error models were used during the evaluation of the 
Digital Flight Control and Landing System 
(1) Gyro Pulses 
A prime error in the accumulated attitude pulses from the pulse rebalanced gyros 
in the strapdown system is due to roundoff The magnitude of this error is dependent on the quantiza­
tion level used and the rate at which the gyros are rebalanced If there were no other errors in these 
pulses, the distribution of this error would depend only on the actual magnitude and direction of change 
of the attitude being measured and would be a sawtooth type function for a constant attitude rate How­
- ever, since the pulses will contain other errors, due to such things as vibration, that will probably be of 
the same order of magnitude as the roundoff error, the error after roundoff will probably be noisy and 
somewhat random in nature Therefore, in the simulation, this error is simulated by an evenly distributed 
-random error of the following form (pitch axis used for example), 
A0' = .--- (A0')'ED, if Q - Qlow 
- fOhgh 	 ifQ>NO 
\NG } (A0)ED, 	ifQ>Qlow 
.where 	 Qlow = maximum measurable attitude pulse rate at low scaling
 
Qhigh = maximum measurable attitude pulse rate at high scaling
 
NG = gyro rebalance rate
 
(W*tD = an evenly distributed random number with an amplitude of one 
(2) Body Axis Angular Rates 
In the strapdown system, the accumulated attitude pulses are numerically differen­
tiated to obtain the body axis angular rates A typical difference equation for performing this diffel en­
tiation was provided by NASA-ERC and is of the form (pitch axis used for example), 
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Q = [15 0'2-050',]2NAR 
where 	 0'2 = pulses accumulated over second half of update period 
,O 	 = pulses accumulated over first half of update period 
=NAR update rate of angulal iate computation 
Flom this difference equation, it can be seen that the noise error in the accumulated 
gyro pulses will cause a noise error in the computed angular rates that will be of the following form 
AQN= [1 5A0' 2 - 0 S AG' 3] 2 NAR 
This error is computed in this mannel in the simulation It is then added to the angular rates to form 
the angular rates that are used in the flight control laws 
=PFC P + APN 
=QFC Q + AQN 
RFC= R+ARN 
(3) Euler Angles 
In the strapdown navigational system, the accumulated gyro pulses are also integrated 
to update the direction cosine matrix for the Euler angles. The appropriate terms in this matrix are then 
inversely resolved to obtain the Euler angles A typical numerical integration procedure (second order 
Runge-Kutta) for updating the direction cosine matrix was provided by NASA-ERC and is of the 
following folm 
C N B  	 1CNB = (l+[0'x 1+ 5[0' 1 x I[0' 2 x - 15 0O' 1 x] 2 -1 5 [0' 2 x J2)n+1 n1 
where 	 CNB = direction cosine matrix 
[0'1 x I = matrix summation of attitude pulses over first half of update period 
[0'2 X ] =matnx summation of attitude pulses during second half of update period 
I O -0x[0 ' x ] 0 z 
-0 y 	 Ox 0 
This integration procedure was analyzed for error propagation and it was found 
that the rms value of the noise error propagated through all terms is only about 5% greater than that 
propagated through the [O'x] term alone Therefore, for simulation purposes, only this term is con­
sidered It was further found that the resulting noise error in the direction cosine matrix transforms 
into a noise error in the Euler angles through the normal Euler rate transformation. In the simulation, 
this error is computed as, 
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A#N = (A0' in 4 + A ,' cog 4)/cos / 
tON = Ao0' Cos 5 + A*' sn 
LON =AO'+A4'NsinO 
In addition to the noise error in the Euler angles, there is also a drift erroi which 
results from the propagation of the errors in the accumulated attitude pulses and fiorn ei rors in the 
integration procedure itself In the simulation, this error is computed as (pitch axis used for example) 
AGD = (kD Q3 /NDC 2 )/s 
where kD =drift constant, 
NDC = update rate of direction cosine matnx integration 
The noise and drift errors are then added to the Euler angles to obtain the angles that 
are used in the flight control laws 
DVFC =4 +AON+A
 
0 FC =0 +AON+AOD
 
OFC = + AON + AOD
 
(4) Body Axis Accelerations 
The error model for the accelerometers was provided by NASA-ERC and consists 
of Gaussian white noise shaped through a 100 radian/sec filter In the simulation, this noise error is 
being represented simply by a normally distributed iandom number of the following form (longitudinal 
acceleration used for example) 
AUN = ON A6WND 
where ON = standard deviation 
AU ND- normally distnbuted random number with mean of zero and standard 
deviation of one 
The 100 rad/sec filtei is not included since this error is generated at a rate that excludes frequencies 
greater than 100 rad/sec 
(5) Body Axis Velocities 
In the strapdown system, the sensed accelerations are integrated to obtain the body 
axis velocities For a typical trapezoidal numerical integration method, the noise error in the sensed 
accelerations will be propagated through the integration into an error in the body axis velocities in the 
following manner (longitudinal velocity ed for example) 
AUN = 0 5 (AUN/n + AUN/n. 1)/Nv + aUN/n. 1 
where Nv = update rate of velocity integration 
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A drift error is also computed as, 
AUJ) =AUD/s, 
where AUD = drift rate 
The noise and drift errors are then added to the body axis velocities to obtain the 
body axis velocities that are used in the flight control laws 
UFC =Ud AUN+AUD 
VFC =v+AVN +AVD 
WFC =-W + AWN + AWD 
(6) 	 Inertial Velocities 
In the strapdown system, the body axis velocities are transformed into inertial 
velocities through an Euler resolution This resolution is of the form 
X CO Co CIP Ssos CO SOC U 
-SOcO +SO,s 
Y SCO SO SOSO S'soC V 
+COCO -COSO 
z -so SOCO Coco W 
From this transformation, it can be seen that the errors in both the body axis 
velocities and Euler angles will be propagated into errors in the inertial velocities For small angle 
approximations on pitch and roll, the errors in the inertial velocities are of the form 
AXE =COAUE-S4AVE+(CO0 + SOO) AWE 
(US4 	 + VCO + W(S4O - CO ) AWE + WCWAOE + WSOAOE 
AYE = SAUE + COAV E + (S00- COO) AWE 
+ (UCW -VSO + W(C40 - SO') ) A4 E +WSW AOE-WC O A¢ E 
AZE =-OAUE+tAVE+AWE -UA0 E +VA0 E 
These errors are computed in this manner in the simulation They are then added 
to the inertial velocities to obtain the inertial velocities that are used in the flight control laws 
x F = x'+ Ak 
YFC = Y + AYE
 
ZFC =Z +AZ E
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(7) Ineitial Positions 
In the strapdown system, the inertial positions are obtained by integrating the 
inertial velocities For a typical trapezoidal numerical integration method, the noise error in the inertial 
velocities will be fropagated through the integration into noise errors in the inertial velocities in the 
following manner (longitudinal position used for example) 
AXN 0 5 (AXNn + A'XN/n1)/NP + AXN/n 1 
where Np update rate of position integration 
The drift error in the inertial velocities will ajso be propagated thiough the 
integration into drift errors in the inertial positions in the following manner (longitudinal position used 
- for example) 
AXD = AXD/n_1 + 0 S (AXD/n + AXD/ulI)/Np 
These equations are used to compute the noise and drift eriors in the inertial 
positions in the simulation These errors are then added to the inertial positions to obtain the positions 
that are used in the guidance laws 
b Radar Update System 
In the airborne system, the inertial position data from the strapdown system is updated 
by a precision GSN-5 radar system This reduces the errors in the updated positions to those in the 
radar information at the update points This is simulated by resetting the initial conditions 
(AXD/n- 1 , AYD/n-1, and AZD/n-I) on the inertial position diift error integrators to the errors that 
exist in the radar information at the update points A specified number of discrete updates per flight 
are simulated and these occur as a function of range Therefore, instead of computing the radar errors 
on line in the simulation, they are computed off line and stored in a table for several discrete range 
points Whenever the range, LXi, in the simulation first becomes equal to or less than a stored update 
value, the initial conditions on the inertial position drift error integrators are set equal to the stored 
radar position errors 
rf IxI< X1, 
AXD/_-1 = AXRI 
AYD/nl = AYR1 
AZD/n-1 = AZRi 
The initial conditions on the integrators are set only once when an update point occurs and then are 
allowed to integrate up until the next update point is reached 
In the airborne system, the radar information will gradually be blended with the strap­
down system information when an update occurs to prevent sharp discontinuities This is simulated by 
rate limiting the updated inertial position errors from the integrators as follows (longitudinal position 
used for example) 
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AXD max - + Xmax At 
AXD "4J / -Xmax At 
AXDU AX-IM I,ifAX mii AXD/il- <AXD maxD 

L Xf) ;1ox' IfAXD/n-I > AXD max 
AXi] 11J11' if AXD/n-l < AXD man 
AXDU/n-I =AXjiII 
c Airspeed Pi ll,[ ttUIP 
From the ei i l ,n piesented for the piltot tube in Section IV B 5 it can be seen 
that the final noise error Ile sefl,t dirspeed is always about ±3 knots at speeds greater than about 
50 knots regardless of the riaqglnlill , o1 the individual errors that make up this final noise error Below 
kuwies due to the downwash effect of the rotors but its magnitude isthis speed, the final noise tor 1 t 
primarily a function of for\N aid ed As a result of this, the final noise error in the sensed forward 
mrspeed is computed in the MiiiitlII 1 The equations used for this are 
AVa/N (j\A -V,/ND ' a>50 knts 
Va <50 knots
=OAkt +ko/V(5-Va)AV/ND, 
where OVa = .rdaikI deviation 
kcr/V cllo t fairspeed on standard deviation 
AV ]NI) = nov110lY distributed random number with zero mean and standard 
de\-ilitu of one 
In the sunaion lwz error is generated at a rate that approximates the 10 rad/sec filter 
shaping that is included in XinC model 
In addition, \bhen iq hehcopter is at an angle of attack or sideslip angle, a bias error 
will exist in the sensed alrsp-ed ,- the axis of the pitot tube will not be aligned with the velocity 
vector In the simulation, k7 tr,\ , r io r is computed as, 
AVa/B -t) -CosT) Va, 
where r _	th5M,. angle of incidence between the pitot tube axis and the 
ve".v.Yector 
These error\ are t~' aided to the computed airspeed to obtain the airspeed that is used 
in the flight control laws 
VaIFC = N"raV 3 /N + AVa/B 
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d Sideslip (3) Vane 
From the error model that was developed for the "P3" vane during the first quarter and 
presented in the first quarterly report, it can be seen that the final noise error in the sensed sideslip is 
always about ±0 250 for speeds greater than about 30 knots Since this covers the range over which it is 
planned to use the "0" vane in the flight control laws, the sideslip error in the simulation is represented 
simply by a normally distributed random number with a standard deviation of 0 250 Again, this enor 
is generated at a rate that approximates the 62 rad/sec filter shaping that is included in the error model 
4 Guidance and Flight Control Module 
This section contains the guidance and flight control laws described in Section III These 
are mechanized in a form that is functionally identical to that presented in the Final Flight Control 
and Guidance Software documents and, therefore, will not be repeated here 
5 Cockpit Module 
A cockpit simulator is incorporated into the total simulation of the helicopter The cockpit 
panel display and control functions are patterned after the CH-46C helicopter 
The cockpit simulator consists of three units, the cockpit, the electronic cabinet, and the 
hydraulic unit The cockpit stick and pedal controls have hydraulic force opposition There is pitch 
and roll trimming for the stick and yaw trimming for the pedals The hydraulic feel forces may be 
vaned from the control panel of the electronic cabinet A collective stick is provided that has a con­
trollable drag adjustment 
The cockpit display layout is shown in Figure IV-18 The airspeed is shown in knots from 
-40 to +160 The heading indicator is in degrees from -180 to +180 The flight path angle is calibrated 
from +40 to -20 degrees The angle of attack meter also ranges from +40 to -20 degrees The attitude 
reference indicator will show +60 to -60 degrees of pitch and +60 to -60 degrees of bank The turn 
rate meter will show a maximum of 1 minute turn The vertical and horizontal bars of the indicator 
display command or velocity errors The scope display of the cockpit is used to display X, Y position 
by a variable positioned dot The altimeter is a standard aircraft instrument The vertical speed meter 
Is scaled in feet per second -. 
A push button control display is attached to the right side of the cockpit panel There are 
eight modes of operation selectable from the display. These are 
1. SAS 5 VEL 2 
2 ATT 1 6 VEL 3 
3. ATT 2 7 AUTO 
4 VEL 1 8. LAND 
A sidearm controller has been added to the cockpit for investigation of the velocity modes 
The sidearm controller is a NASA 3-axis unit obtained from Houston for another NASA program 
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Airspeed 
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R n SAS 
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FlightScope 
Path 
Angle -Ln 
Auto 
Clock-
Figure IV-lS Cockpit Displays 
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V RESULTS OF EVALUATION 
A GENERAL
 
The evaluation criteria used are discussed in Section III B I e After optimization of the 
pilot's controls sensitivities and the scaling of the FDI display, a test procedure was set up Table 
V-I shows the initial conditions which xNere employed Ahith all modes Table V-2 shows additional 
initial conditions used with the AUTO, VEL 1 and ATIl 2 modes These modes were singled out 
for additional testing with 30 knot winds and the full amplitude of wind gusts (sec Data Base in 
Section IV) because they were the most flyable modes 
After indoctnnation in the cockpit routine and instrumentation, and several familiarization 
runs by the pilot, any small disciepancies noted by the pilot were corrected, before the beginning 
of the final or "official" piloted runs 
The pilot opeiated the simulator in each mode, subject to the initial offsets and wind 
conditions listed in Tables V-I and 2 The profile of the fixed path, which the pilot was directed 
to fly is discussed in Section III C Each run was repeated twice and the results were averaged to 
obtain a numerical value of the Performance Index (PI), touchdown velocity (ZTD), forward 
velocity (XkTD), lateral velocity (YTD) and radial error (RTD) for the respective mode and init­
ial condition After each run, the pilot numerically rated the handling qualities during the 
simulated flight, based on the Cooper rating scale discussed in Section III B 1 e A sample com­
puter printout of initial conditions, the operational mode, landing conditions, and PI, obtained 
after each rin, is shown in Figure V-I 
The simulator was operated in the AUTO mode with the pilot in the seat During the pre­
liminary optimizing, the pilot was directed to supply stick inputs during the AUTO runs, to eval­
uate the feasibility of pilot assists during AUTO landings This feature was deleted from the pro­
gram, after it appeared that the PI was being degraded by pilot inputs and the philosophy was 
adopted that switching to a manual mode was preferable to mixing AUTO and manual inputs 
B DATA COMPILED 
Table V-3 lists the forward speed, XTD, lateral speed, YTD, sink rate, ZTD, radial offset 
error, RTD, and the roll angle, 0, observed at touchdown Defining a good landing as IXTDI < 3 
ft/sec, 'YTDI < 3 ft/sec, ZTD < 5 ft/sec (note 3 ft/sec was programmed desired value), 
[l < 2 So, RTD < 30 ft, Table V-3 shows 
1 IXTDI > 3 ft/sec 
one case ATT I Condition 8 
one case SAS Condition 8 
2 tYTDI > 3 ft/sec 
'two cases SAS Condition 8, 14 
(Continued on page V-5) 
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TABLE V-1
 
FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS - ALL MODES
 
Initial Conditions Winds 
Run 
Number Velocity 
Condition Y 1P (knots) Direction lusts 
1 0 0 0 0 No 
2 0 0 0 0 Yes 
3 0 0 15 0 Yes 
4 0 0 15 90 Yes 
5 0 0 15 1800 Yds 
6 1000 0 0 0 No 
00 Yes0 157 1000 
8 1000 0 15 90 Yes
 
9 1000 0 15 1800 'As 
10 0 300 0 0 No 
11 0 300 0 -0 Yes 
12 0 300 15 Yes 
13 0 30o 15 900 Yes 
14 0 300 15 1800 Yes 
TABLE V-2 
ADDITIONAL FLIGHT TEST CONDITIONS - AUTO,VEL 1,AND A~f> WODES 
Initial Conditions Winds
 
Run
 
Number Velocity
 
Condition Y -i (knots) Direction 6usts 
15 0 0 30 0 Y 
16 0 0 30 900 lirs 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS 
THETA 
P -
U 
UWIND 
X 
XDOT 
- 2o320 
- 0.000 
- 135.181 
- -0.177 
-­ 10012o576 
- 135o292 
PHI 
0 
V 
VWIND 
Y 
YDOT 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-0000 
0*007 
-0.159 
0.140 
00000 
00000 
PSI 
R 
W 
WWIND 
Z 
ZDOT 
-
-
-
-
-
0,067 
0000 
5.463 
-06159 
-443o001 
-00011 
FLIGHT CONTROL MODE - SAS 
LANDING CONDITIONS 
TIME 
THETA 
P 
U 
UWIND 
X 
XDOT 
-
-
-
-
-
-
- -
158,066 
9*492 
0425 
0.124 
-0.226 
-59o839 
0.750 
RTIME 
PHI 
Q 
V 
VWIND 
Y 
YDOT 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
184a270 
-0,795 
-2*423 
- 0.973 
0.177 
-13.121 
-0.989 
PSI 
R 
W 
WWIND 
Z 
ZDOT 
-
-
-
. -­
-5a953 
0*474 
4o354 
-0t171 
13t609 
49291 
PERFORMANCE INDEX - 0o0846 
Figure V-I Sample Computer Output 
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TABLE V-3 
IOUCHDOWN CONDITION DAI A 
XTD YTD ZTD RmTD YrD ZTD RTD 
Mode (ft/se)c (ft/sec) (flse) (f00 (deg) Mode ([tisety (ft/sec) (fl/sec) (0) !&41 
AUTO 094. 001 389 171 014 AUTO 107 -005 507 166 -015 
VELI 088 -0025 285 94 007 VE- .81 -107 627 164 49' 
VFL3 068 -011 312 154 -006 9 VEL3 196 -031 512 3I 
ATT2 -031 -088 115 32 -030 ATT2 .040 -)73 545 118 41Th 
ATTI 096 -062 405 196 -189 ATT1 097 -'51 -47 152 .t4% 
SAS 033 -025 400 165 -00o $48 -120 -255 16 9 4oAw 
AUTO 15 003 38$ 1663 004 AUTO 132 -01 409 1739 -015 
VEL! 071 -0b3 29 170 017 VEL1 163 -098 413 174 0's 
AT?1 15 055 387 221 027 10 VLL3 122 -026 96 123 -.O0-
SAS I0i .009 425 71 088 Al 2 125 065 415 174 -01, 
ATT1 182 088 342 181 020 
AUTO 080 002 311 846 007 SAS 174 013 346 204 o44 
VELI 193 II1 506 218 -042 
3 VEL3 118 -t0 225 996 037 AUTO 126 -002 348 1499 -006 
A72 119 .025 325 1308 009 VEL1 05 -049 35 115 046 
ATTI -050 -095 425 209 050 II VEL3 1 18 .028 352 139 013 
SXS -220 060 49 158 076 ATT2 20 -006 39 166 017 
ATTI 10 029 380 143 028 
AUTO 129 002 268 212 004 SAS 133 016 434 112 073 
VEL 010 055 27 1019 180 
o 4 VEL3 072 -1-3 237 136 070 AUTO 10 .013 305 1432 025 
ATT2 028 -085 235 117 069 z VELI 20 -053 361 181 01s 
- ATT1 142 104 29 1405 100 VEL3 2. -050 349 694 012 
SAS 009 -233 463 188 007 12 ATT2ATTI 169164 060038 482353 139218 -008-023 
AUTO 154 -07 369 66 -0I SAS 1 10 032 369 129 037 
VEL1 05 -05 362 72 035 VEL2 050 -022 584 172 012 
5 VEL3 035 -065 36 133 003 
ATT2 
ATTI 
064 
153 
-061 
-033 
336 
44 
138 
97 
035 
018 
AUTO 
VELI 
167 
102 
.007 
031 
437 
363 
145 
155 
001 
105 
SAS 042 -045 47 904 029 VEL3 145 086 381 175 076 
13 ATT2 09b 021 359 1744 063 
AUTO 102 -003 40 306 -008 ATTI 116 094 353 149 042 
VEL1 040 039 275 179 -043 SAS 13' 022 377 184 066 
VEL3 009 -057 30 121 -010 VEL2 0-12 006 409 179 012 
ATT2 064 085 35 112 -017 
Al'T1 129 -002 39 181 00 AUTO 10, 007 423 1704 006 
SAS 055 005 389 142 041 VEL 1 061 051 517 1603 049 
14 VEL3 14o 033 220 176 018 
AUTO 102 -012 320 337 -010 ATT2 141 024 315 131 045 
VELl 005 060 375 72 003 ATT! 201 -105 395 1155 -048 
7 VEL3 071 024 39 143 .020 SAS -209 377 568 155 032 
ATT 2 162 035 384 118 010 
AlI 1 
SAS 
225 
094 
-015 
-053 
463 
444 
180 
185 
-003 
-081 
AUTO 
IS VEL 1JATl2 
087 
113!o3 
018 
065-030 
490 
380525 
1705 
1068106 
012 
-050-022 
AUTO 1 14 073 416 151 024 
VEL! 095 104 425 139 108 AUTO 179 064 434 751 -039 
8 VEL3 
ATT2 
1.30 
091 
079 
138 
40 
34 
132 
121 
072 
122 
16 VELl 
ATT2 
1O 
-040 
181 
-213 
40 
57 
2181 
185 
063 
234 
ATf 1 816 030 394 175 010 
SAS -4087 -2248 323 537 -1041 
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3 - ZTD > 5 ft/sec 
one case 
three cas
one case 
three cas
one case 
es 
es 
AUTO 
VEL 1 
VEL 3 
ATT 2 
VEL 2 
Condition 9 
Condition 3, 9, 
Condition 9 
Condition 9, 15
(note 15, 16 a
Condition 12 
14 
, 16 
re high gust, 30 knot winds) 
4 1I1 > 25 
one case SAS Condition 8 
S RTD > 30 ft 
two cases AUTO Condition 6, 7 
one case SAS Condition 8 
In reviewing these failures, all were marginal failures within the given definition of a good 
landing, except ATT 1, Condition 8 where the forward speed was 8 2 ft/sec, VEL 1, Condition 9 
where the sink speed was 6 3 ft/sec; and SAS Condition 8 which was very pool in almost all cate­
gones The two cases of AUTO landing slightly beyond 30 ft appear surprising and suggests a 14 
foot system bias existed (see Table V-4) 
Table V-3 has been reduced to show the essential statistics of the data Table V-4 shows 
the average value and the standard deviation (rms deviation from the average) of XTD, YTD and 
ZTD Reviewing this tends to confirm the belief that a system bias of 14 ft in X existed due to 
tolerances in forward speed for the LAND condition 
Table V-5 lists the average and the rms value of the Performance Index (P1) under the varioas 
flight conditions and for the different modes 
Review of the results shown in Tables V-3, 4, 5 indicates that the AUTO mode is best and 
SAS the poorest in terms of performance The pilot was capable of adapting to all modes and the 
performance criteria indicate little to choose between any of the manual modes except SAS SAS 
exhibited a tendency to get away from the pilot which was considered dangerous This point clear­
ly showed up in the Cooper rating 
Table V-6 lists the consensus Cooper rating for the modes The velocity modes which used 
the stick were preferred by the pilot with the ATT 2 mode following ATT 2, it should be renlem­
bered, is still a velocity control on the collective stick VEL 3 was the mode using the side arm con­
- troller and some problems were experienced The only available side arm controller was a bang-bang 
design with a relatively heavy spring load The pilot had to hold this off-center at an uncomfortable 
elbow angle for prolonged periods while the VEL 3 velocity trimming integrator caught up Though 
his performance was about as good as in the other velocity modes, the pilot's discomfort led him to 
give it a lower Cooper rating 
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TABLE V-4 
MEAN TOUCHDOWN CONDITIONS 
Rua XTD (ft) YTD (ft) ZTD (ft/see) 
Mode Conditions avg rms avg Ims avg rmsE 
AUTO 1-14 141 47 04 113 38 06 
VEL1 1-14 132 45 21 35 39 10 
VEL3 1-14 114 34 22 42 34 03 
ATT2 1-14 126 36 02 19 35 10 
ATT1 1-14 165 35 16 80 39 05 
SAS 1-14 143 41 02 12 43 07 
VEL2 1-2-13 172 0.9 27 21 49 1 1 
AUTO 15-16 60 14 77 89 46 02 
VEL1 15-16 162 56 17 02 39 01 
ATT2 15-16 145 39 01 03 54 02 
TABLE V-5 
PERFORMANCE INDEX MEANS 
Run PI PI 
Mode Conditions avg RMS 
AUTO 1-14 004 0.01 
VEL 1 1-14 008 003 
VEL 3 1-14 009 004 
ATT 2 1-14 009 007 
ATT 1 1-14 009 006 
SAS 1-14 012 005 
VEL2 12-13 009 003 
AUTO 15-16 005 002 
VEL 1 15-16 010 005 
ATT2 15-16 009 004 
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TABLE V-6
 
COOPER RATING
 
Mode Rating 
VEL 1 2 
VEL 2 2 
ATT 2 3 
VEL 3 4 
ATTI 4 
SAS 8 
An observation with respect to the SAS mode must be noted Though the pilot managed 
to make numerous successful landings with SAS, Is Cooper rating of the mode was very low and 
it was evident that the pilot work load was very high The success in achieving landings suggested 
that it might serve as a backup emergency mode This hypothesis was tested and is false The 
pilot's success depended on early adaption A number of tests were made whexe the pilot started 
in one of the other manual modes and the SAS mode was suddenly switched in The drastic change 
in work load (CR 2 to CR 8) resulted in an excessive readaptation time during which the pilot 
essentially lost the vehicle. It is concluded that SAS without attitude hold cannot be used as a 
backup mode 
The data presented in Tables V-3 through V-6 tested the control system and the pilot's abil­
ity to follow the displays They were essentially performed with idealized sensors simulated 
The effect of errors was determined by 18 runs (2 each, 15 knot winds of Table V-I) in the AUTO 
mode with the sensor error models simulated This gives the additional errors which must be root-sum­
squared with the previous numbers to obtain the composite system performance These are listed 
in Table V-7 The pnncipal conclusion to be reached is that total performance is affected as follows 
a 	 Modified PI = f(PI) 2 + (0 08)2 
where PI is the "no instrumentation errors" PI 
Note that in all cases the Modified PI is still very satisfactory 
ZTD no change-b 

c ' 	 Total XTD error will be almost entirely due to instrumentation and not pilot 
or FCS. Since this number is large (45 ft), the error model indicates more frequent 
update is required 
d 	 Total YTD, same comments as for c above but with a magnitude less than 
one-half as large 
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TABLE V-7 
ERROR MODEL AUTO 
PI avg 009 .'ft/sec 
PI rms 002 ft/sec 
ZTD avg 3 8 ft/sec 
ZTD ris 0 62 ft/sec 
XTD avg -45 ft 
XTD rms 105 ft 
YTD avg 
YTD rms 
-19 
5 
ft 
ft 
Since the instrumentation error iesults are based on the error and update model, these results 
could have been easily modified to attain any degree of accuracy and, therefore, these results were 
simply used to deteimine the instrumentation accuracies required for FCS inputs 
C 	 SUMMARY OF EVALUATION CONCLUSIONS 
1 Primitive SAS, defined as SAS with body rate feedback and no attitude hold, is 
- not suitable as a flight mode or as a backup mode 
2 	 The velocity modes are the best manual modes 
3 	 The side arm controller required human factors engineenng but did well enough 
to suggest that Conclusion 2 is valid 
4 	 Attitude control, with altitude hold, and velocity control on the collective, is approx­
imately equivalent to the velocity modes 
5.. 	 Command displays are capable of enabling the pilot to fly the profile in any mode 
6 	 The pnncipal system error was excessive dispersion from the touchdown point due 
almost entirely to instrumentation errors This is readily corrected by increased 
update frequency and better blending algorithms and has no bearing on the FCS 
design 
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VI RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 
A GENERAL
 
The development of the hybrid simulation has proven to be an excellent tool for the e%aluation 
of guidance and control laws applicable to V/STOL type vehicles Results have been obtained, as 
has been discussed in previous sections of this report, which are now ready fol further evaluation in 
forthcoming flight test programs To supplement these flight tests there are additional studies and 
analyses which can and should be performed which would take advantage of the available simulation 
-and would provide continuing inputs for the tests with the CH-46C as well as inputs for flight test
 
with other V/STOL's such as the X-22A and/or XC-142 These studies represent areas of investiga­
tion winch are a logical extension of the work accomplished and/or areas where time did not permit

full optimization under the present contract Conversely, the tesults of th flight test program should 
be used to upgrade the simulation to enhance its fidelity to the actual vehicle performance and, thereby, 
permit continued use of the simulator to evaluate new concepts The recommended studies are gven 
below and discussed in the following subsections 
B. Approach Profiles 
C. Displays 
D. Computation Simplification 
E. Other Control Modes
 
F_ Simulation of Other V/STOL Vehicles
 
G. Examination and Evaluation of Performance Cnteria 
B. APPROACE PROFILES 
In the present contract a landing profile, as described in Section III C, was used to evaluate the 
guidance and control laws However, there may be other profiles which may be easier to fly, provide 
better obstacle clearance, with better fuel economy For example, the final portion of the present
approach profile which calls for a hover at 50 ft prior to descent to the pad is very costly in fuel con­
sumption to a V/STOL type of airframe such as the XC-142 or the X-22A Some of the other types 
of profiles which should be considered and evaluated are as follows 
I. Fixed Glide Path to the Touchdown Point 
For this type of glide path the aircraft flies level until glide slope intercept and then flies 
"down the glide slope" to touchdown Speed is reduced at a constant rate so as to attain zero ground
velocity at touchdown. In the lateral plane, guidance would be provided as in the present system in­
cluding turn into the wind The advantage of this profile is flying simplicity, economy of fuel, guid­
ance law simplicity and guidance sensor simplicity Glide slopes in the range of 6' to 30 could be 
included in the investigation 
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Segmented Glide Path 
As a modification to the above, a segmented glide path could be used wherein the vehicle 
would approach initially on a high glide in the range of 15-3 0 ' and then phase into a shallow gilde 
path on the order of 6' to a touchdown This would have the advantage of good obstacle avoidance 
coupled with the good stability and ease of flying close to the ground associated with the shallower 
glide slope The range at which switchover occurs and the technique for smoothly changing gliae 
slopes would be part of the investigation 
3 Exponential or Recomputing Flight Path 
The flight profiles described above are fixed in space with respect to the touchdown point 
Another type of profile which can be generated involves the recomputation of an exponential flight 
path to touchdown based on the vehicle's instantaneous states and the desired states at touchdown 
This could have the advantage of ease of flying in a turbulent or high wind shear environment 
4 Modifications to Present Flight Profile 
There are modifications to the present flight path which could be made to enhance overall 
performance These include increasing the glide slope from 6' to a higher value and decreasing the 
hover altitude from 50 ft to some lower value 
It should be noted that some flight profiles may be more compatible with different flight 
control modes. Therefore, it may even be possible to optimize separately for each mode However, 
performance criteria in terms of such factors as pilot workload, fuel consumption and dispersion in 
vehicle state at touchdown under the constraints of turbulence and wind shear have to be established 
C DISPLAYS 
The cockpit simulation used an ARU-2B/A flight director indicator in conjunction with a cath­
ode ray tube (CRT) situation presentation for the manual flying and monitoring modes This is 
essentially an extrapolation of what constitutes good control information from fixed wing exper­
ience Repeated simulation and flight tests are required to reveal shortcomings in display layouts 
or to the displayed information This could be quite time consuming On the other hand, the ap­
plication of display theory which has been developed in recent years in conjunction with the hyblid 
simulation could lead to a more optimum arrangement 
To obtain a good balance between pilot workload and precision, a compromise is required 
between purely director type or purely status type of displays Although directors have been 
shown to improve flying precision, there is also a strong requirement for status information The 
pilot needs this to assure himself that the primary system is working and for backup in case of direc­
tor system failure Therefore, situation and director display arrangements which will provide in­
formation for efficient control while minimizing pilot's scanning workload need to be investigated 
The type of information and symbols to be used and methods for integrating situation and direc­
tors are included in the above 
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The scope of the study would nclude but not be limited to the following 
(1) Detailed study of required display parameters 
(2) Use of standard instruments supplemented with range-to-go information 
(3) ILS display veisus CRT 
(4) Investigation of other types of flight directors including hovering flight director 
(5) Perspective type of presentations and/or contact analog 
It is recommended that the analytical theory of display/control systems be used to synthesize 
various arrangements as described above which aie applicable to approach and landing and to utilize 
the cockpit simulation to evaluate pilot workload and peiformance 
D COMPUTATION SIMPLIFICATION 
The computation algorithms and sampling rates as presented in the software package have 
been shown to be satisfactory during the piloted simulation flom a noise and display-flicker point 
of view To determine whethei the computational requuements for the airborne digital computer 
- can be further ieduced it is recommended that studies be conducted in two areas 
-1 Sampling Rates 
The SAS and attitude control laws use update rates of 32 times/sec while the attitude command,
'velocity command and velocity control laws use rates of 8 times/sec An investigation through 
additional analysis and simulation is suggested to determine whether the above rates can be sub­
stantially reduced without affecting control performance This is particularly the case for the man­
ual modes Included in the above are the rates at which input variables are sampled, control and 
guidance laws computed, and lates at which data are outputted to the displays In particular, with 
regard to the display, there are other hardware techniques which can be utilized to reduce undesir­
able needle motion without imposing undue requirements on the digital computer The study would 
include all the various guidance and control modes 
2. ISU Updating 
A relatively simple updating and/or blending algorithm was utilized for the simulation 
There may be other algorithms which may be more efficient either from a computation point of 
view or, from an update frequency point of view It is desirable that updates be accomplished on 
an infrequent basis so that a sensor such as the GSN-5 could provide service to many vehicles on 
- final approach It is, therefore, recommended that a detailed study consisting of both analysis and 
simulation to synthesize a more optimum filter be conducted The analysis would use digital-filter 
technology to formulate concepts for the update or blending filter These would then be compared 
using the hybrid simulation to select the best one 
It is recognized that the update frequency and blending algorithms are heavily tied in with 
the error model of the ISU or its equivalent and these must be studied together 
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E OTHER CONTROL MODES 
The present simulation has shown the inherent capabilhty of the system to perform either man­
ial or automatic approaches to a touchdown on a landing pad However, under the stress of an ac­
tual approach and landing in IFR conditions the pilot workload may be excessive for some of the man­
ual modes To relieve this condition a technique called spht-axis control can be employed In this 
situation the pilot manually controls one channel (such as pitch), while an automatic system or 
even the copilot controls the other The pilot's display scanning and control activity are essentially 
cut in half and his overall performance is expected to improve Such procedures are also beneficial 
from a flight safety point of view It permits the need for only limited pilot takeover when a par­
tial failure of the automatic flight control has occurred 
An important consideration in the use of automatic flight control dunng approach and landing 
is the question of pilot confidence ano acceptance In a technique called "force wheel steering" tme 
pilot is afforded the capability of introducing maneuvenng command inputs into the autopilot in 
the coupled modes This technique is accomplished by generating signals as a function of pilot ap­
plied forces and by introducing these force signals into the outer loops of the flight control system 
Tis technique has been tested and evaluated by the Air Force for fixed wing aircraft with ver. 
promising results It permits the pilot to become an integral part of an automatic flight control sys­
tem. The present study did not indicate any benefits from mixing pilot inputs with the automatic 
mode. The modifications required to enable a successful mix are recommended as a future study item 
F. SIMULATION OF OTHER V/STOL VEHICLES 
Although the guidance and control technology being developed is applicable to V/STOL e­
hicles, the present hybrid simulation was developed around the CH-46C parameters It is desirable 
to determine whether the guidance and control laws are applicable with minor modifications to 
V/STOL vehicles- It is, therefore, recommended that a study be performed to design a computer 
model such that the charactenstics of the various V/STOL airframes can be switched from one to 
another and to determine whether the present hybrid simulation can be modified to accommodate 
this computer mode This would essentially give the hybrid simulation a Variable Stability System 
capability Quick comparisons of vehicle types under automatic or manual flight control can then 
easily be made Such a system would compliment the flight test programs of such VSS aircraft as 
the X-22A 
G. EXAMINATION OF EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
As discussed in Section III B and demonstrated in Section V, the specification of performance 
criteria is, to a large extent, an art This is particularly true of pilot opinion A mathematical model 
combining performance and pilot opinion is required Idealy a combination of the two with a model 
of the "standard" pilot is desired. In this way a large number of runs could be made in evaluating 
systems by simulator and arriving closer to the optimum before actually introducing a pilot to the 
program 
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